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Thesis abstract 1
Thesis abstract.
The two traditional approaches to modelling can be characterised as the development 
o f mechanistic models from ‘ first principles’ and the fitting o f statistical models to 
data. The so-called ‘hybrid approach’ combines both elements w ithin a single overall 
model and is thus composed o f a set o f mass balance constraints and a set o f kinetic 
functions. This thesis considers methodologies for building hybrid models o f 
bioprocesses. Two methodologies were developed, evaluated and demonstrated on a 
range o f systems o f simulated and experimental systems.
A method for inferring models from data using support vector machines was 
developed and demonstrated on 3 experimental systems; a Murine hybridoma shake 
flask cell culture, a Saccharopolyspora erythraea shake flask cultivation and a 42L 
Streptomyces clavulingerus batch cultivation. On the latter system the method 
produced models o f similar accuracy to previously published hybrid modelling work. 
W hile support vector machines have been widely applied in other contexts this 
method is novel in the sense that there are no previously published papers on the use 
o f support vector machines for kinetic modeling o f bioprocesses.
On 50 randomly created dynamical systems it was shown that the hybrid models 
produced using the support vector machine methodology were generally more 
accurate than those developed using feed forward neural networks and that could not 
be distinguished from models produced using a more computationally demanding 
method based round genetic programming.
Additionally a Bayesian framework for hybrid modelling was developed and 
demonstrated on simple simulated systems. The Bayesian approach requires no 
interpolation o f data, can cope w ith missing in itia l conditions and provides a 
principled framework for incorporating a p r io r i beliefs. These features are likely to be 
useful in practical situations where high quality experimental data is d ifficu lt to 
produce.
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real valued variable 
Indicates Euclidian norm
Trace o f matrix A
Inverse o f matrix A
Moore Penrose pseudo Inverse o f matrix A 
Transpose o f matrix A
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General state space bioreactor model
t System time.
e^R1*' vector o f times at which measurements were taken, 
r  Temporary variable replaced by some time such as current simulation
time / or a sample time
N ; Number o f state variables included in model
Number o f environmental variables included in model
Nmcas Number o f measurements o f the state made during each batch
Nr Number o f degrees o f freedom o f the system, i.e number o f free
reactions
v € 91 ',m Vector o f environmental conditions
£ g  91N- State vector o f bulk concentration in the reactor.
g  91 Concentration o f i,h species in the reactor. 
g  91* State vector o f concentration in feed.
£ (r )  Continuous function returning bulk concentration £ g  91* at time r
£*=r g  91 *' Measured state vector o f  bulk concentration in the reactor at
(')
0
g p(t)  Model prediction o f  the state at time t.
Fm Feed flow  rate in.
Fout Feed flow  rate out.
V Volume o f  media in reactor.
F
D Dilution rate —-
V
u g  9TV‘ Vector o f net in flow /outflow  o f species into the reactor
g (£ ) g  91V’ Vector o f  net in flow  and outflow in gas phase
K g  91,v-x M atrix o f linear constraints.
r(£ , v) g  91Vr Vector o f kinetic functions determining the rates o f the free
reactions.
/ ( • )  Unspecified non-linear function returning a vector. Text below may
indicate type o f function e.g. /  (•) Is a function determined by a
FFXN
feed forward neural network. /  (•) Is a function determined by a
GP
genetic programming tree.
time r  referenced by t } 1^ e.g. ^  ^
Nomenclature 13
Literature survey
Mw Number o f parameters
w e 9? vector o f parameters
U(.) U tility  function reflecting desirability o f some outcome
L(.) Loss function reflecting undesirability o f outcome e.g. )
h () Measurement model for Kalman filter
P(x) Probability density function for x
p{ 4y) Conditional probability density function for x  given y
( y , y ’ ) The u,h input-output pair where x e y  e '.R .
The output o f the j ,h neuron in the i ,h layer when* is the input to the
first layer
N mp.„ Number o f inputs into the first layer =n
Nneurons Number o f neurons
Nlmers Number o f layers in network
Biase for j lh neuron in the i,h layer o f a feed forward neural network.
» , r The weight connecting /th neuron the i ,h layer to th e /h neuron the t  -
l ,h layer.
<p(x ) Non-linear transfer/activation function
a Learning rate parameter
P Momentum term
Mnodes Number o f nodes(functions or terminals) in GP tree.
* [ / ] Expected risk or expected loss due to using function / .
R~ p [ f \ Empirical risk or Loss on training data
F Hypothesis space, set o f  all possible functions /  could be /  e F
Constraint matrix
H r ) The flux o f a component at time r  due solely to reaction effects.
r , Rate o f change o f component i, where i is an abbreviation e.g. rgluc
P Growth rate
P Specific growth rate
Mt Number o f conserved elements.
E iV XjVElemental composition matrix e 9? '
G Stoichiometric matrix e v ,< v- defining reaction network
3 e 9LV' Vector o f fluxes through each lumped reaction
f(') Continuous signal for state obtained from measurements
r * (0 Estimate for T (r )  obtained from interpolated measurements
Nomenclature 14
rj^t e'J? '  Cumulative consumption/production at time ts
E Permutation i.e. reordering o f rows
M  Matrix o f principle components
K  Pseudo stoichiometric matrix (constraint matrix estimated by
regression method )
N  Number o f principle components.
e * R V e c t o r  o f Kinetic functions defined in principle components 
space.
N,ram Number o f training batches
Nteil Number o f testing batches
F it ( ttlrf'ft"") Average fit o f  model o f type ‘model type’ to training data on testV Tram ' ' '
system ‘ test system’
SVM methodology
S(4) Function which is 1 i f  all substrates consumed by the relevant reaction
have a non zero concentration in the bioreactor and 0 otherwise. 
w Weight vector
b Bias term
<D(jc) Non-linear mapping
x  coordinate in input space
z coordinate in feature space z = O (x )
y Output value o f data at point
/ ( jc(,)) Prediction o f SVM at point Jt(,)
C Cost/ Regularisation hyper parameter
e Range o f acceptable error for £ insensitive loss function
<7 Radial basis function width parameter
K (x ^ '\x )  Kernel function ‘dot product in feature space’
A : ( j c ( 0 , j c ( > ) )  =  c | > ( j c <' , ) - c D ( j c ( / ) )
S',S- Support vectors above and below e insensitive zone
ctj,a *, y,, y* Lagrange multipliers corresponding to constraints
Hvbridoma model
V Volume
F Feed flow rate subscript (in/out)
c Xv Viable cell
CXd Non viable cell
CAB Antibody
r GLC Glucose
r GLS Glutamine
r LAC Lactose
Nomenclature 15
r A MM Ammonia
Y*
Yield o f ‘a’ on ‘b ’
V Specific growth rate
Vd Specific death rate
Qu> Antibody production rate
Bayesian section.
H t (x ,,w )  Output o f model H t given input jc( and parameter values w
) Prior probability o f parameters given model structure H t
P ( °  I w, H t ) Likelihood o f  parameters w and model H t given data D .
p  ( wj D, H t ) Posterior probability o f parameters given model H j and the data D .
w ^p  Maximum posteriori values o f parameters = arg max p  ( vvl D, H t ).H '
p  ( D\ H t ) Evidence for model H j .
z Estimate o f the evidence,
cr. Measurement error for series i.
PI Measurement error covariance matrix.
Vw Parameter uncertainty covariance matrix.
£ [ / ]  Expectation o f / .
©  Expected value
W Individual sample indexed by t.
w ~ p {w ) w’ is drawn from probability distribution p (w ).
Number o f Monte Carlo samples. 
s Expected length scale o f parameters
x , Uncertain process conditions.
^  ^  Importance distribution.
Notes:
variable m u ltip ly  variable
1) Curly brackets are sometimes used a  x (5 these do not alter the meaning
o f equations and are simply used to comment on terms in important equations.
2) As well as the above nomenclature section, symbols are defined in the text. For 
example while cr is always a variance depending on the context its precise meaning 
can be to variance of; measurement error, radial basis function, Gaussian kernel 
function
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“ Life is very strange” said Jeremy. 
“Compared with what?” replied the spider.
-Norman Moss
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1. Introduction. IK
1 Introduction
Modelling is central to engineering design, optimisation and control. However, unlike 
most other areas o f engineering, mathematical models are not widely applied in the 
bioprocess industries. Due to the overwhelming complexity and heterogeneous nature 
o f biological systems they cannot in general be reduced to tractable models derived 
from physical laws. This thesis considers the problem o f inferring useful dynamic 
models o f the behaviour o f bioprocesses from available data and knowledge.
This chapter provides a gentle introduction to bioprocesses and bioprocess modelling. 
The scope o f and structure o f this thesis is then outlined.
1.1 An introduction to Bioprocesses.
1.1.1 General introduction.
Biotechnology is an important industry producing a wide range o f products from 
Monoclonal antibodies to bulk chemicals. Similar systems can be found outside the 
biotechnology industry in waste water treatment, brewing and bioremedification.
Bioprocesses consist o f the deliberate and controlled cultivation o f micro organisms 
or cell culture. The objective can be to produce the biomass itself (bakers yeast, tissue 
engineering) some product o f cellular processes (antibiotics, monoclonal antibodies) 
or to break down some substance (waste water treatment). In order to successfully 
operate the process, necessary nutrients and growth factors must be provided and the 
environmental conditions (pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen) controlled.
This is accomplished in a bioreactor, typically a stirred vessel or a irlift reactor 
although more exotic designs such as wave bioreactors exist and indeed some other 
systems such as landfills can be viewed as bioreactors. (Dunn et al(2003)) A diagram 
o f a stirred tank bioreactor is shown in Figure l. Typically available online 
measurements o f the process include: pH; temperature; dissolved oxygen (DOT) and 
measurements o f carbon dioxide and oxygen concentrations in the inlet and outlet 
gas’ . Measurements o f biomass and media components are obtained by periodic 
sampling o f the broth and subsequent laboratory analysis although online instruments
'The differences between the concentrations in the in let gas and outlet gas o f  oxygen and carbon 
d ioxide are used to calculate the oxygen uptake rate (O U R ) and carbon d ioxide production rate (CKR).
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for measuring key components are becoming more common2. Bioreactors can be 
operated in batch, fed-batch or continuous mode.
A dd itions stirrer speed
temperature
n___ air flow out gas analysis
cooling/heating unit
air flow in/ —  - 
gas components rgr
off-line sampling / at line sampling
on-line analysispOj ^
cooling/heating unit czz.
H arvest
Figure 1. Diagram of a stirred tank bioreactor.
1.1.2 Operating modes.
In batch mode, the bioreactor volume V is constant ( Fm = Foul = 0  ).CIassically the
add itio n s  harvest
process dynamics o f batch processes are characterised by 4 physiological stages 
(Figure 2): a lag phase in which the cell adapts to new media conditions; a growth 
phase in which biomass increases exponentially; a stationary phase which is entered 
when substrates become depleted and the growth rate declines. Finally the death 
phase is entered where cells die due to lack o f nutrients and the build up o f harmful by 
products.
In fed batch processes feed is added during operation (F m * 0 ,Foul = 0 )  the volume
increases and after product has accumulated the fu ll reactor contents are harvested. 
Controlled feeding can be used to extend the productive period and increase the 
maximum biomass concentration. This strategy is particularly effective where high 
substrate concentrations are detrimental to performance for example where high 
glucose concentrations cause the production o f acetate due to overflow metabolism.
2 A  key driver fo r increased on line measurement and m odelling  w ill be the F D A ’s process analytical 
technology in itia tive . (See Appendix A  I.)
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In continuous operation feed is added and product is removed continuously 
( Fw *  0, F iul *  0). This allows greater control for example; in chemostat operation the
concentration o f a lim iting substrate is used to determine the specific growth rate. 
Since substrate concentrations are maintained and harmful by-products are removed 
production time can be greatly extended. However, continuous process operation is 
relatively rare due to problems o f contamination risk and strain instability leading to 
production strain being out competed by fast growing mutants.
Lag phase j Growth phase Stationary
phase
Death
phase
o
Biomass
iiibstratc
Batch time
Typical time o f  product formation
Figure 2. Classical batch profile.
1.2 Bioprocess modelling
1.2.1 General issues.
Bioprocesses are deterministic and, in principle, i f  the current state o f the system and 
i f  the laws governing its behaviours were fu lly  known then the future state o f the 
system could be predicted.
Classically this can be represented as a system o f differential equations relating the 
change in the system state vector £ composed o f the concentrations o f each species in 
the bioreactor to some function o f the current3 state, environmental conditions v and 
time varying control actions u such as feeding.
1 Extending this so that the dynamics depend on the system history during the last n time steps rather 
than just the current state leads to a more general system o f  delay d iffe rentia l equations (D D E ’ s)
_ n  Q  These are rarely used to model bioprocesses although they are interesting
dt : {,
fo r population age balances (Bortz and Nelson(2004)). There is no theoretical reason w hy the 
techniques developed in this thesis cannot be extended to D D E 's  although the numerical integration is 
somewhat more problematic (Yang et a!(2005)).
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( 1 . 1 )
The problem is that in reality biological systems are hugely complex and are not fu lly 
understood. Analysing the cell systems to determine the true underlying mechanisms 
may be impossible because many metabolic mechanisms are still unknown or cannot 
determined from experimental measurements. Therefore to paraphrase Bailey(1998) 
any model must necessarily be a modest approximation.
Fven i f  a perfect model could be formulated there would still be serious issues. As 
Palsson(2002) states "evolution changes the numerical values o f  kinetic constants 
over time. In addition, in an out bred population we could have a perfect in silico 
model fo r  one individual but it would not apply to other individuals due to the 
polymorphism in the genes and therefore non-identical kinetic parameters ” . Detailed 
mechanistic modelling is not possible or even desirable; rather models should use the 
available data and knowledge to capture key features o f the system and facilitate 
decision-making.
1.2.2 Approaches to modelling.
Modelling building methodologies can be divided into three categories; ‘white-box\ 
'black-box and ‘hybrid/grey-box ’ strategies, which differ with regard to roles played 
by roles played by mechanistic knowledge and data. The three approaches are briefly 
described below. Chapter three w ill review these in more detail.
White box modelling.
The white box approach typically begins by deriving a dynamic mass balance model 
o f a perfectly stirred tank (although more detailed physical models using 
computational fluid dynamics to incorporate the effect o f imperfect mixing have also 
been proposed Royce(l993)). Stoichiometric constraints K  e 9TN are then 
introduced on the basis o f information about the stoichiometry o f the reaction system. 
The specific mechanism o f each reaction r(^ ,i/)e 9 ?  v is then determined and an 
appropriate mathematical description o f the reaction kinetics selected from literature. 
Finally the parameters4 o f the kinetic models are determined on the basis o f 
experimental data.
4 For the model to be mechanistic rather than semi em pirical the parameters should have physical
meaning.
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General state space representation
The majority o f white box models found in literature can be described by a model o f 
the following general form capable o f representing most published white box models 
(Chen et al(2000); Galvanauskas et al( 1997)).
^  = K r j£ ^ ) -  D£ ~ g{£ ) + F £„ (1-2)
k i t w r n  \ f n t n s f x t r t
This is simply a system o f differential equations where stated = (c i;,,^ ,,...,^ )7 e S.H v is 
the state vector o f species concentrations in the reactor, (assuming perfect mixing). 
v' € 'H '"  is a vector o f directly controlled or uncontrollable environmental variables 
such as temperature.
The first term K r(£ ) represents the biological and biochemical conversions taking 
place in the reactor. This term further breaks down into a set o f linear constraints due 
to conservation relations written in matrix fo rm /f e ' (which we w ill refer to as 
the constraint matrix), and a vector o f kinetic functions, which determine the reaction 
rates, r(£ ,v ) = (r,(£ ,v '),r,(£ ,v '),...,rv (<^,v))T e S.Rv . The reaction rate r (£ ,i/) is
sometimes written as; r(d;,v) = C , / ( £ ,v ) ,  where Cx is the biomass concentration, to 
reflect the prior knowledge that the system breaks down into biotic and non-biotic 
phases.
The second term represents transport o f material across the reactor boundary. D  e 9?
is the overall dilution rate due to both outflow and changes in volume and is given by
F  vthe ratio o f incoming volumetric flow  to reactor volume. g(£ ) g sJ? ' is a vector
o f the gaseous outflow rates per unit volume and is a complex function o f equilibrium 
and mass transfer effects. F  e SJ?v is a vector representing additions to the reactor on 
a per unit volume basis.
For brevity we sometimes write the net effect o f feed and gaseous outflow compactly 
as a single transport term u = (ux,u2 . . .ux ) e lK A where each u represents the 
balance between inflows/outflows for a particular species.
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The above representation provides a natural way o f combining a p r io r i and data 
driven components into a parallel hybrid model since the reaction kinetics can be 
modelled by either data driven or mechanistic models.
Data driven modelling
In the black box approach the model structure is determined so as to fit experimental 
data. No a p r io r i restrictions are placed on the form o f the model or range o f the 
parameters. Examples o f black box representations include neural networks and 
polynomials. Typically the model is constructed by choosing parameter values, which 
minimise the difference between the model prediction and some data. The data used 
for this purpose in known as training Jala.
Hybrid modelling
The hybrid approach combines black box and white box components within an overall 
model. Two different types o f hybrid model can be distinguished. In the serial 
approach equation (1.3) the model prediction is a weighed sum o f the predictions o f 
black box and white box models.
f \ (  \
/ \
1 - vv K r { ^ v ) - D Z - g { 4 )  +  F 4 m +  vv / ( £ , v , w )
V
w e igh ing
f i l l  t i l l  y ^ w h ite  h m  m ih li l  p re J n  rum  , v h la i k
hh
hox m ode l p re d ic t io n  J
In the parallel hybrid modelling approach a p r io r i and data driven components are 
combined into an overall model as shown in Figure 3. The transport terms are 
assumed to be known. The constraint matrix K  e S.K v ' v is normally obtained a p r io r i 
from elemental balances or knowledge o f the metabolic network while the reaction 
kinetics can be determined by either kinetic functions from literature or by fitting 
black box components to the available data.
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fl>
J I
£
kine tic  functions
r
r
Kinetics function 
from literature
Parameters !
 <
d t
on
Pseudo stoichiometric 
network [ Black box model of kinetics
- D 4  -  g ( 4 )  + F £ „,
r Black box model of kinetics;
Figure 3. Diagram of hybrid model representation.
1.3 Scope of thesis:
1.3.1 Research Aims.
Model based process supervision, supervision, optimisation and control has only been 
applied to a small number o f industrial bioprocesses. The adoption o f model based 
strategies has been hampered by a lack o f accurate models and the long development 
times associated with model building.
The general aim o f this thesis is to speed up model development though improved 
methodologies for data driven modelling within the serial hybrid-modelling 
framework. The focus is on developing an improved general methodology rather than 
on applying existing methods to a specific process. This work splits naturally into two 
parts:
• In the first part a fast methodology is developed for quickly building black box 
components o f hybrid models. Data driven methods for inferring the 
stoichiometric constraints are considered. Then support vector machines are 
proposed for kinetic modelling.
• In the second part Bayesian framework is proposed for jo in tly  inferring the 
parameters o f both mechanistic and black box components from incomplete 
data sets. The Bayesian approach provides a theoretical basis for coping with
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uncertainty, dealing with noisy data, using data with missing measurements 
and incorporating information in the form o f uncertain beliefs into model.
1.4 Structure of thesis.
In chapter two the contribution o f models to bioprocess operation and development 
is reviewed. Three types o f models are distinguished:
• Response surface models, which are simple non-recursive statistical models. 
These relate a dependant variable o f interest such as yield to independent 
variables such as initial conditions. Response surface models are a useful tool 
for optimising environmental conditions and the composition o f initial growth 
media.
• Inferential sensors, which are models, which estimate the value o f variables 
that cannot be easily measured from variables that are measured online. By 
providing estimates o f key variables inferential sensors allow feedback control 
and are hence are useful for bioprocess operation.
• Dynamic models, which are capable o f predicting the behaviour o f the system 
as a function o f the current state and control actions. These models can be 
used for both optimisation and inferential estimation.
Chapter three, considers existing bioprocess modelling methodologies. Approaches 
to white box modelling are outlined. Black box modelling representations: feed 
forward neural networks; radial basis neural networks and genetic programming are 
reviewed. The problem o f overfitting and poor generalisation performance is then 
highlighted. Finally the parallel and serial approaches to hybrid modelling are 
discussed.
As a result o f these initial chapters it is proposed that:
•  Development o f mechanistic models o f bioprocesses is time consuming and in 
many cases it may not be possible to determine the stoichiometric constraints 
and reaction kinetics a p rio ri. The ability to quickly develop dynamic models 
would therefore significantly enhance bioprocess engineering.
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• The serial hybrid-modelling framework is more appropriate for rapid model 
development than the parallel hybrid-modelling framework since the latter 
requires a complete mechanistic model to be developed.
• Development o f hybrid or black box models is hampered by the need to select 
the architecture o f data driven components such as neural networks so as to 
minimise overfitting.
With these objectives in mind a methodology for building the data driven components 
o f serial hybrid models is developed in chapters three to seven.
Chapter four considers the problem o f determining the system constraints. The use 
o f elemental balances and metabolic network analysis is reviewed. Then two methods 
for inferring the constraints from data are detailed:
• The first method uses regression to determine unknown pseudo-stoichiometric 
coefficients o f a reaction network.
• The second method involves the use o f principal component analysis (PCA) to 
infer constraints o f a hybrid model o f a bioprocess without any prior 
knowledge o f the stoichiometry or reaction network.
In chapter five a methodology is proposed for inferring the reaction kinetics using 
support vector machines(SVM’s). The SVM method is then demonstrated on a 
simulated hybridoma culture. Support vector machines were selected since S V M ’s do 
not suffer from the problem o f local optimum and the architecture o f SVM ’s is 
determined automatically from data so as to minimise overfitting. D ifficu lt decisions 
about the architecture o f neural networks are therefore avoided and the process o f data 
driven modelling is considerably simplified.
In chapter six the SVM approach is used to model three experimental systems: a 
Murine hybridoma cell culture; a Saccharopolyspora erythraea NRRL2338 shake 
flask cultivation and a 42L Streptomyces clavulingenis batch cultivation.
In chapter seven the relative performance o f models built using three techniques are 
compared. These techniques were: support vector machines; multilayer perceptrons 
and genetic programming. The comparison involves testing completely automatic 
methodologies on a large number o f randomly created simulated systems.
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Development of an advanced methodology: chapters eight and nine.
A key weakness with the above methods (and many similar approaches) is that the 
data driven components are trained to predict reaction rates as a function o f the 
system state at a specific time. Taking derivatives in order to obtain these reaction 
rates magnifies measurement noise and requires the state vector to be interpolated.
In chapter eight the hybrid-modelling problem is cast in terms o f Bayesian inference. 
Firstly a Bayesian approach to white box modelling is detailed. It is then shown how 
neural networks can be used within the Bayesian approach. Finally it is demonstrated 
that the Bayesian approach can cope with missing data. This leads to a modelling 
framework with the following advantages:
• No derivatives need to be taken since data is directly used.
• Data can be used even i f  measurements o f entire series are completely 
missing.
• Mechanistic and black box components can be mixed in a flexible manner and 
knowledge about the values o f parameters introduced through ‘Bayesian 
priors’
•  The framework is developed further in chapter nine where it is shown that the 
Bayesian approach to hybrid modelling can be used to discriminate between 
different mechanistic sub models on the basis o f data. Unfortunately the 
Bayesian approach is very computationally intensive and therefore represents 
a promising direction for future research rather than a complete and 
immediately applicable methodology.
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2 Bioprocess operation and development.
The objective o f bioprocess engineering, in an industrial context, is to maximise 
profitability. Profitability is a complex function incorporating not only the obvious 
factors such as: growth rate; product formation rate; yield; batch duration, which 
define the costs o f running the process but also, labour costs, time to market, and 
variability.
The engineering decisions regarding a bioprocess can be broadly classified into two 
distinct stages: a process development stage where decisions on the process design 
and operating strategies need to be made about a largely unknown process within a 
limited time frame; and an industrial operation stage, where a defined the process is 
operated and controlled so as to maintain quality and maximise profitability. In this 
section the contribution that modelling can make at each stage is considered.
2.1 Bioprocess development.
2.1.1 Overview of the development process.
During the development stage the aim is to understand the behaviour o f the organism 
and optimise process parameters such as media composition, operating conditions and 
feeding strategies. Typically little is known about the process and, because the period 
o f exclusivity o f a new drug is very short, decisions need to be made within a very 
tight time frame.
The general approach to bioprocess development is one o f gradual scale up and fix ing 
o f process conditions. As the flow  diagram in Figure 4 shows development progresses 
from small and inexpensive experiments in 96 well plates (or shake flasks) to large 
scale fermentations. Small scale experiments are aimed at finding a suitable liquid 
media in which the cell line w ill grow. Bench top fermentations are used to determine 
key nutritional, environmental factors and control strategies.
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Figure 4. Bioprocess development pipeline. (Adapted from  a presentation by Cambridge Bioprocess 
Management L td.)
(Stage 1) It is normally desirable for cells to be grown in liquid media as a suspended 
culture since this allows for improved mass transfer and material handling. For many 
mammalian cells an additional challenge may be the need to adapt the cell line to 
serum free media in order to comply with regulations concerning the use o f animal 
derived serums in therapeutics. It is therefore necessary to determine the basic 
conditions under which the cell line w ill grow as a suspended and possibly serum free 
culture. Standard media recipes are often used, however additional components may 
need to be added. These required components can be identified by systematically 
screening different media to identify recipes that ensure satisfactory rates o f growth 
and product formation.
(Stages 2 and 3) The next objective is to determine and optimise the key factors, 
which affect the expected profitability o f the process. Systematic optimisation 
methods can be employed to directly optimise the process by performing sequential
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experiments. Weuster-Botz(2000) used a genetic algorithm5 (Goldberg( 1989)) to 
optimise medium components for a formate dehydrogenase production process. 
Cockshott and Hartman(2001) used particle swarm optimisation6 to improve the 
medium composition o f a Echinocandin B production process. More typically 
optimisation is based on the informal expert knowledge o f experienced process 
development people rather than systematic methods.
One problem with directly optimising a process is that experiments must be 
performed in sequence. An alternative option (known as the response surface 
methodology) is to build a model o f the process, from the results o f experiments 
performed in parallel, and then select operating conditions corresponding to the model 
optimum.
Response surface models o f the general form shown in (2.1) predict the value o f a 
dependant variable o f interest v e 9? (such as yield or growth rate) as a function o f n
independent variables .v e 9T (such as temperature or initial glucose concentration).
y  = f ( x )
(2 . 1)
y  e % x  e 9?"
Typically regression is used to fit a simple linear or polynomial function to 
experimental data. For example i f  the objective is to maximise growth rate parallel 
experiments would be performed to measure the growth rate achieved at different 
values o f independent variables. A function would then be fitted to relate grow rate to 
the values o f these independent variables.
Due to the large number o f independent variables which may be involved statistical 
procedures have been proposed to design the experiments required to build response 
surface models (Montgomery(1991)), and after a slow start are increasingly used. For 
example Kalil et al(2000) used a Plackett-Burman design, (Plackett and 
Burman(1946)) for initial screening and then a Factorial design in order to generate 
response surfaces and hence optimise the significant variables o f a multi stage 
alcoholic fermentation process. Abdel-Fatta et al(2004) applied a similar method to 
enhance the production o f uricase by Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Sen and
'  Genetic a lgorithm s are a search method inspired by evolution. (See chapter 3.)
6 Particle swarm ’ methods (hbcrhart et a l(2001)) w ork by each particle in the population remembering 
its own best previous location and the best previous locations o f  its nearest neighbours6 and then 
aecelerating(at random) towards these locations.
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Swaminathan(2004) applied the Response surface methodology to the effects o f 
inoculum age and size on surfactin production by Bacillus subtilis. In shake flask 
fermentations with Rhodotorula gracilis Kennedy and Spooner( 1996) found that 
simple neural networks and fuzzy logic models could produce a saving o f 63% in the 
number o f experiments required for media optimisation compared to factorial designs. 
However it is hard to see how this fundamentally differed from the response surface 
methodology except an ANN was substituted for a polynomial.
(Stages 4 and 5) It is d ifficu lt to precisely control the conditions o f shake flask and 
microwell cultivations. High oxygen transfer rates cannot be achieved simply by 
agitation and so cultures cannot reach high cell densities. To continue to optimise the 
process it is therefore necessary to perform experiments in CSTR or a irlift 
bioreactors. In these later stages experiments are relatively large scale and due to 
equipment limitations it is simply not possible to perform large numbers o f parallel 
experiments. The final stages o f process development are therefore a bottleneck where 
the cost o f experimentation limits purely experiment-based optimisation.
Model based dynamic optimisation.
The output o f the initial stages is usually a set o f optimum static operating conditions 
such as initial media concentrations and the values o f constant environmental 
variables. The purpose o f the later stages is to determine time varying operating 
conditions. This includes control o f pH, aeration and agitation as well as feeding and 
induction strategies. Experimental optimisation o f these can be a time consuming 
process o f trial and error.
Model based optimisation aims to choose time varying operating conditions 
£ (0 ),v (/),m (0  t f J (subject to physical and model validity constraints) which
the model predicts w ill maximise profit as defined by some utility  function:-
where the state vector at any time is predicted by simulating a model o f the system in 
the form o f differential equations.
(2 .2 )
0 (2.3)
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The control profiles can be represented in a number o f ways, such as piecewise linear 
functions (Carrasco and Banga( 1997)), smooth piece-wise control curves or general 
functions such as wavelets (Binder et al(2000)).
Various techniques have been used to solve the resulting large optimisation problem, 
such as, dynamic programming and stochastic search methods. The former is a 
method based on quantising the optimisation parameters to a discrete grid, 
(Mekarapiruk and Luus(2000)). Stochastic search methods such as; Genetic 
algorithms, particle swarms, simulated annealing7, are becoming increasingly popular 
with Tremblay et al( 1993) applying GAs to feed control o f a hybridoma cell culture. 
Moriyama and Shimizu(2005) applied GAs to determine optimal temperature 
trajectories o f a Saccharomyces cerevisia fermentation and Roubos et al( 1999) used 
GAs to determine feed trajectories o f a Streptomyces clavulingerus fed batch process.
I f  a correct model o f the process is available then considerable time can be saved in 
process optimisation by employing the above approach. The success o f model based 
optimisation is limited by the accuracy o f the available model. However the model 
can be improved as part o f an iterative procedure o f modelling and experimentation 
(Figure 5) using model based optimisation to suggest operating conditions and then 
using experimental data obtained under these conditions to refine the model.
7 Simulated annealing utilises an analogy between the way in w hich a metal cools and freezes into a 
m in im um  energy crystalline structure and the search for a m in im um  in a more general system. In it ia lly  
samples (produced by a M arkov process) explore large areas o f  parameter space but as the temperature 
cools the sampling settles down a smaller range o f  states. (K irkpa trick  et al( 1983))
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Figure 5. A general structure of model based biochemical process design procedure, taken from 
(Galvanauskas et al(1998)).
2.1.2 Summary of the role of models in bioprocess development
I f  sufficiently accurate models exist then they can be used to predict the output 
variables o f interest as a function o f controllable variables. This can speed up process 
optimisation since the time required to perform such ‘in silico experiments’ is 
significantly less than the time required to perform real experiments.
During the initial stages o f bioprocess development the objective is to determine the 
optimal values o f static variables. Static models, which directly predict a variable o f 
interest as a function o f static operating conditions, are therefore sufficient. Such 
models can be built by fitting a flexible model to experimental data consisting o f 
input output pairs { y  e ,x  e S.K") obtained from parallel experiments.
During the later stages the objective is to optimise both initial conditions and time 
varying control profiles. This requires recursive models capable o f predicting how a 
bioprocess w ill behave over time. Such models can be built from a p r io r i knowledge 
o f the underlying mechanisms and/or from measurements o f how the state evolves 
over time. Suitable experimental data typically consists o f samples taken regularly 
from the cell culture. The resulting measurements can be presented as a matrix
Z  Z ZSo’ consisting o f the state vector £ measured at discrete sample times
t = 0  ( V , I )* 0 ’ * A
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2.2 Bioprocess operation.
The objective o f bioprocess operation is to ensure that the process remains 
economically optimal and that it operates within validated bounds. Since industrial 
bioprocesses are essentially fixed through: validation; legal and financial restrictions, 
the scope for changing process conditions is limited8.
2.2.1 Feedback control.
For many bioprocesses feed back control maintains constant pH, temperature and 
DOT. However in contrast to classical chemical engineering (where feedback control 
o f most key variables is the norm) for bioprocesses the feeding strategy and time o f 
induction9 is usually predetermined according to a set trajectory such as: constant 
linear feed; exponential feed or dump feeding10.
Productivity o f many bioprocesses could be increased by the use o f feed back control 
based feeding strategies. For example Cannizzaro et al(2004) increased productivity 
o f a Saccharomyces cerevisiae fed-batch fermentation by regulating the external 
ethanol concentration in the bioreactor. This allowed growth rate to be maximised 
without ethanol production due to the overflow metabolism inhibiting further growth.
Unfortunately online measurements o f some critical process parameters are not 
normally available due to the lack o f cheap and accurate online devices and therefore 
feedback control cannot be directly implemented. There may however be direct 
relationships between key process variables such as biomass or product 
concentrations and readily available online parameters (Offgas CCT O2, feed o f 
acid/base, air flow  and stirrer speed).
For example, when there is negligible product formation, the oxygen uptake rate 
( OUR ) is related to the growth rate ( f j ) and the existing biomass concentration ( Cx)
through yield on growth Yx () and maintenance Ym;() .
B £ jl + !™ £± z.OUR  (2.4)
Y Y1 \ ( h  m ( ) 2
x Consequently the scope for p roductiv ity  improvement is less that the scope during the process 
development stage. A lso the ‘ in form ation content’ o f  operating batches is re lative ly low  since the 
operating conditions do not tend to vary much.
4 T im e o f  induction refers to the point during a cell culture when an addition is made or an 
environmental variable changes so as to ‘ sw itch on ’ product formation.
10 Dump feeding refers to the sudden addition o f  feed at set times during the process operation
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The rate o f change o f dissolved oxygen concentration in the liquid Cj; is equal to the
difference between the oxygen uptake rate and the oxygen transfer rate
dC()
— = OTR -  OUR (2.5)
dt
The oxygen transfer rate OTR is determined by the interfacial concentration gradient 
between the equilibrium concentration C*; and the concentration in the liquid C); .
OTR *  k,a(C'() -Cl() ) (2.6)
The oxygen transfer coefficient k,a  can be modelled as a function o f impeller speed
F and aeration flow rate P . ( V is the culture volume and c ,.v, v are experimentally
determined constants).
OTR = k' OiC], -C]h )
where (2.7)
/
k(a = c ( K ) \
Thus a variable (growth rate) which is not measurable online can be related to online 
variables. Other relations exist, for example REDOX balances can be used to relate 
the measured pH and the volume o f acid/base added to growth or product formation 
rates. It therefore should in principle be possible to infer at least some immeasurable 
variables from online variables.
Steady state calibration models.
The first approach is to directly develop a model which predicts the variable o f 
interest (Biomass in the discussion) as a function o f online measurements. These 
models are in the general form shown in equation (2.8) where Y e is the vector
o f online measurements and e S.R is the variable o f interest.
= f ( K - , )  (2-8)
There are two problems with this approach: The first is that since the state estimate is 
a direct function o f the online measurements the state estimate is corrupted by 
measurement noise. The second is that there is often no unique relationship between 
the state and the observations. For example in the above discussion the oxygen uptake 
rate is the sum o f the oxygen demand due to both growth and maintenance (equation
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(2.4)). I f  the only information is the oxygen uptake rate this equation does not have a 
unique solution for / 1 and C ,.
An alternative approach is to use black box modelling techniques to infer correlations 
between key process variables and online measurements. An example o f such an 
inferential sensor is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These show the inferential 
estimation o f the nitrogen source concentration from feed flow rates and o f f  gas 
analysis in an industrial fermentation. The model was built using feed forward neural 
network software developed in industrial work related to this thesis.
C0
(Q
Cauc
GCl
tire
Figure 6. ‘Soft sensor’ accuracy on testing 
batch 1. (Details and units are not provided for 
con fiden tia lity  reasons.)
Figure 7. ‘Soft sensor’ accuracy testing batch
2. (Details and units are not provided for 
con fiden tia lity  reasons.)
Recursive Bayesian estimation (Kalman filters).
An alternative approach is to determine the most likely value o f internal states from 
available measurements. Recursive Bayesian estimation provides a systematic method 
for determining the most likely values given a model o f the process.
The theory o f observers for linear systems dates back to the early years o f control 
theory (Kalman(1960); Luenberger( 1966)) and has been extended to non-linear 
systems. An overview o f observers in a bioprocess context can be found in Bogaerts 
and Wouwer(2004) and o f the extended Kalman filter in Wilson et al( 1998).
The goal o f filtering is to estimate the system state from noisy and incomplete 
measurements. Kalman filters use a measurement model Yt_k = h (^ ^ k,w) relating the 
observed measurements Y to the internal state o f the system and a process model
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s, < = /(£ ,-*  p h') which predicts one time step ahead to obtain a maximum likelihood 
estimate o f the system state as new measurements become available (Figure 8).
Observed 
Unobserved
Figure 8. Kalman filter.
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The filter is initialised with a belief about the previous state in the form o f a 
probability density function p (^,_{ k The condition probability density function o f
the current state p(4k\p(4k i)) can obtained from model o f the system 
,w j.  This prediction is then corrected in the light o f the new 
measurement Yr\ k using the measurement likelihood function p{Yrk \^r_k) obtained 
from Y,_k = , w ) .
This optimum recursive Bayesian estimate is given by:
f ik e f ih o o J  p r i o r
[an te rio r
where
p(y„> l^ , , )
(2.9)
p( z„ t \ y , \ 4„ t ,)p(z,-t Kt-,
With the estimated state being the expectation o f /?(£,-*)
I = \ t , - tp(S,-> (2 .10)
Calculating these multidimensional integrals is very d ifficu lt and so the approach o f 
the Kalman filter is to assume the probability distribution is Gaussian and 
approximate it by the mean and variance o f this Gaussian. This means that no
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integrals need to be calculated and only the mean and variance propagated through the 
model.
For non-linear systems this leads to the extended Kalman Filter which linearises the 
model around the current estimated state by calculating the Jacobian" (Figure 9). For 
example, Zorzetto and W ilson(I996) used a hybrid model in the form specified in the 
introduction as the process model o f a HKF to monitor a Sacchuromyces cerevisiac 
process. Unfortunately the EKF suffers from linearisation errors. This issue is 
addressed by the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF). The idea o f the Unscented Kalman 
filter is that " it is easier to approximate a probability distribution than it is to 
approximate an arbitrary non-linear function or transformation” (Julier et al(2000)). 
The UKF works by propagating carefully chosen samples known as ‘sigma’ points 
though the unmodified non-linear model instead o f linearising the model (Figure 10) 
and can be seen as a computationally efficient alternative to importance sampling 
(Figure 11).
Figure 9. Extended Kalman 
filter.
Figure 10. Unscented Kalman 
filter. Adapted from 
Orderud(2005)
Figure 11. Sequential 
importance sampling.
With the exception o f Romanenko and Castro(2004) the unscented Kalman filter has 
not been applied in a chemical engineering or bioprocess context, which is somewhat 
surprising given that the performance o f the filter surpasses that o f the extended 
Kalman filter method while actually being simpler to apply. Given a dynamic model 
these filtering techniques can accurately estimate measured and unmeasured states 
from noisy measurements and hence enable feedback control.
11 M atrix  o f  first partial derivatives w ith  respect to the state variables.
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2.2.2 Model predictive control.
MPC is the online application o f model-based optimisation to recalculate control 
actions. In the usual MPC framework, the following steps are performed to calculate 
future control signals (Garcia et al( 1989), Gawthrop et al(2003)):
1. The future outputs £(£ + /) for the variables o f interest between determined 
horizons / /  < H  , called the control and prediction horizons, are predicted using the 
process model. These predicted outputs for i = \ . . . H p depend on the current state o f 
the system and on the future control signals u(k + /) / = 1 .
2. The set o f future control signals is calculated by optimising an objective function in 
order to keep the process as close as possible to a pre determined reference trajectory 
re f  (k + /) . This criterion usually takes the form o f a quadratic function o f the errors 
between the predicted output signal £(r) and the desired reference trajectory re f( t) .  
The control effort Au(t) = w ( / ) -w ( / - l ) is  included in the objective function in most 
cases.
Where are Q,P weights for multiple variables o f interest they are matrices determining 
the trade o f f  between the various objectives.
3. The control signal u{t) is sent to the process while the next control signals 
calculated are rejected, since at the next sampling instant £(/ + l) is  known. 
Step 1 is repeated using this new value and all the sequences are brought up to date 
(receding horizon strategy).
Preuss et al(2000) and Hodge and Karim(2002) applied MPC to fed batch yeast 
growth on an industrial scale. However MPC is not commonly used in bioprocesses 
due to: the d ifficu lty in obtaining accurate models; a lack o f online measurements and 
the d ifficu lty o f solving the optimal control problem for non linear models in a timely 
manner.
argmin
u(r)
£  | re f(k  + i ) -  Z(k + i p  + £  |A u(k + i - \ ) \Q (2 . 1 1 )
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2.2.3 Summary of the role of models in bioprocess operation
For most bioprocesses feed back control is currently only implemented at a low level 
(for temperature, pressure, p02, pH) while feed forward control is generally not used.
For feed back control to be applied to more advanced objectives key process 
parameters, such as substrates and biomass concentrations, need to be measured 
online. The accuracy o f most o f the on-line measurements is low. Therefore, 
observers or filters are necessary to estimate the unknown variables.
Two approaches to state estimation were distinguished. The first ‘ soft sensor’ 
approach directly estimates the variable o f interest <5(. e S.H as a function o f measurable
variables Y e '.K ~ .
(2 i2 )
In the second ‘ Bayesian filtering ’ approach models the estimate o f the state is chosen 
so as to be consistent with the observed measurements and the previous estimate o f 
the state. This approach requires both a measurement model which predicts 
Y e ' J ? a s  a function Yt_k = h ( ^ k) o f the state and a process model which 
predicts the state as a function = / ( £ ,=*.p w) o f its previous value .
For model predictive control to be implemented both predictive models and 
measurement models are necessary.
2.3 Overall conclusion
The potential contribution o f models to bioprocess operation and development was 
considered. Three types o f models were distinguished:
• Response surface models capable o f modelling a variable o f interest as a 
function o f independent parameters.
• Inferential sensors capable o f inferring a variable or variables o f interest from 
online measurements.
• Dynamic models capable o f modelling the evolution o f the system with 
respect to time as a function o f initial conditions and time varying control 
profiles.
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Table 1 The usefulness different types of model in the different stages of bioprocess operation 
and development.
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The potential contribution o f each model type is summarised in Table 1. While 
response surface models are useful during the early stages o f bioprocess development 
they cannot easily be used to optimise dynamic time varying control profiles. 
Inferential sensors are useful for providing continuous estimates o f variables o f 
interest and hence implementing feedback control. The greatest potential contribution 
is from dynamic models. These models can be used to optimise static operating 
conditions and time varying profiles in both a process development and a process 
operation context. Additionally i f  used as part o f an state observer such as a Kalman 
filter they can be used for state estimation and hence feedback control. Unfortunately 
dynamic models are by far the most complex category o f models and the most 
d ifficu lt to build.
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3 Modelling Approaches.
In this chapter the various approaches to modelling bioprocesses are reviewed. There 
are three main categories o f models. Fully mechanistic models are termed 'white box' 
although in reality many relations used in these models such as the logistic growth 
equation are simply widely applied empirical models. Fully empirical models, 
inferred from data are termed 'black box models’. Models which include a mixture o f 
data driven and mechanistic elements are termed ‘hybrid models ’.
3.1 White box:
3.1.1 An overview of white box models.
The term ‘white box model’ refers to first principle or knowledge-based models, 
derived from tested and accepted theories o f underlying physics or chemistry. In 
practice it is not strictly true that white box models are formed entirely from a p r io r i 
knowledge. Parameters o f white box models are chosen to fit observations and many 
kinetic models such the ‘ logistic growth’ equation are empirical. Generally we shall 
use the term 'white box ’ to refer to models for where the structure (but not necessarily 
the parameter values) are determined on the basis o f physical insight or a p rio ri 
knowledge.
White box models only exist for a few well described micro-organisms producing 
defined products such as yeast. This poses a problem since many industrial processes 
involve genetically modified organisms producing unique products or growing on 
unusual substrates. Building new white box models requires the collection o f detailed 
biological knowledge to determine the underlying mechanisms and is hugely time 
consuming.
Because o f the complexity o f the true system it is necessary to make simplifying 
assumptions. This may mean that certain behaviours are not fu lly captured since the 
model is inadequate. Most white box models can be classified on the basis o f these 
assumptions into one o f the four categories shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Classifications of models taken from Bailey, J. F.(1998).
Segregated models treat the population o f cells as consisting o f several classes with 
different behavioural characteristics rather than as a single homogeneous population. 
Altyntas, et al(2001) described a model o f Sacchuromyces cerevisia where the 
population is segregated into 3 classes: Cells containing plasmid and expressing the 
gene product; Cells containing plasmid but not expressing the gene product and 
Cells without plasmids. The proportion o f cells in each class is explicitly modelled.
Structured models can be compartmental models such as the model o f Escherichia 
coli. described in Nielsen et al(1990). In this model the four ‘compartments’ are: A- 
ribosomes; mRNA; tRNA; P-plasmid DNA; E-plasmid product; G-genome DNA and 
structural material. Glucose is the single lim iting substrate. An even more detailed 
class o f structured models are metabolic models12. These models incorporate detailed 
information about the network o f internal reactions w ithin the cell. (Bellgardt, 1991; 
Bellgardt and Yuan, 1991; Nielsen and Villadsen, 1992; Schmidt and Isaacs, 1995; 
Shioya et al., 1995; Guo et al., 1995; Dochain and Perrier, 1997). The main benefit o f 
structured models are they are capable o f describing a lag phase or transient phase 
behaviour. However in many cases these effects can be neglected i f  the response time 
o f the cell to changes in the environment is either negligibly small or very long 
compared to the duration o f the cultivation process. (Tsuchiya et al(2005)) The 
majority o f literature models are unstructured and unsegregated.
3.1.2 Model identification.
I f  a white box model is available for a similar micro organism to the one o f interest it 
cannot necessarily be assumed that the model parameters or structure w ill be identical.
12 M etabolic m odelling is described b rie fly  in the next chapter
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The strain may have been modified to express a new product, to grow on a specific 
substrate or to be induced through a mechanism. Even i f  the micro-organism is 
exactly the same differences between bioreactors may cause behavioural differences 
not accountable for within the existing model. It is therefore necessary to identify the 
‘correct’ model from experimental data.
Parameter identification.
I f  the model structure is known then least squares or maximum likelihood regression 
can be used determine the parameters o f the model which minimise the discrepancy 
between the model prediction and the measured state at each time point
p  C C
I) •
Various optimisation techniques can be used to solve the regression problem. 
However there is no guarantee that a unique set o f best fit parameter values w ill be
identification is rather difficu lt, requiring a careful experiments to be carefully 
planned (Baltes et al(2005)).
This opens up the interesting question: “ how should experiments he designed i f  the 
purpose o f  gathering data is to identify the parameters o f  a model o f  known 
structure? ”
The locally14 optimal15 design for parameter identification can be found by means o f 
D-optimal designs that maximise determinant o f the expected Fisher information 
matrix (Federov(1972)). Technically this is given by the second derivative o f the 
negative log-likelihood function as defined in Chapter 8. A conceptual understanding
11 This issue w ill be explored in chapter 8, w hich provides an overview o f  a Bayesian method for
parameter identification.
D optimal designs are only s tric tly  optim al i f  the parameters are correct. In practice this means
requires an in itia l estimate o f  the parameters must be available before a design can be constructed..
15 D -optim a lity  seeks to reduce parameter uncertainty regardless o f  the relative importance o f  each 
parameter, when the model is used fo r decision-making. See Chapter 8. fo r an alternative optim al but 
com putationally demanding ‘d e c is io n  t h e o r e t i c ’ form ulation.
(3.1)
where (t) = „, w)dt
0
identifiable13. Even for simple kinetic functions such as the Monod model, the
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o f D-optimal designs can be obtained by noting that D-optimal designs recommend 
that experiments are designed so as to obtain data:
(a) Where the resulting measurements are highly sensitive to 
model parameters,
(b) Where measurement error is small.
(c) Where data has not already been gathered.
Takors et al( 1998); Versyck et al( 1998) applied the equivalent ‘ Modified E- 
criterion’ , the ratio o f the largest to the smallest eigenvalue o f the Fisher information 
matrix, in a bioprocess modelling context. The above methodology is highly effective 
but requires considerable biological and mathematical expertise and has therefore not 
been widely applied in an industrial context.
Discriminating between model structures
I f  the model structure is unknown then the optimal design should allow competing 
models to be discriminated. One obvious criterion for such an experimental design is 
that data should be gathered where competing models make very different predictions 
(taking into account parameter uncertainty and measurement error).
Formally an optimal design should maximise the expected relative entropy between 
the predictive distributions o f competing models. W ith relative entropy defined by the 
Kullback-Leibler distance16 (Kullback and Leibler( 1951)) between competing models 
/ / , and H 2.
That is the relative entropy defines the difference between the probability distributions
example, each sample point given some model inputs jcsuch as initial conditions.
Cooney and McDonald(1995) used a computationally simpler method based on 
maximising the minimum absolute difference between model predictions, for 
discriminating between bioreactor model structures.
for the output variable v predicted by each model at, for
16 Model d iscrim ination and parameter estimation are actually equivalent problems. Since parameter 
estimation can be viewed as d iscrim inating  tw o models /  (vv) and f ( w — A w )  .
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argm ax^argm in(|//, ( .v ,v c )- //, (.x, vv)|)j (3.3)
3.1.3 Comment on white box modelling.
There exists both a well developed set o f mechanistic models and a methodology for 
building them. The obvious advantage o f the white box approach to modelling is that 
less experimental data is required during the model building process since certain 
expected behaviours are already encoded in the form o f the model. Unfortunately the 
application o f white box models to industrial fermentations is restricted since.
• The composition o f biomass, substrates and products may not be known. 
Therefore stoichiometric constraints cannot be derived.
• The form o f the kinetics o f substrate uptake, growth rate and product 
formation may not be known a p r io r i and cannot necessarily be assumed to 
follow classical kinetic equations such as Monod or diaxic kinetics. Therefore 
the reaction kinetics cannot be defined.
• Classical models o f the kinetics rarely incorporate the impact o f environmental 
conditions.
• Finally development time is a critical issue for industrial processes and white 
box modelling is very time consuming since detailed research is required to 
identify the underlying mechanisms. Furthermore complex experimental 
designs may be required to identify the parameters o f mechanistic models.
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3.2 Black box modelling:
'Black box' models are so called because knowledge o f the mechanics o f the 
underlying process is not used when developing the model. We shall use this term to 
refer to models where the structure o f a model is determined on the basis available 
data rather than from a p r io r i knowledge. Because the structure o f the model is a 
p rio r i unknown the model representation must be flexible enough to approximate any 
function
The central idea o f black box modelling is to fit a flexible representation to a subset o f 
the available data (known as the training data). Some data (known as validation data) 
is reserved to determine the complexity o f the model. Three popular black box 
modelling representations are considered here:
• Feed forward neural networks
• Radial basis neural networks
• Genetic programs
3.2.1 Neural Networks.
Neural networks are systems o f simple signal processors designed to mimic a nervous 
system. They are composed o f interconnected signal processors called neurons. There 
are many types o f neural network, however they can be broadly categorised into two 
types:
Mutually connected networks such as Hopfield networks 
and Boltzmann machines. These are structured so that 
every neuron is connected in a bi-directional manner to 
every other neuron. Hopfield networks (Hopfield(l982)) 
can be used as associative memories and solving for 
optimisation problems. A “ Boltzmann machine”  (Hinton 
and Sejnowski(l986)) is a stochastic version o f Hopfield 
network which can learn and simulate the probabilities o f 
states o f the environment
Layered networks such as radial basis function networks 
and multilayer perceptrons. These have a layered structure 
o f neurons with layers ordered from the input layer to the 
output layer. A neuron in a layer is only connected to the 
neurons in the next higher layer. Layered networks can be 
trained on data to perform regression and classification.
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Only layered networks w ill be considered in this thesis since mutually connected 
networks are not appropriate for function approximation. Multilayer perceptrons (also 
known as feed forward neural networks (FFNN)) w ill be discussed. Then radial basis 
function networks (RBF) w ill be described.
Feed forward networks (Multilayer perceptrons)
Figure 13 shows the architecture o f a M ultilayer perceptron. The network consists o f 
an input layer, at least one hidden layer and an output layer. Multilayer perceptrons 
can approximate any mathematical function as proven by the universal approximation 
theorem; (Haykin( 1999)). This makes neural networks a natural choice for finding 
unknown complex empirical correlations. One hidden layer, with an arbitrarily large 
number o f units, suffices for the ‘ universal approximation’ property.
Inpu t layer M idden layers O u tp u t lay e r
B ias  , r "
X ,*n
Figure 13. Feed forward neural network architecture.
Each neuron performs a weighted summation o f the inputs, which then passes though 
a one-dimensional non-linear monotonic differentiable activation function ((f>). The 
most commonly used activation functions are sigmoid or tan functions:
<f>{x) = — -—  or (f>{x) -  tanh(x).
1 + e '
The output x ' o f /th neuron the f lh layer can be written as a function o f the output o f
the previous layer x' 1 as;
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*',=«» C  + £  (3-4)
v / y
Where w indicates the weight connecting /!h neuron the <th layer to th e /h neuron
the f -1th layer. The network thus defines a non-linear mapping between the input and 
the output parameterised by the weights o f the connections between each layer. 
Training feed forward neural networks.
For simplicity we w ill only consider networks with a single output value where 
training data consists o f /V o f data: an input vector v1"1 e W and the corresponding
desired output value v *"1 e S.H
The network is trained by setting the weights connecting the neurons in each layer so 
as to minimise some function o f the network output. Typically for function 
approximation this would be the root mean squared error between the neural network 
output produced when input values are propagated through the network and the 
desired output for all training examples.
argmin(/?.m/,(vv))
, v V V  (3-5)
= —  I  v1"1
p a i r s
Gradient descent can be applied to minimise (3.5) by changing the weights in 
accordance with the derivative o f the error function.
dR, [w l
Aw = - a — —----- x + BAw (3.6)
cHv
m om entum
s e n s itiv ity  o f  te rm
e r ro r  to  w e ig h t
a  is called the ‘ learning constant’ and determines the rate o f convergence o f the 
algorithm. A momentum term /? is sometimes included to decrease the probability o f 
the algorithm becoming trapped in local optimum. Equation (3.6) can be written as 
the sum o f all training examples as
— -----------  -  / ( .v '- ’ .w) U '"1
dw v \ \  )
+ j3Aw (3.7)
m om entum  
J  term
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The Aw for weights in hidden layers can be computed efficiently using the back 
propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al(1986) Haykin, S.(1999)). However because 
the optimisation is non linear there is no guarantee that the globally optimum set o f 
weights can be found therefore the training process is usual repeated several times 
starting from different random initial weights. The back propagation algorithm is as 
follows:
For each training pair ( y (,,),.vl" ) j
1. Forward pass. The input vector ,y(o) is propagated through the network to 
predict the output vector v(u)by evaluating equation (3.4) iteratively to obtain 
the output o f the last layer.
2. Evaluate the error signal of the output units. The difference between the
3. Backwards pass. The error signal at the output units is propagated backwards 
through the entire network, by evaluating
fo r  L to I = 1
4. Weight update. The weights and biases are updated using the error signal 
obtained from the backwards pass and the network signal obtained from the 
forward pass.
The algorithm is repeated until convergence or the training process is terminated.
,vv
f ( x u,w) = f ( x L ')  = <
for  f  = 1 to L
desired output v(“ * and the network output / ( jc 7 ')  is calculated and multiplied 
by the derivative o f the output.
(3.9)
L
< T ' = / v (3.10)
i -i i -1
(3.11)
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Radial Basis function networks.
inputs output
Figure 14. Radial basis function network architecture.
A radial basis function network (Haykin, S.(1999); Poggio and Girosi( 1989)) shown 
in Figure 14 has one hidden layer consisting o f radial functions. Radial functions are a 
special class o f functions where the response o f the function decreases/increase 
monotonically with distance from a central point ( ch).
A ( k - ^ | )  (3.12)
The most commonly used basis function is a multidimensional Gaussian
^ ( * )  = exp
2 \
(3.13)
The weights connecting the inputs to this layer are fixed. Only the weights 
connecting this layer to the output can be changed. The RBF network is non-linear i f  
the basis functions can change size or the centres o f the basis functions move. 
However i f  the basis functions are fixed then the network approximates a non-linear 
function as a linear combination o f the non-linear features.
H
y(x,w)  = Y , whA(\x ~ch\) (3.14)
Since the mapping is linear the weight vector can be easily determined
as a straightforward linear regression avoiding the need to perform computationally 
expensive non-linear optimisation.
a rgm in (fl,m/,(w ))
(3-15)
Km, ,M  = t Z  >’(' , - X vv' A M
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This problem is significantly easier to solve than the non-linear optimisation required 
to determine the parameters o f a multilayer perception. An additional advantage is 
that confidence limits can be easily calculated for the network output.
One key characteristic o f Radial networks is that they are inherently incapable o f 
extrapolation. As the input case gets further from the data points represented by the 
centres o f the radial basis functions the activation o f the radial units decays. Therefore 
an input case located far from the training data w ill generate a zero output from all 
hidden units. I f  the bias o f the network is set to the sample mean, the RBF w ill always 
output the mean i f  asked to extrapolate. This can be viewed as a positive feature or a 
limitation depending on your point o f view.
Determining the position of the basis functions.
In the initial formulation (Moody and Darken( 1989)) RBFs were centred over every 
point in the training set. This is a very simple technique but results in large networks, 
which do not perform well on testing data. It is therefore advisable to design a 
network w ith a reduced number o f basis functions. Unfortunately this leaves the 
d ifficu lt problem o f selecting the position o f the basis functions i f  they are not centred 
over every data point. While several methods exist for determining the position o f 
basis functions there is no universally accepted method and this remains a d ifficu lt 
issue in its own right.
The centres o f the radial basis functions can be distributed uniformly w ithin the 
region o f the input space for which there is data or centred over a randomly selected 
subset o f the training data (Broomhead and Lowe(1988)). However, in both o f these 
cases unless the number o f radial units is large, the radial units are unlikely to be a 
good representation o f the underlying data Haykin, S.(1999).
Non-linear optimisation techniques can be used to optimise all the RBF network 
parameters simultaneously including the location o f the centres. Kassam and 
Cha(1995) used stochastic gradient training algorithm whereas Whitehead and 
Choate(1994) proposed an evolutionary training algorithm. Unfortunately these 
approaches tend to increase overfitting since the position and width o f the basis
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functions are determined by the fit to training data as i f  they were simply additional 
parameters .
The most commonly used method for determining the centres and widths o f the radial 
basis functions is to use k-means clustering to position the RBFs so that they capture 
the distribution o f the data(Poggio and Girosi(1990)).. The K-means algorithm is a 
simple algorithm for putting N data points into K clusters as follows.
Initialisation: Set K means to random values
Assignment: each data point n is assigned to the nearest mean.
Update: the means are updated to the mean o f the data points assigned to them.
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until convergence is achieved then basis functions are 
centred over each cluster.
The K-means algorithm takes account only o f the distance between the means and the 
data points; it has no representation o f the size o f each cluster. Data points which 
actually belong to a large cluster can therefore be wrongly assigned to a small cluster. 
Since the centres o f each cluster are determined solely by the data points this can 
result in sub optimal positioning o f the basis functions.
The use of neural networks in bioprocessing.
There been very few reported17 applications o f black box neural network modelling 
to the production o f fu lly  recursive dynamic bioprocess models capable o f predicting 
the state vector at any time point given time varying control profiles w(/)and initial 
conditions £.
t ( t )  = M ( l - ] ) , v , u ) o r  ^ -  = / (£ ,v ,» )  (3.16)
nn Qt nn
Instead work has tended to focus on the use o f neural networks to produce black box
calibration models for use as inferential sensors or ‘one step ahead’ models o f the
form.
= (317)
17 General overviews can be found in Baughman and L iu( 1995), W illis  et al( 1992) and Bashcer and 
Hajmeer(2000).
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where E,{t) is a single state o f interest such as biomass concentration and y {! 11 is a
vector o f process states measured online such as DOT. James et al(2002) used a feed 
forward neural network to the infer the biomass concentration o f a Alcaligenes 
eutrophus fed batch fermentation as a function o f online variables. While Wames et 
al( 1998) compared the performance o f inferential sensors based round radial basis and 
feed forward networks on a Escherichia coli fermentation process. Galvanauskas, V. 
et al( 1998) compared biomass estimates produced by a feed forward neural network 
to laser turbidometer signals and found the estimates to be comparable to an accuracy 
o f ± 10%.The ‘over-fitting’ problem
While the achieved fits can be impressive some o f these models include time as an 
input variable. King and Budenbender( 1997) note that many batch fermentations have 
very similar time varying profiles. It is therefore easy to approximate batch profiles 
with a simple polynomial function o f time. This suggests that the predictive capacity 
o f such model is questionable. It could be the case that the model simply recalls the 
typical profile o f an average batch.
The over-fitting problem.
Both feed forward and radial basis neural networks are powerful black box modelling 
techniques and are capable o f approximating arbitrary functions. However because o f 
this powerful flexib ility  they suffer from a feature known as ‘over-fitting’. This 
phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 15 where it can be seen that as the complexity o f 
the model increases, the model is able to fit the training data more closely. However, 
too complex a model w ill not be able to generalise and make accurate predictions on 
new data. Controlling the complexity o f the model so as to produce models capable o f 
generalisation is a non-trivial problem.
For multilayer perceptrons the complexity o f the function is determined by three 
factors: the number o f hidden layers, the number o f neurons in each layer and the 
characteristic magnitude o f the weights Neal( 1996a).
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Overfitting
Unseen data
Model Complexity
Figure 15. An illustration of the relationship between goodness of fit and gcneralisability as 
a function of model complexity. Adapted from Pitt and Myung(2002).
Over simple networks may be unable to capture the underlying complexity o f the 
system. Excessively complex networks with large numbers o f neurons and hidden 
layers tend to ‘over-fit’ training data. The number o f hidden layers and number o f 
neurons should therefore be determined so as to minimise the error on validation data. 
This can be a time consuming process requiring multiple networks with different 
architectures to be trained and their performance on validation data compared. 
Alternatively the size o f the network can be reduced by ‘pruning  ’ connections which 
have no significant effect on the networks performance Kamin(1990).
The magnitude o f the weights tends to increase during training and so two techniques 
are employed to reduce the selection o f large weight values and hence over-fitting. 
The first method is to stop the weight optimisation process before over fitting occurs, 
by monitoring the error on validation data. The second is to add a regularisation term 
to the objective function, which penalises large weights
For radial basis function networks the complexity o f the model is determined by the 
number and size o f basis functions as well as the characteristic magnitude o f the 
weights. Determining the position o f the basis functions is therefore a important but 
d ifficu lt task.
(3.18)
An additional cause o f over fitting is the so-called ‘curse o f  dimensionality'. This 
refers to the fact that as the dimension o f the input space increases the number o f data
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points required to uniquely specify a function increases exponentially. This is a 
particular problem for RBF networks. RBF networks cannot ignore irrelevant inputs 
and so large numbers o f basis functions are required to cover the entire high 
dimensional space o f the input data. Multilayer perceptrons by contrast tend to 
concentrate on a lower-dimensional section o f the high-dimensional space and can 
ignore irrelevant inputs by setting the weights from those inputs to zero.
3.2.2 Genetic programming.
Mathematical functions can be represented in tree form (Figure 16). A tree is a data 
structure widely used in programming and in linguistics for representing context free 
grammars. Each node in the tree is either a basic function or a terminal. I f  a node is a 
function then its sub-nodes are the function's arguments. I f  a node is a terminal it has 
no arguments but rather contains a pointer to a constant or a model variable. The 
representation is computationally efficient since the function can be directly evaluated 
by calling the root node. In contrast to neural networks GP trees can be read by 
humans in the form o f standard equations.
Root node
Root's child 1 Root's child 2
L c a f tcrminal nodes
Figure 16. Tree structure.
Provided the function set contains a linear function and a Tauber-Wiener function18, 
then a tree structure can approximate any mathematical function with arbitrary 
precision (Xin(1999)).
Searching over the space o f trees can be accomplished by an evolutionary 
computation technique known as ‘Genetic programming’ (GP). Genetic programming
I 8 For a continuous function to be a Tauber-W iener function a necessary and suffic ient condition is fo r
it not to be a polynom ial. Fxamples o f  Tauber-W iener functions include sigmoid, exponential and
trigonom ic functions.
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was popularised by Koza(1992) but despite his patent on the idea it is really a simple 
extension o f ‘Genetic Algorithms’ (Goldberg, D. E.(1989)). There is prior art going 
back to Cramer(1985); Dickmanns et al( 1987).
Create Initial Population
Evaluate U(w) and Rank
Replace individuals with low 
fitness with offspring of 
individuals with high fitness
crossover mutation
Success 
criteria met? End
Figure 17. The genetic programming algorithm.
The algorithm (Figure 17) takes its inspiration from evolution, (or rather selective 
breeding), and so the value o f the objective function is referred to as ‘ fitness’ and 
attempted solutions are referred to as ‘ individuals’ .
An initial population o f individuals, representing possible solutions, is generated. The 
fitness function is then evaluated for each individual. A number o f individuals with 
low fitness are then removed from the population and replaced by new individuals 
derived from the surviving population.
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Figure 18. Sub tree mutation.
1. A node is selected at random from  the 
parent.
2. The node and its sub tree are then replaced 
by a randomly generated sub tree.
Figure 19. Sub tree crossover.
1. A  node is selected at random from both parents,
2. O ffspring 1 is given a copy o f  Parent 1 ’ s tree but w ith  the 
selected sub tree exchanged for the selected sub tree on 
Parent 2.
3. O ffspring 2 is given a copy o f  Parent2’s tree but w ith  the 
selected sub tree exchanged for the selected sub tree on 
Parent 1,
New individuals are generated by either mutation (Figure 18) or crossover (Figure 
19). Mutation consists o f changing a sub tree an individual to a randomly generated 
sub-tree. Crossover consists o f recombining sub trees o f multiple individuals.
The concept o f crossover in theory allows the exchange o f useful information between 
individuals. However this theory has been challenged in recent years and it is not clear 
that crossover is anymore effective than mutation (Luke and Spector(1997); 
Muehlenbein(1991)). Genetic programming is therefore best viewed simply as a 
stochastic search method capable o f finding a global optimum given sufficient time.
Genetic programming can be applied to find models from data in a similar manner to 
neural networks. For regression the fitness function is a normalised version o f the 
error function between the model prediction f  (x (Y  o f the individual being evaluated
ind
and the training data.
fitness =  J-----
V , 2 (3.19)
where R -  — '—  -  / ( Y * ) ]
N  p a i r s  ^  V )
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GP trees tend to become increasingly large as training progresses. This is caused by 
two factors: Firstly longer trees are more complex and w ill tend to fit the training data 
closely and therefore have higher Fitness. Secondly the mutation and crossover 
operations tend (on average) to increase tree size. This not only results in over-fitting 
problems similar to those seen in neural networks but also slows down the 
evolutionary search, since large individuals take longer to evaluate than small 
individuals. In order to prevent such bloat the fitness function can be adjusted to 
penalise large individuals.
fitness  ------------!------------ (3.20)
1+ CR + N  ,vm p nodes
N tUHlt,s is the number o f nodes in the individual and C is a user defined
‘hyperparameter’ determining the trade o f f  between complexity and fit. The error on 
validation data can also be monitored and training stopped when over fitting occurs.
Comment on the use of genetic programming in bioprocess modelling.
Genetic programming has recently become a popular method for inferring ‘input- 
output ’ models o f chemical process models o f the form.
y  = / ( * ) > > €  9?,* e 'JT  (3 .21)
GP
For example McKay et al( 1997) and Hinchliffe and Willis(2003) used a GP for 
inferential estimation in a vacuum distillation column and for modelling o f a twin 
screw cooking extruder. Grosman and Lewin(2004) applied GP to determine a kinetic 
expression for the hydro demethylation o f toluene.
In a bio-processing context genetic programming was successfully used for inferential 
estimation o f process states from online measurements by Marenbach(1998)). In this 
application GP was used to build models in the form o f control block diagrams rather 
than directly as a conventional equations. W hile they did not apply GP to industrial 
bioprocesses Cao et al( 1999) and Ando et al(2002) showed that GP could be used to 
infer models o f system dynamics in the form o f systems o f ordinary differential 
equations.
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3.3 Hybrid models:
The terms 'Grey box ’ or 'hybrid model’, refer to models which use a mixture o f white 
box and black box methodologies. There are essentially two approaches: ‘parallel 
and 'serial'.
3.3.1 Parallel hybrid modelling.
In the parallel formulation (Figure 20) a mechanistic model o f the whole system is 
used to describe the main dynamics o f the system. A data driven part is then used to 
compensate for the difference between the white box model prediction and the 
measured data (Thompson and Kramer( 1994)).
^ -  = { K r ^ , v ) - D i - g ( 4 )  + + (3.23)
dt hh
I f  a RBF network is used for the black box component the network w ill increase the 
accuracy o f the model within the bounds o f the training data by modelling the 
residual. Outside o f the range o f the training data the network output w ill decay to 
zero and the hybrid model w ill have the same performance as the a pr io r i  model.
A  prio ri 
model
Figure 20. ‘P ara lle l’ hybrid model
I f  both a mechanistic model and the data required to build a black box model exist the 
parallel approach can be very successful. For example Lee et al(2002) compared 
mechanistic, black box, serial hybrid and parallel hybrid approaches to modelling 
coke plant wastewater treatment plant. They found that the parallel approach gave the 
closest fit to data o f these approaches while giving reasonable responses to process 
upset. The disadvantage o f this approach is that a both a fu ll black box model and a 
full mechanistic model must be developed. The serial hybrid modelling approach is 
therefore appropriate where accuracy is more important than speed o f development or 
where a fu ll mechanistic model is already available but insufficiently accurate.
One interesting extension o f this parallel grey box modelling approach is the 
‘operating regimes’ formulation shown in Figure 21 (Foss et al( 1995); Johansen and
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Foss(1998)) the whole input space is covered by a patchwork o f locally valid 
mechanistic or black box models sub models. A ‘meta model' is then used to decide 
on the relative validity o f sub models and thus output a weighed sum o f the sub model 
predictions.
Local I
Figure 21. The ‘operating regimes approach to hybrid modelling.
The general scheme is a weighed sum o f the predictions o f different models as shown 
in equation below.
f = ”1
(3.24)
;here I  W- 1
Where / ( £ ,  v , m )  is the output o f the /lh model which can be either black box or
/
mechanistic. The weight w( attributed to each model can either be based on the
relative confidence levels o f each sub model (for example by 01iveira(1998) who 
used the approach for state estimation) or encoded a pr io r i  as a set o f fuzzy logic19 
rules for example by Schubert et al(1994).
3.3.2 Serial hybrid modelling.
In the serial approach shown in Figure 22 data driven components are used to predict 
variables which are meaningful w ithin the context o f a white box framework. 
Typically a p r io r i  knowledge can be used to construct mass and elemental balances 
and which impose constraints on the data driven kinetic functions.
19 In fuzzy logic (Zadeh( 1965) values are not true/false but rather the degree to which an entity belongs 
to a class is represented by a real valued parameter fj. e 91 0 < p < \  known as i t ’ s membership.
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Mass balance
A priori
Figure 22. The ‘serial approach' to hybrid modelling.
The hybrid model thus has the follow ing form:
- ± =  K r  - D Z - g W  + F t,,
t * *  k irte tn  s v ‘ 'in ics  ‘
t r a n s p o r t
(3.25)
The physical transport effects are modelled a prio r i  by the last term. The 
matrix K e'J? ' ' , which imposes stoichiometric constraints, is usually determined a 
pr ior i  although it can be determined from data as w ill be shown in the next chapter. 
The reaction rates / are determined by either white box models o f the kinetics or 
black box models o f the kinetics. We distinguish two different forms o f serial hybrid 
model: The first form is where a black box component is used to estimate a reaction 
rate from online data Y such as OUR.
Psichogios and Ungar (1991) used this serial approach to model a fed batch 
bioreactor. The network used o ff  gas data to estimate the specific growth rate, which 
was then input into a white box model o f the component mass balances. Hybrid 
models o f this first type are suited to process control applications where the objective 
is to estimate internal states or to predict one time step ahead. They are not suited to a 
development context since the hybrid model requires online data to work and 
therefore cannot be used recursively to predict the behaviour o f new fermentations. 
Since such models cannot be used to perform in silico experiments they cannot be 
used to find the optimal initial conditions or time varying control profiles.
The second form o f serial hybrid model is where black box components are used to 
model the reaction kinetics as a function o f the current state vector and controlled 
environmental variables.
driven component has been used to determine the kinetics o f one or more o f the 
reactions. Chen, L. et al(2000) used radial basis functions to determine the reaction 
kinetics o f a antibiotic production process in this way. While 01iveira(2004) used a
(3.26)
(3 .27)
hh
The form o f the model is exactly the same as a white box model but where a data
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combination o f feed forward neural network and mechanistic models o f the kinetics. 
Roubos et al(2001) compared mechanistic models, feed forward neural networks and 
fuzzy logic for modelling the kinetics o f a Streptomyces clavulingerus batch 
cultivation. Feyo de Azevedo et al( 1997) compared a serial hybrid approach using 
back propagation neural networks to an unstructured sliding window approach and 
Galvanauskas et al(2004) applied feed forward neural networks in conjunction with 
Monod type equations to model the kinetics o f an animal cell culture production 
process. Since the kinetics are not determined by online measurements these models 
are fully recursive. This second approach is therefore useful for rapidly building 
dynamic models from data and as such it is suited to a bioprocess development where 
there is a need to optimise the time varying control profiles but insufficient time 
available to build a fu lly mechanistic model. With the addition o f a measurement 
model this type o f hybrid model can be used for a state estimation follow ing the 
Bayesian filtering approach.
/■ \
Monod
A priori 
Mass balance
Figure 23. ‘P ara lle l’ and ‘seria l’ elements within the same model.
The serial and parallel approaches are not mutually exclusive in that sub models 
within the serial approach can themselves be hybrid models. For example as Figure 23 
shows a sub model predicting growth rate could be a ‘parallel hybrid ’ model 
composed o f weighed average o f a Monod model and neural network predictions.
3.4 Summary
Mechanistic models o f many bioprocesses can be found in literature. Such models are 
generally considered to valid over a wide range o f operating conditions. Development 
time is a critical issue for industrial processes and therefore the detailed research 
required to identify the underlying mechanisms presents a barrier to the development 
o f white box models o f industrial processes involving new or modified micro­
organisms. Moreover since mechanistic models are necessarily simplifications o f 
reality their accuracy may be limited. In particular they may only capture the response
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o f the system to the key variables that are included in literature models o f enzyme 
kinetics and may ignore the impact o f other conditions.
The alternative data driven approach to model development involves training 
‘universal function approximators' such as neural networks on experimental data. 
This method can be effective at fitting training data and can result in more accurate 
fits that those achieved by mechanistic models. However predictions o f data driven 
models under new conditions can be highly inaccurate. The main problem is that 
excessively complex black box models can over fit the training data at the expense o f 
their ability to generalise.
In the parallel hybrid modelling approach white box and black box techniques are 
combined to produce a model where the prediction is the sum o f a mechanistic model 
and a black box model (most effectively an radial basis function network). This 
technique improves the accuracy o f mechanistic models within the range o f the 
training data while maintaining the extrapolation abilities o f the mechanistic model. 
However the parallel hybrid modelling approach cannot be used i f  a mechanistic 
model o f the whole process does not exist.
The serial approach to hybrid modelling is a general framework where models are 
built in the form shown in equation (3.28).
^  = *>(<?,y ) - D 4 - g ^ )  + F^m r, = (3.28)
k in e t ic s  t r a n s p o r t
In a mechanistic model the kinetics r (£ ,v )  are all determined from knowledge o f the 
underlying mechanisms. In serial hybrid models some or all o f these expressions are 
black box models inferred from data. The serial approach is therefore a flexible 
framework for building models ranging from where all the kinetics are inferred from 
data (completely black box) models to completely white box models where all the 
kinetics and constraints determined from mechanistic insight.
• I f  no mechanistic model o f the kinetics a particular reaction (or indeed all the 
reactions) is available this approach allows models to be built quickly from 
experimental data.
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• I f  a mechanistic model o f the kinetics a particular reaction is available either 
the mechanistic or black box component can be used or both combined in 
parallel.
3.4.1 Direction of research.
The serial hybrid formulation is the most flexible framework for bioprocess 
modelling. However it requires prior knowledge o f the stoichiometric constraints. In 
many cases this knowledge w ill not be available therefore there is a need to develop 
methods for inferring the constraint matrix from data. This would allow entirely data 
driven models to be quickly developed but within the parallel framework and 
therefore in a format, which allows mechanistic knowledge to be incorporated at a 
later date.
As stated previously existing methods for black box modelling such as multilayer 
perceptrons and RBF networks suffer from overfitting. They therefore represent a 
major source o f inaccuracy in hybrid models. Overfitting can be reduced by careful 
choosing the neural network architecture. For multilayer perceptrons this means 
choosing the number o f layers and nodes per layer. For RBF networks the number 
and location o f basis functions must be determined. An additional problem with such 
techniques is that training algorithms can become trapped in local optimum. Despite 
significant work in this area there is no generally accepted method for dealing with 
these problems. Therefore in chapter five Support vector machines Vapnik(1995) are 
proposed for modelling the kinetics o f hybrid models. This relatively new technique is 
explicitly designed to avoid local optima and overfitting but has not yet been applied 
in this context.
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4 The constraint matrix.
Recall the following model representation.
(4.1)
dt
This chapter considers the problem o f determining the constraint matrix K so that it is 
consistent with the available measurements o f the state variables £,, the known 
external control actions, as well as any prior knowledge o f the system.
The use o f elemental balancing and knowledge o f metabolic networks to derive the 
constraint matrix is reviewed. However, as stated in chapter two, for some industrial 
processes the composition o f biomass, substrates and products may not be known. 
Therefore stoichiometric constraints cannot be derived from a pr io r i  knowledge. This 
issue motivates the use o f data driven methods for reducing the number o f degrees o f 
freedom and consequently the number o f kinetic functions that must be specified. 
Two such methods are described:
• A  simple regression based method o f estimating the unknown coefficients o f a 
pre-specified reaction network.
• The use o f principal component analysis to infer the number o f degrees o f 
freedom o f the system and corresponding constraints.
4.1 Elemental balances
A bioprocess can be viewed in general form (Nielsen(200l); Stephanopoulos et 
al(1998)) as the conversion by biomass o f some substrates 5' = [5'0, S ....£ „]<=£  to
some products P = a  % and more biomass X  where —» indicates
conversion i f  and only i f  biomass is present.
V
(4.2)
I f  the media is defined then this allows the calculation o f elemental balances for 
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphate and sulphur for the system from the
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chemical composition o f the various species involved. In some cases it is possible to 
extend this by defining a generalised degree o f reduction balance and a charge 
balance for the system (Roels( 1983)). Consider the general reaction scheme shown in 
Figure 24.
I
CO,
k, i k
r 7 H ,0
T, Substrate T, Product
c ,h . ,o  ,n  . ra 2 o2 c2 <J2 c . A A , N d,
T4 Nitrogen source T. Biomass
CalHblOclN dl "
i k
r 5 o2
Figure 24. Generalised Elemental balance.
These elemental balances for C ,N ,H ,0 can be conveniently summarised by the 
following matrix equation involving the consumption/production rates and a 
elemental composition matrix. The columns represent each species and the rows the 
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen content. Where Ne is the number o f elements 
and T(/) is the molar flux due to reactions.
E T  = 0 
E e '.K v '
where
/
E =
b io m a s s s u b s tra te p r o d u c t
S i t r o g e n
s o u rc e o x y g e n
c a r b o n
d io x id e
a , a 2 ay a A 0 1
b2 by K 0 0
c . C2 C3 2 2
d \ d2 d y d4 0 0
s a fe r
0
2
1
0
< -(C )
< - ( / / )
< - ( 0 )
(4.3)
Partitioning this into free rates T /r,(, and calculated rates T( i/< (4.3) can be written as>
E r  = Ecah.rca, + E fnJ frn.= 0  (4 .4)
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Rearranging, the calculated rates are given by:-
(4.5)
As an illustration o f the principle o f elemental balancing consider the follow ing black 
box model o f the aerobic growth o f Saccharomyccs cerevisiae on a defined medium 
described in Stephanopoulos, G. N. et al( 1998)).
The yeast grows aerobically with glucose as the carbon source and ammonia as the 
nitrogen source. The elemental composition o f biomass for S. cerevisiae grown under 
glucose limited conditions (on a Cmol20 basis) is typically CHX l7
The overall conversion can be represented in Cmols as.
c h 2o  + N H 3 + 0 2 - > C / / , „ 0 O_JVO17+ c o 2 + h 2o (4.6)
am m onium  o e \x cn c a rbon  d iox ide  wafer
and the rates o f change o f each species are specified by the following rate vector:
r  = [ - r  , - r  , r  , fj, - r y , r  f  (4.7)
The elemental composition matrix is:-
r \ 0 1
E =
1 0 0N 
2 0 0 1.83 3 2
1 2 2 0.56 0 1
0 0 0 0.17 1 0
(4.8)
Hence by (4.5) the calculated rates can be found from the free rates as:-
A r - \  -1.05^1- r
r
~ r s  
V J
1 1
0 0.17
1 0.66
\  s j
(4.9)
and the model becomes:
" 0 1 3
r c „ : -1 -1.05
r c „ . = 1 1
r < \
1 0
r.. , 0 0.17 ,V 1 v /
—r
(4 .10)
:o By convention the elemental composition is normalised w ith  respect to carbon content.
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4.2 Metabolic network modelling.
In metabolic modelling a detailed list o f the reaction stoichiometry describing how 
substrates are converted to metabolic products and biomass constituents or 
macromolecular pools is compiled. Evidence for the likely reaction network can be 
obtained from detailed literature surveys and phylogenetic analysis.
It is then assumed that the turn over o f internal metabolites is very fast and therefore 
that with respect to larger time scales there is no metabolite accumulation in the 
intracellular pools.
0 = rm l- MX    (4.11)
The dilution term f j X mcl can be neglected therefore the total rate o f production and 
consumption o f each metabolite is equal.
X 0~ ^ X l -> X ,
■ (4.12)
^0=^1
A necessary consequence o f this is that only metabolites at branch points need to be 
considered, since all reaction rates in a linear sequence o f reactions must be equal and 
can therefore be considered as a single lumped reaction e.g. X {)—> X 2, without
vi
altering the degrees o f freedom o f the system.
The reaction network can be written in matrix form by writing the stoichiometry as 
G e S.R v" and the fluxes o f each lumped reaction as a vector 3 e 9TV” implying a 
system o f linear constraints
G& = rmc, =  0 (4.13)
The consistency o f the network can be checked by applying the elemental 
composition matrix:-
GE -  0 (4.14)
As an example o f flux balance analysis consider citric acid fermentation by Candida
lipolytica. The reaction network for this process as described by Aiba and Matsuoka
(1970) and Stephanopolous 1998 is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Simplified reaction n e tw o rk  fo r  C . l i p o l y t i c a .  Taken from  Stephanopoulos, G. N. et 
al( 1998).
In matrix form the reaction network shown in Figure 25 can be written as:-
9,
9:
%
9.
9.
■H,
9IU 
9U 
9r
■5*u
9r 
9„
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 () 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 -1
0 1 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1) 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 (1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
(4.15)
Each row o f the matrix represents a species and each column represents a reaction.
For example the second column represents reaction &2. It contains -0.5 in the first
row and +1 in the second row showing that it consumes glucose-6-phosphate which 
and produces Pyruvate in a 1:2 ratio.
Glucose6-P —> 2 Pyruvate (4.16)
To obtain constraints the matrix (4.15) is partitioned into free/measured rates, and 
calculated rates.
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0 = G,,l( «9/;vi + Giiih 9 tlh (4.17)
and the reaction rates calculated as 9iaU = ) ' G/ ( «9/(,<r choosing the glucose
uptake rate, carbon dioxide production rate, glycoxylate shunt, isocitrate production 
rate, protein synthesis rate and carbohydrate synthesis rate as the free reactions since 
these can be readily measured(with the exception o f the shunt which is known to be 
zero under normal conditions) the other rates can be calculated as:-
' 9 Z ' ' 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 '
4^ 2 -2 1 -1 0 -1 -1
0 0 -1 1 0 1 1 ' V  1
*9„ -1 1 0 1.5 0.5 2 2 rear
% -1 1 0 1.5 0.5 1 2 ^ shunt
<9* = -1 1 -1 1.5 0.5 1 1 r  ,p ro t
-1 1 -1 0.5 0.5 1 1 r
•9,0 -1 1 0 0.5 0.5 1 1
-1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 V  r w t )
•9,3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
v  *9| ^  / , 3 -3 0 -2.5 -0.5 -3 “ 3,
4.3 Theoretical basis for inferring the constraint matrix from 
data.
4.3.1 Problem statement.
As we have seen from the previous approaches, in many bio-process systems the 
degrees o f freedom o f the system under typical conditions can be significantly lower 
than the number o f reactions or indeed measured components. N*> N r.= rank(K ).
Firstly this suggests that given certain restrictions it should be, in principle, possible 
to identify K from data. Secondly, it suggests that by so doing the overall problem o f 
modelling the system, including kinetics, can be simplified.
The rate o f change o f a component due to reaction effects, as distinct from flow 
effects, is denoted as T(/) defined in (4 .19 ).
n o  = K r(4,1) -  + D(t)4  -  » (0  (4.19)
k ine tics  tra n sp o rt
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r
0
Figure 26. Illustration of system behav iour restricted to a 2 dimensional manifold in 3 
dimensional space.
Viewing T(0 as a coordinate vector the existence o f matrix K e'J?N-xNr implies that 
all allowable coordinates, and therefore all members o f T , lie on some linear 
manifold o f dimension equal to the number o f free reactions. Figure 26 illustrates this 
for a simple case o f 3 measured states and 2 degrees o f freedom. The challenge is to 
constrain the inferred model to the same manifold as the true system.
4.3.2 Removing transport effects.
I f  a continuous signal £*(/) for the state vector is available by way o f measurement, 
state observer or interpolation, then an estimate o f T(/) can be found with a finite 
difference approximation such as:-
In practice the state vector w ill only be known at discrete sample intervals,
better to consider the cumulative consumption/production o f the measured species at 
each sample point by integrating equation (4.19) between /0 and each sample point
f  (f + A Q - f  (t) | D ( t ) ? ( t ) - u { t )  [ £>(/ + A / ) f  (/ + A /)-» /(/ + A/)
2 2
r \ t ) z K r ( 4 ( t ) , t )
(4.20)
represented by a row vector o f sample times ts = . In that case it is
w
concentra tions at tim e  0
(4 .21)
concentra tions at tim e  t mass changes due to  externals
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In itia lly we seem to be no further forward since it appears that £(/) needs to be known 
continuously in order to evaluate equation (4.21). However integration using
e!r au/k as an integrating factor leads to the following result.
j  IHk )dk
Cw =Cw“ =^«tf °
jlHkuik
ju ( r )e "  d r
0
V
$ mk ),/k
e " (4.22)
Some intuitive understanding21 o f this equation can be gained by considering a stirred 
tank containing a solution o f A at initial concentration ^ ( 0 ) .  No reactions occur and
the feed is pure water. The well mixed system is described by — = -D (t)d ;4(t)
dt
J IHOdr
and hence the concentration at time t }1'1 is given by = £4(0)e " . (Notice
that this is the second term o f (4.22)).
Suppose that an amount uA per unit volume o f A is added to the reactor at time taM.
J D(r)dr
The concentration at time taJJ is £ ,(**# ) = £,(0)e " + u A . This is equivalent to
’.uJj
j  D( z )dr
having started with an initial concentration o f ^ ( 0 ) + uae°  which was then
diluted.
When equation (4.22) is applied to a stirred tank reactor, r f  w can be seen as being
calculated from the difference between the measured concentration £  ,, and the
/ = / .»
concentration that would have been measured at time had no reactions occurred.
4.3.3 Identification of K by regression.
In many cases prior knowledge o f the system w ill allow the matrix ‘K ’ to be 
described in terms o f a plausible reaction network with unknown coefficients. It 
should be noted that the true reaction network is usually very large and that the term 
'plausible network' refers to a much smaller system o f lumped reactions that
21 Financia lly minded readers may w ish to consider the sim ilarities between this equation and one for 
net present value at time / ,  where the continuously compounded interest rate is given by D(t) and 
cash flow  by another function u{t) o f  time
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approximates the normal metabolism o f the organism. Haag et al(2005) shows that 
systems with complex intracellular reaction networks can be represented by 
macroscopic reactions relating extracellular components only.
Bogaerts et al(2003); Chen and Bastin(1996) outline the following method which can 
be used in the above situation to identify the unknown coefficients o f K, which they 
term the 'pseudo stoichiometric matrix '.:
Method:
The proposed reaction network is written in the usual form but with the constraint 
matrix containing some unknown coefficients.
^  = K r ( 4 , t ) - D ( t W t )  + u(l) (4.23)
dt
The constraint matrix is then partitioned after some permutation E where 
E K T = [ K Tu , K Th ] to form two matrices Afa e9?/,xNr and K h e /,)xVr where 
p -  rank(K)  such that K a is o f fu ll row rank. The corresponding partitions are 
applied to the state vector £ and transport terms to give: E £r = ,
e uT = [u ray h].
The overall model can then be written as two sub models:
= K ar t f , 0 -  D ( t ) Z a ( t)  +  ua (0
(4.24)
- ^ 1  = K hr ( 4 , t ) - D ( t ) ^ h(t) + uh(t) 
dt
There exists a unique solution C e 9?,'Vj~/,)x/’ to the matrix equation shown below
CKa + K h = 0 (4.25)
This solution is given by C = - K hK a~1. Using C we define an auxiliary vector.
z = (4.26)
The model can be written in terms o f this auxiliary vector as:
^  = -D (f)z ( /)  + Ca„(/) + «»(0 (4.27)
dt
Z „ = z - C Z a (4.28)
Integrating the equation (4.27) for the dynamics o f z ( t ) gives:-
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=(0 Z(0)+  ^{Cua(z) + uh(zj)e" dz (4.29)
Thus substituting this result for z(t) into (4.28) the following relation between £,(/) 
and £h{t) is obtained.
&(')  =
'  J / )U  )dk
Z(0)+  J(Cw(J(r )  + i^ ( r ) ) ^ "  dz
j l ) { k ) d k
e "  +C£a(t) (4.30)
The relation should holds i f  C is correct. This leads to the following linear regression 
that can be used to identify the coefficients o f C .
■\ .<■> V)
(4.31)
Having found C the coefficients o f K  can be found from the definition o f C as>
/
1
/
' /  jlMk)dk
0 ^ (0 ) +  .5,(0)+ J (C ;/u( r )  + j//, ( r ) )e “ d r
"W ) - | IH *
e " + C ^ a( d ' ] )
2 ^
min< Z
V V
ii
v y / J
C = - K . Kn a (4.32)
Since C is known (4.32) defines a system o f simultaneous equations. Depending on 
the structure o f the reaction network there may or may not be a unique solution for the 
elements o f K.
Bernard and Bastin(2005); Chen, L. et al( 1996) give a detailed analysis o f the 
conditions known as ‘C-identifiability’ under which the algebraic relations defining 
C = - K hK a 1 can be used to uniquely identify the values o f the coefficients o f K.
"The vector containing a ll the coefficients to he identified in the j  column o f the matrix K  will he 
denoted k * ^  and k is the union o f  a lt these vectors k  r = [ k { ' ) T - - - k i S r ) T ] .  The elements of 
k U )  are defined as C-identifiable i f  and only i f  there exists at least one partition 
EK — [ K a , K^ ] which is non singular and where K a does not contain any element of k ^ \ ”
-(C h e n , L . e ta l( 1 9 9 6 ) )
Comment.
Relation (4.30) and the above derivation, while apparently quite complex, simply 
states that the cumulative consumption o f £oand gh are related by the matrix C.
nh(0  = -C r ja(t) (4.33)
Proof:
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Substituting (4.26) for z ( t ) in equation (4.29) gives:
JD{k)Jk
c s ,(0 )  + 4 ( 0 ) +  | ( 0 / „ ( r )  + « ,(r))e ” dz
j/)U )cH
e  " (4.34)
Expanding the integral and collecting the C%a terms on the left hand side and <^h on 
the right hand side gives:
\ \ ( ( r \ \ \
(4.35)
f
u o -
(  f 1 ' ynk)jk
s „ (0 )+  d r
\
j/>U )M
e  "
(
i J'mk)tik
S * ( ° )+
jrnk i,/* 
e “
V
{)
\  ) V \ ) /
Substituting in r j( t) as defined in equation (4.22) gives the required result: 
m ( 0  =  ~Cr ja(t)
Summary of the regression method.
C = —K  K  1Since h a , equation (4.33) can be seen as finding rjh(t) by projecting the
cumulative consumption rju(t) o f through the inverse matrix K a ] io obtain the
f
integral o f the free reaction rates JV (£,r)t/r = K a~]rja( t ) , then through the matrix K h,
o
/
to obtain the cumulative consumption o f the other elements rjh(t) = kh JV (£ ,r)c/r.
Thus, there are two simple regression22 methods for identification o f the unknown 
elements o f a proposed reaction network.
1. Linear regression o f the form:-
min
c
f  f
. V . - lz
r -  o 
V V
<T
i-y( ' 'N
% + C j1a
2 A
I
/ y
(4.36)
The non zero elements o f C are chosen as to minimise f J b ( t )  + Crja( t) 
evaluated at each sample point. cr; is the variance due to noise o f each
“  How this fits  into the maximum posterior form ulation invo lv ing  priors over the parameters should be 
clear from the weighed regressions and the de fin ition  o f  Bayesian parameter identifica tion in Chapter 
8 .
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measured series or some other regression weight. The elements K are then 
identified from the algebraic definition o f C (4.32) using standard methods.
2. Direct non-linear regression o f the form:-
at each sample point.
4.3.4 Identification of K by principal component analysis.
A method is now outlined for identification o f the constraint matrix that does not 
require any prior knowledge o f the constraint matrix. Consider a scatter plot 
(Illustrated in Figure 27.) for a system with three measured components and two 
degrees o f freedom where the coordinates o f each point are given by rj'_f .
Recall that the mass balance restrictions restrict T(/) (or equivalently its integral 
r j{t) )  to some linear manifold. It is therefore the case that in the absence o f 
measurement error the data points would all lie on a 2d surface (Figure 29). The 
problem o f finding K can be visualised as finding this surface from the data and thus 
restricting the model to this lower dimensional manifold.
Note however that i f  the reaction network is unknown, the dimension o f the manifold 
is also unknown, although it must be <dim (AC). Knowing the dimension o f the
manifold is equivalent to knowing the rank o f K and thus the number o f free 
reactions.
(4.37)
The elements o f K are chosen so as to minimise evaluated
Figure 27. Illustrative 
scatter plot of data.
Figure 28. Illustration of Figure 29. Illustration of
principal components. linear manifold defined by
first 2 principal components.
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I f  measurement noise is present, and the variance due to noise is less than the variance 
due to reactions, then the data w ill be restricted to lie close to the manifold. Finding 
the manifold reduces to the problem o f finding directions where variance is greater 
than variance due to noise (Figure 28). The standard algorithm for obtaining the 
directions o f maximum variance is principal component analysis (see Howard 
Anton(2000) for a tutorial). The objective o f principal component analysis (PCA) is 
to obtain mutually uncorrelated vectors, which explain the variance o f the data.
The principal component algorithm is as follows:-
1. Form the data into a single vector ^  containing all the time points from all the train ing
batches.
7 G s} i ( ' )>V (4.38)
where  ^ is the number o f  points and v is the number o f  measured 
components.
2. So as to give equal w e ighting to all variable the data vectors are normalised as fo llow s by 
d iv id ing  by the standard deviation o f  each vector and subtracting the column means:-
n' -mean(n ')  
rj = J  1—  (4-39)
3. Calculate the covariance m atrix :-
C ' ” v =(c, ,,c. ( = c o v (7 ',^ ') )
Z ( x , - m - r )  ( 4 ' 4 0 )
where cov(A\ Y) = — -------------------------
f
4 . Calculate the eigen decomposition o f  the covariance m atrix ^  ~  C V  y^g  ejgen vectors
V = f pea. pea. ... pcan 1 , ,
1 J are orthogonal unit vectors along which variation occurs.
The eigenvalues 4/1 ’ are the magnitude o f  this variation sorted in order o f  decreasing 
magnitude.
5. Retain the smallest number o f eigenvectors which explain the required proportion o f the 
normalised variance. The proportion o f variance explained is given by (4 .4 1 )  where k  is the 
sum o f all eigenvalues. I f  the noise level is known this is simply one minus the normalised 
noise level.
min(«)
« x  (4 .4 1 )
subject to constraint / — > ( ! -  <Jmme)
(-0 k
6. Define the m atrix o f  retained vectors as the principal component matrix M .
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In the case o f a noiseless system the manifold can be characterised by the vectors 
corresponding to the non zero eigenvalues o f the PCA matrix. For a system with noise 
the manifold is characterised by the eigenvectors corresponding to the n biggest 
eigenvalues, where n is obtained from (4.41). Having obtained the principal 
components, the standard model representation (4.1) can be replaced by an equivalent 
model o f the form
d£.
dt
-  M x p ( Z , v ) - D £ - Q ( £ )  + F + r (4.42)
Where T* are the mean measured rates o f change o f each component. Note that the 
kinetic components p(^ ,v)  are not the “ real”  reactions r(£ ,v ) , but i f  the available 
data is representative o f the variance o f the system23 the manifold o f allowable T(/) ’s 
or rj(t) ’s w ill be the same as the true system. The kinetic components/?(4  v) are 
simply orthogonal coordinates for defining a point on this manifold.
4.4 Inferring the constraint matrix from data -  a simulated 
example.
4.4.1 Test system.
Three batches o f data were generated by choosing random initial conditions for each 
batch and simulating the following dynamical system for 1000 time steps with 
‘samples’ taken every 100 time steps, to which Gaussian ~ N (p  = 0,rx = 0.1) noise 
was added.
d m
dt
f -0.956 
1
0.539
0
0
0
0
0
-0.462
0
0
1
0
0
-0.997
0.611
1
-0.862 -0.266 
0.78 0.84
+
0-944 
1.693 + 4  
0 .0 2 2 4  +£', 
0 .6 9 4 4 + ^ 2
+ Z ) ( / ) ( 4 - £ ( / ) )  (4.43)
The dilution rate increases linearly with time D (t ) = 0.1/ and the feed concentration is 
the same as the initial media concentration 4 > =(^ o -  To emphasise that the 
identification procedure requires no knowledge o f the reaction kinetics the reaction
21 I f  the available data is gathered under restricted conditions such as a reaction rate being zero at all 
times then the m anifo ld discovered by PCA w ill be that o f  the restricted system not the unrestricted 
system.
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rates r(), a,,r2 include a stochastic term randomly drawn from a three-
dimensional uniform distribution -~U(0,2) at every time step. Initial media 
concentrations for each batch were drawn from -  U (0,5). The resulting training data 
consists o f the full state e s.K7at each o f thef = Nmi.as =30 sample points and is 
presented in Figure 30 below. Testing data consisted o f three batches drawn at 
random in the same manner but with noiseless ‘measurements’ at every 15 time steps 
rather than every 100.
So
4
0 10 150
Concatenated time Concatenated time
Concatenated time
5 10 25
Concatenated time
Figure 30. Training data generated by simulated system showing the concentration of each 
species against time for three concatenated batches.
The y axis give the ‘concentration’24 o f each species. The x axis is ‘concatenated 
time’ , which means that the start time o f the second batch is the end time o f the first 
batch. Thus the concatenated time o f sample point / from batch b is given by>
concatenated _ time (b, i ) = b x t } Sm‘"' + 1}1^ (4.44)
The use o f ‘concatenated time’ is simply to allow multiple batches o f data to be
presented on a single graph.
4.4.2 Applying the regression and PCA methods.
Both methods require transport effects to be removed, using (4.22) to obtain the 
cumulative production for each measured species. This gives the graphs o f
r j( t) against time as shown for each species in Figure 31 below.
24 Dimensionless since its just a simulation.
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e-e : e-e
x-x
e-e , e-e
X -X
Concatenated time C oncatenated  tim e
Figure 31. Cumulative change in each species against concatenated time.
Regression technique.
A reaction network is proposed. For this simulated example it is assumed that the 
network structure is correctly known but not the coefficients.
K  =
~K 0 0  "
l ~k2 0
* , 0 -*5
0 0 K
0 1 1
0 ~k, ~ k l
0 *4 k S /
(4 .4 5 )
Then partitioned into two groups.
f \ - k 2 0 ^
K  = 0 0 
0 1
- K 0 0
* , 0 ~ k 5
0 - * 3 ~ k l
0 K K
(4 .4 6 )
The C matrix is given by c -  Ka ancj hence:
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The following relation is used to identify the non zero elements o f the C matrix.
C3
c2 C 4 C8
0 C 5 c9
0 C6 CI0 J
leading to:
'■ -0 .9 6 2  0 .6 4 4  -0 .4 1 3 "
0 .4 8 3  - 1 .8 2 6  0 .1 8 3
C =
0  0 .6 6 9  - 0 .7 5 3
,  0  0 .4 6 8  0 .6 5 2  ,
(4 .4 7 )
(4 .4 8 )
(4 .4 9 )
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Figure 32 below shows the estimate o f rjh from Cija against the true value o f fu s in g  
the above best fit values for the coefficients o f C.
A
c o n c a te n a te d  tim e j J O ,A
A c o n c a te n a te d  tim e j .30,
L1.4 6 6 ,
rib  c s t , , 
nbj.i
ooo
3 .4 0 9 ,
2
"2
0 10 20 3 0
A  c o n c a te n a te d  time^ J O ,
,.5 .8 0 2 ,
r ib  e s t3 j
nbj.3
O O O
A,
10
5
0 0 10 20 3 0
A  c o n c a te n a te d  tim e j J O ,
Figure 32. Fit of regression method to training data. Points show r j h , solid line shows regression 
estimate o f  Tjh from the identified C m atrix J]h =  C f J a .
Using the algebraic definition o f the C matrix given in (4.32) the estimated values o f 
the coefficients o f the K  matrix can be obtained by elimination.
Estimate K  matrix True K matrix
- 0 . 9 6 5  0  0
1 - 0 . 4 1 8  0
0 .4 7 6  0  - 0 . 9 4 6
0  0  0 .6 2 7
0 1 1
0  - 0 . 7 5 3  - 0 . 3 3 4
0  0 .6 5 2  0 .9 4 6
- 0 . 9 5 6  0  0
1 - 0 . 4 6 2  0
0 .5 3 9  0  - 0 . 9 9 7
0  0  0 .6 1 1
0 1 1
0  - 0 . 8 6 2  - 0 . 2 6 6
0  0 .7 8  0 .8 4
The fit to unseen testing data is shown in Figure 33 below. This shows the estimated 
obtained by projecting unseen rates onto a 3 dimensional reaction matrix using
K a~' and recovering using K  compared with the fu ll state vector for the true system.
As Figure 33 shows the regression estimates o f the state on testing data are almost 
indistinguishable from the true state.
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Figure 33. Fit of regression method to testing data. Points show noiseless testing data at 200 points. 
Solid Lines show regression based estimate o f  state at these same points.
PCA algorithm.
Applying the PCA algorithm it can be seen from Figure 34 that there are three 
significant eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors given by M.
Figure 34. Eigenvalues of principal 
components against index.
- 0 .0 3 1 - 0 . 6 6 3 - 0 . 0 7 6
- 0 . 3 5 3 0 .6 8 6 - 0 . 0 2 8
0 .7 0 6 0 .2 8 8 - 0 . 3 5 6
- 0 . 3 0 8 0 .0 3 3 0 .2 5
0 .2 4 1 0 .0 4 6 0 .6 4 5
- 0 . 4 7 2 - 0 . 0 3 6 - 0 . 3 1 7
0 .0 1 9 0 .0 4 2 0 .5 3 7
Figure 35. Eigenvectors for the first 3 principal 
components.
The fit to training data o f the resulting PCA model is shown in Figure 36 and to 
unseen testing data in Figure 37. Points show the seven dimensional data generated 
from the true system compared with the same data projected on to a three dimensional 
PCA matrix p e9? ,x3 through the matrix p  = M T ( 77- 77) and then recovered from
these using r]p -  Mp + r j . On noisy training data the PCA estimate o f the state %p can 
be seen to be a smoothed version o f the measured state £ .  On testing data the PCA 
estimates o f the state are indistinguishable from the true state.
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Figure 36. Fit of PCA method to training data. Solid Line shows PCA estimate o f  state, Points show 
train ing data.
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C o n c a te n a te d  t im e
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/ — f
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C o n c a te n a te d  t im e
£
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C o n c a te n a te d  tim e
10 15 20
C o n c a te n a te d  t im e
Figure 37. Fit of PCA method to testing data. Points show noiseless testing data at 200 points. Solid 
Lines show PCA based estimate o f  state at these same points.
Discussion.
The graphs o f seen and unseen data show that both methods perform well on the 
simulated example. It is interesting to compare the lower dimensional manifolds 
found using the PCA and regression methods to those o f the true system. In order to 
do this different systems are specified in terms o f the same coordinates. The
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constraints are transformed25 so that pi ,rj} ,r/A are the free components and the system 
is described by 77 = Z (//, rjA rjA )T where Z is the matrix defined in Table 2 below. 
Table 2. Comparison of manifolds found using the two methods.
True system. Regression method. PCA method.
cc3i—
H
K x
V k*0)  ^MM(i)
*0) k x *0) A / x 4/ 0 >
U«>l A->,
12
,0
(  - 0 .9 5 6  
1
0 .5 3 9
0
0
0
0
0 .7 2 2
0
- 2 .0 3 8
I
0
0 .9 7 5
0 .0 9 9
- 0 . 4 4 2
0
0 .2 4 9
0
1
- 0 . 8 6 2
0 .7 8
- 0 . 9 5 6
I
0 .4 7 6
0
0
0
0
0 .6 4 3
0
-0 .4 0 3
0
- 1 . 8 2 6  0 .1 9 9
1
0
0.668
0 .4 6 9
0
1
- 0 . 7 5 3
0 .6 5 2
- 0 . 9 7 4
1
0 .5 1 1  
0 
0
- 0 . 0 4  
- 4 . 2 3 8 x 1 0  ’
0 .8 3 8
0
- 2 . 5 2 6
1
0
0 .9 1 3
0 .4 5 5
- 0 . 4 8 5 N 
0 
0 .4 5  
0 
1
- 0 . 8 4 8  
0 .6 5 5  ,
The manifolds found by both methods using these transformed coordinates are 
orientated similarly to the true manifold, although there are clearly differences 
between the estimated coefficients and the true ones. It is particularly noteworthy that 
even though no structure was imposed, and principal components in no way reflect 
actual reactions, the PCA method found almost the same manifold as the regression 
technique. However, i f  a p r io r i  information about the values o f constants is available, 
then the regression technique can make use o f this information to further constrain the 
system whereas the PCA method cannot.
~5 See A p p e n d ix  C2.
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4.5 Conclusion.
The problem o f determining the constraint matrix for models o f biological systems 
was considered. The approaches o f elemental balancing and metabolic modelling 
were reviewed and then two methods were demonstrated for inferring the constraints 
from data. The available approaches are summarised in Table 3 below.
Table 3 Available techniques for determining the stoichiometric constraints.
Level of a  p r i o r i  knowledge Appropriate method for determining constraints
Stoichiom etric relations known. Constraints can be derived by m atrix manipulations 
fo llo w in g  the method o f  metabolic flu x  analysis.
Reaction network is known and 
elemental composition o f  species is 
known
The number o f  degrees o f  freedom o f  the system can be 
reduced by elemental, generalised degree o f  reduction 
and a charge balances for the system.
Reaction network is known but 
insuffic ient knowledge is available to 
constrain the system
Unknown stoichiom etric coeffic ients can be estimated by 
regression.
No knowledge o f  the reaction 
network is available.
Princip le component analysis can be used to estimate the 
low er dimensional m anifo ld to w hich the system is 
constrained.
The "regression method’’ involves fitting the unknown constants o f a pre-specified 
reaction network to data. This method provides a flexible structure that can make use 
o f prior knowledge about the coefficients o f that network. The second "PCA method’’ 
requires no a p r io r i  knowledge and involves directly finding the lower dimensional 
manifold to which the system is constrained. Unfortunately, the PCA matrix cannot 
make use o f prior knowledge and the kinetic functions corresponding to each 
eigenvector cannot be easily interpreted in terms o f biologically meaningful reactions. 
Both techniques performed well on the simulated example. However fu lly  kinetic 
models were not tested. In chapter seven, fu lly  kinetic models built using the PCA 
technique to infer the constraints were compared with models built knowing the 
correct constraint matrix.
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5 Data-driven Modelling of a simulated mammalian 
cell culture process using Support Vector Machines26.
As mentioned in chapter 3 one o f the purported advantages o f the serial approach to 
hybrid modelling is that models can be quickly inferred from data thus providing a 
time saving compared with detailed mechanistic modelling. However with current 
neural network approaches an involved and time-consuming methodology is required 
to minimise overfitting. For Radial basis networks the selection o f the number o f 
basis functions as well as their location and width need to be determined. For 
multilayer perceptrons the number o f neurons and hidden layers needs to be 
determined. With both o f these networks strategies need to be employed to prevent 
the selection o f large weights and multiple runs are necessary to ensure that the 
training process has not converged to a local optimum.
This chapter describes the application o f Support Vector Machines (SVM); a learning 
system based on statistical learning theory, to bioprocess modelling. SVMs avoid the 
above difficulties with local optima and determining the architecture. The architecture 
is determined im plicitly from training data on the basis o f two hyper parameters 
which can be efficiently determined on the basis o f validation data. In this chapter as a 
case study a SVM based system is trained on data simulated by a published model o f 
a hybridoma culture with added Gaussian noise.
5.1. Statement of the problem.
5.1.1 Kinetic modelling.
This section considers the problem o f inferring a model o f the reaction kinetics from 
the available data r(£ ,v ) . Recall the general state space representation o f a bio- 
reactor:-
^ f  = K r ( 4 , y ) - D ^  + u (5.1)
dt
26 This chapter and chapter 7 are adapted from the paper; “Data-driven Modelling of a simulated 
mammalian cell culture process Using Support Vector Machines; a comparison with genetic 
programming and neural networks.” Hodgson &  Baganz, Computers in Chemical Engineering 
(Submitted).
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The previous sections detailed methods o f obtaining the pseudo-stoichiometric matrix 
K. The reaction network imposes the follow ing a p r io r i  restriction on the kinetics.
/  \
ri (€*v ) =
where
a(S,i) =
0 i f Y [  o ( s j )  = 0
V '=
/ ( £ ,  v) otherwise
'4S i f ( * . „  <0 )
(5.2)
1 i f ( K  , >0 )
Equation (5.2) simply states that each reaction can only occur i f  all the species 
consumed by that reaction are present and that its rate, i f  it does occur, can be 
modelled by some unknown, possibly non linear, kinetic function o f the 
concentrations in the reactor and environmental conditions. Clearly other such 
necessary conditions can be imposed based on the knowledge o f the engineer.
Denote as <5>(£) a function which returns a vector indicating whether each reaction 
can proceed, thus the model becomes:-
dt
= K { S ( Z ) f { Z , v ) ) - D i ;  + u (5.3)
The approach taken is to infer each kinetic sub model / ( £ ,  v) separately so each 
model produces the output implied by the available data. I f  the constraint matrix K  is 
known and the state vector is continuously known then the reaction rates can be 
estimated independently at any time point by simple rearranging o f equation (5.1).
K ^ ( 0
dt
+ D ( t ) 4 ( t ) - u (  t ) = r ( r )  = (5.4)
Where the derivative is evaluated numerically using a finite difference approximation.
rU)  + | D ( 0 m  + D ( t ) Z ( 0 - u ( t )  , P (/ + A /)£ (/ + A ;)+ P ( /  + A /)£ (/ + A /) - t / ( /  + A /)>| ( 5 .5 )
I At 2 2 J
However, continuous online measurements o f the concentrations are rarely available, 
so in practice each data series must be interpolated with some smoothing function 
q ( /)  a £(r)such as cubic smoothing splines Flannery et al( 1999). In this case a
spline was not used. Instead a SVM with time as the single independent variable was 
chosen as an interpolation function for reasons o f code reuse.
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By sampling the values and first derivative o f this continuous function g (t)  a series
o f f pairs27 relating reaction rates and concentrations at various time points across all 
training batches can be produced.
Inputs x = (/0) , | ’ (/( l+ A /) . . i*  ( / , ) ]
Outputs y  = [r*  (t{)) , r  (t0 + At)...r [ t , ) ]  
where (5.6)
| * (  r ) e « V; 
r  ( r )  e 91v
The problem o f modelling kinetics is then simply to find some non-linear function 
r ( r )  = / ( £ ( r ) ,v ( r ) )  which predicts the interpolated reaction rate as a function o f the
corresponding full state vector at each time point. I f  this function/ ( • )  is found
correctly then it should be true that r  ( r )  = / (£ *  ( r ) ,v ( r ) ) .
5.2. Support vector machines.
Traditional approaches to training neural networks suffer from a tendency to over fit
training data at the expense o f generalisation. This is a consequence o f the
optimisation methods used for parameter selection and the statistical measures used to 
select the ’best’ model architecture (number o f neurons or basis functions).
Support vector machines (SVM) are a relatively new technique designed for 
classification and regression problems o f high dimensionality and small sample sizes. 
Rather than minimising the error on training data SVMs employ statistical learning 
theory to minimise the upper bound on the generalisation error (Cortes and 
Vapnik(1995)). The SVM technique have the following advantages over traditional 
approaches to training neural networks.
•  When a SVM is trained on data there is a single unique solution, which is
guaranteed to be found Scholkopf et al(1999). This is in contrast to existing 
algorithms for both multilayer perceptrons and radial basis networks where 
training algorithms may become stuck in local optimum.
27 Since the interpolated signal £  ( r )  is continuous it can be sampled at any point and not just when 
the state has been measured and r is known.
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• The number o f basis functions defining the SVM and hence the complexity o f 
the SVM is determined automatically by a few data points known as 'support 
vectors In practice only two hyper parameters need to be determined from 
validation data in order to set the architecture and capacity o f the 
network(Chang and Lin(2001)).
• SVM ’s do not suffer significantly from ‘the curse o f  dimensionality’ since the 
complexity o f the function is independent o f the dimensionality o f the input or 
feature space. But rather is determined by the number o f support vectors 
Sanchez(2003).
The technique has been successfully applied in many diverse areas such as time series 
prediction (Muller et al( 1997)) and protein function classification (Cai et al(2003)). 
Nandi et al(2004) applied support vector regression to modelling and optimisation o f 
a benzene isopropylation catalytic process. At the time o f publication there was no 
application o f the technique to bioprocess modelling. The theoretical advantages and 
reported success in other applications suggest that SVMs may have the capacity to 
improve hybrid modelling o f bioprocesses.
5.2.1. Theory of Support vector machines.
Non-linear regression can be seen as linear regression in non-linear feature space 
(Figure 38). The input vectors jcare mapped onto a high-dimensional feature space z , 
using some non-linear mapping O(jc) . A non-linear function fitting the data is then 
found as a weighed sum o f the feature space vectors. The radial basis networks 
introduced in chapter 2 are a classical example o f this. The achievement o f the 
support vector machine formulation is that the function is only implicitly found in this 
high dimensional space. The weights o f the mapping shown in Figure 38 are not 
computed, rather the mapping is specified in terms o f the dot products in feature space 
o f a small number o f data points (known as support vectors).
While radial basis function networks employ some method such as clustering to 
determine the position and number o f basis functions in SVMs this selection is 
implicit, with each o f the support vectors contributing one local Gaussian function, 
centred at that data point. (Vapnik, 1995)
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z  -  O ( .v )  w T =  +  h
A',,
■V,I
V
Figure 38. Non linear regression as generalised linear regression.
Consider a generalised linear regression function:
f ( x )  = wT <&(x) + b. (5.7)
Where w is a weight vector, O is the function mapping the input data in the feature 
space and b is the bias. Employing statistical learning theory (V Vapnik(1995)) it can 
be shown that w is optimally calculated by minimising the ‘ regularised risk 
functional’ :-
(5.8)
Where ||vvj| is the complexity term, C is a regularisation constant which determines
the trade o ff between flatness and accuracy and L(-) is a loss function. In the SVM 
case this is usually Vapnik's e-insensitive loss function shown in equation (5.9) and 
Figure 39 below .
0 otherwise
(5.9)
I f  the predicted point lies inside a zone o f acceptable error then the loss is zero, while 
i f  the predicted point is outside o f the ‘ tube’ the loss is proportional to the difference 
between the point and the edge o f the zone.
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f(x)
v
Loss function
f(x)
+£
M ap p in g
Figure 39. e-insensitive loss function. Left most figure shows function in input space. M iddle figure 
shows function in feature space. Right most figure shows the e-insensitive loss function. Points inside 
the e-insensitive ‘ tube’ result in no loss. Points outside this ‘ tube’ contribute linearly to the total loss.
Since the regression function is defined by a few points outside o f the c-insensitive 
zone known as support vectors, denoted S', i f  above the ‘ tube’ and S’ i f  below (see
Figure 39), this loss function leads to a sparse solution in feature space in terms o f 
these data points.
min C ]T (S ’ +S() + ^-(wr w)
w ;=o 2
subject to constraints (5.10)
y (,) - ( ( w Tz ^ )  + b) < e + S(
((wr z('*) + b ) - y  < £  + S*.
s,,s;>o
The above constrained problem can be expressed using Lagrange multipliers 
a i ,a * ,y j ,y'i as the following Lagrangian28.
A y j ( M'7w) + C + ~ Z < [ > 7, - ( ( ^ z(')) + ^) + ^ + ^* ]
;=o y /=i
- Z  ai [((wT z{,)) +b) -  y {,)+ e + S i ] -  Z  { y s‘ +  y>s<)
(5.11)
2K See Appendix D1 fo r an introduction to Lagrange multipliers.
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V Vapnik(1995) shows by differentiation, with respect to the primal variables 
vv(,/>, St, S ' , that the saddle points o f (5.11) can be found and hence the minimum 
(5.10) is found by maximising;
u t« ,a * )  = ^ ( a ; + a  ) + ^ y ,  ( « ; - « ,  ( a * - « , ) ( « ; - a / ) f ( z ('))r z(/)l  (5.12)
1 = 0 /=<> ^ /./ = (> v J
I i < i
subject to constraints. 0 < a t, or* < C, i = 0 ,..., f  -1  and ^  a t -  ^  a j  .
i - 0  ; - ( )
Note, that at least one o f or,,or*must be zero since a data point cannot simultaneously 
be above and below the tube. Additionally, note that by substituting a kernel function 
AXv(,|,x) = 0 (x (l>)-O (.r), for the function O (x) in the feature space the entire 
problem can be solved in the input space x rather than the feature space z . i.e:-
wftf, a )  = £ (< *,’ + a , ) + £  y, ( a j  -  or,) -  i  £  ( <  -  cc, ) {a ]  -  a }■ ) tf(x (,) • x( / () (5.13)
/ - ( >  /=0 ^  i . j - 0
Table 4 List of Kernel functions taken from Sanchez, D. V.(2003).
K e r n e l fu n c tio n U s e d  in
ta n h (v  v -  « ) M u l t i l a y e r  p e rc e p tro n  ( M L P )
e x p ( — 1|T -  v ||~  ) G a u s s ia n  R B F  N e tw o r k
< | | t  -  r | | -  ±  c : r  * - D i r e c t  in v e rs e  n iu lt iq u a d r ic
( 1 — V V )d P o ly n o m ia l  o f  d e g re e  </
s in <</ -t- 1 2  K v -  v  i 
s in ( r  — v i 2
T r ig o n o m e tr ic  p o ly n o m ia l o f  d e g re e  </
llv  -  r p * 1. T h in  p la te
| | 7 - r l | - - i n ( | | . v - r | | ) S p lin e s
i U  -  » > B -S p lin e s
-  s in e  [ — ( r  -  » >1 B a n d - l im ite d  P a le y  W ie n e r  space
x  I  x  J
Various kernel functions exist as shown in Table 4. In our case the Gaussian kernel 
was chosen since it provides a smoothly varying feature space capable o f universal 
approximation.
/ f ( x (,),x ('*) = exp
/
( A  1 <1 2 ^X - x ( '
-2  o-,2
V y
(5.14)
The model prediction at a new point x is calculated in terms o f the kernel function as:-
m  -1
f ( x ) = H { a < x ) + b (5-15)
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Figure 40 shows the architecture o f a support vector regression machine. 
Conceptually the support vectors jr*0’ •••jc,m' l)and input vector jr("1M)are mapped onto 
non-linear feature space. The dot product 0(jc (/))-0 (.y ("° '1) is then computed between 
the mapped vectors thus characterising how similar the new point is to each o f the 
support vectors. In practice the use o f a kernel function K (x [' \ x )  computes these two 
layers in a single step. The output is then obtained by a weighed sum o f the resulting 
dot products with the weights having been obtained by maximising equation (5.13).
( • ) ( • )
i i i i
*<0) x°>
O u tp u t/( . r (",’“ )) = — cci +
/-()
U   ^ W e ig h ts , L > = (a r* -a , )
Dot p ro d u c t, j  = A T *1' ’ , * 1'"'
M apped vectors <t> j^c( ,)  ^ j
Support vectors .Y((,) 11
Test vector x {nn )
Figure 40. Support Vector Machine architecture. Adapted from Scholkopf, B. et al(1999)
This leads to a learning machine shown in Figure 40 with the following useful 
properties, (Scholkopf, B. et al( 1999)):
1. The problem is convex with a unique global solution.
2. The result is a regularised solution avoiding over training.
3. Computation is efficient due to the usage o f inner products and since only a 
few data points, known as support vectors, characterise the regression 
function.
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4. The complexity o f the function is independent o f the dimension o f either the 
input space or the feature space; instead it depends on the number o f support 
vectors.
5.2.2. Implementation details.
Training.
The C++ class library ‘ LibSVIVT, (Chang, C. C. et al(2001)), was used to train the 
support vector machines using the ‘sequential minimal optimisation algorithm’ , 
(Platt(1999)). Data was supplied to the training process as a series o f f  input-output 
pairs:-
Input g  9T'; output y (,) e  9?
where the x data is the interpolated state vector and the y data the relevant reaction 
rate. The data was normalised to the range [0,1] to prevent scale differences from 
biasing training.
g ( i A t ) -  min £ * ( r )  r * ( /A / ) -  min r * ( r )
^ ^ Y y ' = 7 ^ ^max ( r ) -  min t  ( r )  max r  ( r ) -  min r  ( r
t = 0 . . . i  t V 7 r - 0 . . . i j  v 7 J  V 7 r = ( ) . v
I f  predictions using the same units as the original data are the desired output then the 
output o f the trained support vector needs to be rescaled:-
r -  min r * ( r ) +  max r * ( r ) -  min r * ( r )  y  (5.17)
T - 0 . . . I t v 7 I r = 0 . .v ,  v 7 T -0 . .  J , v 7 J
The overall model therefore has the following form:
^  = K ( S ( i ) r ( i , v ) ) - D 4  + u
where (5.18)
rXE,v) = min r  ( r ) +  max r  ( r ) -  min r  ( r )  \ f  (£ ,v)
t - O . . . , ,  V 7 y  r= 0 . 7 , V 7 r -O  . v ,  V ’ j s V M i
with each support vector machine being trained to predict the scaled reaction rate 
y  g  9? as a function o f the scaled states x g  9?".
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Determining the values of the hyper-parameters.
For each SVM model two hyper-parameters need to be determined these are:
• The regularisation parameter C, which determines the trade o ff  between 
minimising training errors and minimising model complexity.
•  The kernel parameter, which im plicitly defines the high dimensional feature 
space used, in the case o f the Gaussian kernel this is the width parameter <rk.
The influence o f these parameters on the complexity o f the regression function is 
illustrated on a one-dimensional problem shown in Figure 41 below.
3BT 38BT
,0100 , 0 1 0 0
Figure 41. The influence of hyper-parameters on a one dimensional regression function. On the
top row <Jk is held constant and C varied. On the bottom  row  C is held constant and <Jk is varied. C
A small value o f the cost parameter C defines a highly regularised function, a small 
value for the Gaussian kernel width crk defines a highly complex feature space.
A cross validation strategy is used to set the values o f the hyper-parameters. This 
strategy is explained in detail in the appendix D2. Briefly the method is to divide the 
training data into ‘ training’ and ‘cross validation’ batches and then use the Nelder and 
Mead simplex method, (Flannery, B. P. et al(1999)), to find the hyper-parameters 
a  e 9? v' ,C g which minimise the error the whole hybrid model has on the 
validation data. For each validation batch this is given as;
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min
(7 X '
where (5.19)
£ p{ t) refers to the prediction o f support vector machines trained on the training data 
with the current hyper-parameter values.
5.3. Simulated example.
5.3.1. Details of Test system.
A model o f a fed-batch murine hybridoma cell culture producing monoclonal 
antibodies by Jang and Barford(2000), was chosen to simulate experimental data. 
Full details o f this model can be found in the appendix B3.
12 batches o f data were obtained by running the above model, either in batch mode or 
in fed batch mode, with different feeding rates (Fm, Foui), and media concentrations. 
Data batches consisted o f concentration-time profiles for the state vector29, sampled 
every 8 hours from / = 0 to 120 hours.
O f these batches 5 were randomly selected for training, 2 for validation and 5 for 
testing. Normally distributed noise cr = 0.15 was added to the training and validation 
batches in order to resemble data obtained from a real cell culture process and to 
examine how robust the methodology was to experimental error.
29 For this system the state vector consists o f  C v viable cells, Cx non-viable cells, CAB antibody, 
C(jlc glucose, CGIN glutamine, C AK1Kt ammonia and CL4C lactate.
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5.3.2. Hybrid Model development.
A reaction network where lactose and glucose are carbon sources and glutamine and 
ammonia are the nitrogen sources was used to formulate a hybrid model o f the 
following form30.
1 - 1 0  
1 0
0 1
0 - V , . , , . /d_
dx
C , '
• 
©
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where the yield factors are those from the true model and the growth rate, death rate, 
and antibody production rate are determined by SVMs;-
M = X v x S 0( ^ )  fo (< »
SVM
t id = X vxSy{4) f . & v )  (5.21)
SVM
Quh= ^ M )  f 2 (4,»)
S IM
As detailed in section 5.2 the series o f the training batches were smoothed and 
interpolated to provide concentrations as a function o f time. The known effect o f 
dilution was then subtracted and the remaining rates projected through the mass 
balance to give the key reaction rates.
,0 For conciseness rescaling k) = min r  ( r )  + [ max r  ( r )  — min r  ( r )  j f  ( £ ,v )h a s  
been dropped from equation (5.21).
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In this way 3 sets o f input/output pairs for training were established:
The first SVM was trained to predict growth rate as a function o f the state.
SI M
Trained on (3.22)
Inputs x = [ | ‘ (/0) , ! ’ ( '„ +  A / ) . . ) ]
Outputs y  = [//*  ( /„ ) , / /*  (/„ + At)...p ( t , ) ]
The second SVM was trained to predict death rate as a function o f the state.
S IM
Trained on (5.23)
Inputs x = (/„),£ * (/„ + A / ) . . . [ t f ) ]
Outputs y  = ( / „ ) , /> /  (/„ + At ) . . . p j  ( t, ) ]
The third SVM was trained to predict antibody production rate as a function o f the 
state.
/ 2 (< ^ )
SVM
Trained on (5.24)
Inputs x  = + A/)..,<f ( t , ) ]
Outputs y  = [ Q j  (/0 ('<> + A t) ~ Q j  ( ' , ) ]
(/, -'<>)
where At = —--------  (5.25)
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5.3.3. Results of training on hybridoma simulation.
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Figure 42. Model prediction vs. training/validation data generated by model of Jang, J. D. et 
al(2000). Points are the sampled concentrations w ith  added noise used for training. Lines are the 
prediction o f  the trained model. From top to bottom; graph A  shows the viable and non viable cell 
concentrations in cells/L, graph B shows glucose and lactate concentrations in m M, graph C shows 
ammonia and glutamate concentrations(mM) and graph D shows Antibody concentration in m g/L. 
Time is concatenated to a llow  all 5 tra in ing/va lidation batches to be displayed on the same graph.
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Figure 43. Model prediction vs. testing data generated by model of Jang, J. D. et al(2000).. Points 
are the true concentrations sampled at regular intervals. Lines are the prediction o f  the trained model. 
From top to bottom; graph A  shows the viable and non viable cell concentrations in cells/L, graph B 
shows glucose and lactate concentrations in m M , graph C shows ammonia and glutamate 
concentrations(mM) and graph D shows A ntibody concentration in mg/L. T ime is concatenated to 
a llow  all 5 testing batches to be displayed on the same graph.
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5.3.4 Discussion.
Figure 42 shows an example o f the fit to the training set achieved using the SVM 
methodology. Plot ‘o ' shows viable and non-viable biomass. Plot ‘b ’ shows glucose 
and lactate concentrations. Plot 'c ' shows glutamine and ammonia. Plot ‘d ’ shows 
antibody concentration. Figure 43 shows the model prediction on unseen testing data. 
It is clear from these predictions on unseen conditions that the modelling 
methodology has managed to characterise the general dynamics o f the system from 
noisy training data. However the model is not perfect and in common with other 
recursive systems, errors in the model or the initial conditions accumulate as the 
system is integrated. This causes the poor prediction o f the final biomass and antibody 
concentrations as seen in Figure 43 ‘a ’ and ‘d ’ respectively. However the general 
accuracy o f the prediction is good in the context o f the large noise level with the 
predictions on both training and testing batches being within the range o f 
measurement error.
5.4. Evaluation of potential suitability for model based 
optimisation.
5.4.1 Details of evaluation.
Plots o f the model prediction against testing data are indicative o f model accuracy. 
However, the purpose o f modelling w ithin an engineering context is not usually to 
produce graphs or indeed merely to predict accurately for its own sake. Rather model 
predictions are used to make decisions.
Consider the use o f the hybrid modelling methodology to optimise the concentrations 
o f Glycerol and Glutamine so as to maximise the final antibody concentration. A  
hybrid-SVM model was trained on 5 batches o f noisy data generated as in section 5.4 
from the model o f Jang, J. D. et al(2000) with randomly chosen initial conditions as 
follows:-
Table 5. Initial conditions for simulated experiments.
Batch
Number
Xv
Cells/L
GLN
g/L
GLC
g/L
LAC
g/L
1 4.65x l07 1.93 7.55 17.56
2 4.95xl07 3.32 17.07 3.96
3 5.21xl07 2.31 4.42 0.78
4 5.43xl07 0.60 17.30 7.39
5 4.85xl07 0.78 12.54 19.32
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The resulting model was then used to generate a surface plot Figure 44a showing the 
effect o f initial glycerol and glutamine concentration on the final antibody 
concentration. For comparison the correct surface is shown in Figure 44c below and a 
Gaussian process31 response surface modelling final titre CAB = f  (CGLN,CGLC) is
gaus
shown in Figure 44d.
5.4.2. Results.
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Figure 44 R elationship between fin a l antibody t itre  (m g /L ) and in it ia l glucose and 
g lutam ine concentrations (m M ). Figures A,C,E show the response surface implied by each 
model. Figures B,D,F show a contour plots o f  the same data w ith lighter shades indicating higher 
antibody concentration.
31 Appendix E l gives M athCAD code for Gaussian process modelling. Here it is sufficient to th ink o f  
the Gaussian process model as a simple response surface.
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The plots o f the true system behaviour and inferred model are similar but w ith 2 
discrepancies. The location o f the optimum o f the inferred model is not exactly that o f 
the true model and the surface predicted is more rounded with the raised ridge leading 
from coordinates (C(ilN=3.5 mM ,C(iL( =10 m M ) to (CGlN = l mM,C(iU =2.5 m M )not
being fully captured. This may be due to the fact that for most o f the training batches 
the initial media concentration o f glucose was significantly more than the initial 
glutamine concentration (White dots shown in Figure 44 d). Although training points 
do not consist merely o f these initial conditions, but rather every measurement o f the 
cell culture, mass balance constraints ensure that glutamine is consumed as glucose is 
consumed. Therefore the ratio o f glucose to glutamine is likely to be high for the 
entirety o f the batch and there are likely to be few training points corresponding to 
points on this ridge. It is notable that despite this issue the general form o f the 
response surface and rough location o f the optimum has been found from the 
information contained in the 5 experiments defined in Table 5. By contrast as Figure 
44 d shows a standard non-dynamic response surface fit to the training data, 
completely fails to capture the system behaviour.
5.5. Conclusion.
A method for modelling the kinetic component o f hybrid models using o f support 
vector machines was proposed. The application o f the method to hybrid modelling is 
novel in the sense that SVMs have not been used to model the reaction kinetics o f 
bioprocesses before. Support vector machines are explicitly designed to avoid 
overfitting and therefore provide a method o f modelling which is simpler to apply 
than traditional approaches to training neural networks. This potentially speeds up the 
hybrid modelling process.
The method was demonstrated on data from a simulated hybridoma cell culture. On 
this system it was shown to be capable o f producing accurate fits to training and 
testing data and o f capturing the general form o f the response o f the system to 
changes in initial conditions. Flowever one should be cautious in drawing conclusions 
about the general performance o f a modelling technique from the performance o f that 
technique on a single simulated system. Rather it is necessary to demonstrate the 
technique on real systems and to compare the technique with others on multiple 
systems before making any general claims.
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6. Application of the SVM methodology to 
experimental data
In the previous section a hybrid modelling methodology based around support vector 
machines was developed and demonstrated on a simulated system. In this section the 
SVM methodology is used to produce data driven models o f 3 real experimental 
systems
• A VPM8 Murine hybridoma cell culture.
• A Saccharopolyspora erythraea NRRL2338 (red variant w ild type) shake flask 
cultivation.
• A 42L Streptomyces clavulingerus batch cultivation.
The last system was used by Roubos(2002) as a test system for his hybrid modelling 
work. The SVM methodology produces predictions o f comparable accuracy to his 
published results indicating the potential o f the technique on real data.
6.1 Demonstration 1: Murine hybridoma shake flask 
cultivation32.
6.1.1 Culture details
VPM8 Murine hybridoma cells, (Jones 1985), were acquired from ECACC. VPM8 
cells are a Murine hybridoma producing IgG l directed against the light chain o f ovine 
IgG. The cells were grown in 15ml culture volume o f RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma, 
Poole UK) supplemented with lOOmLs/L fetal bovine serum, 2mM L-Glutamine, 
Im M  Sodium Pyruvate (Sigma, Poole, UK). Culture o f cells was carried out in 50ml 
vent cap shake flasks (Coming, Coventry UK) at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 Incubator (RS 
Biotech, Ayrshire, UK) with agitation being provided by a 120 shaker (Heidolph, 
Schwabach, Germany) at 90rpm.
Analysis.
Throughout, the cultivation samples were taken at regular intervals in order to 
determine viable/non viable cell counts and concentrations o f glucose, glutamine, 
glutamate, lactate, ammonia and antibody. Cell counts were performed using lOOx 
magnification on an Olympus microscope. V iability was assessed using the trypan
12 Cell culture work was done in collaboration w ith  Sam Denby o f  the University College London 
Biochemical Engineering department.
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blue (Sigma, Poole, UK) exclusion method. A high contrast improved Neubauer 
haemocytometer (Marienfeld) was used to count a minimum o f 100 viable cells. 
Glucose, glutamine, glutamate and lactate concentrations were determined using a 
YS1 2700 SELECT™ Biochemistry Analyser(YSI, Ohio, USA). Ammonia was 
determined using a indophenol blue assay read on a saffire plate reader (Tecan, 
Reading,UK). Antibody concentration was determined using the Enzyme Linked 
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) method.
6.1.2 Modelling.
Five training conditions and two testing conditions consisting o f different initial 
glucose and glutamine concentrations were selected as shown in Figure 45. Two 
replicates were run at each condition by dividing the adjusted media between shake 
flasks with all 14 shake flasks being run simultaneously.
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Figure 45. Plot of initial Glutamine and glucose concentrations for 7 
Murine hybridoma cell cultures in duplicate.
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The training data was scaled between zero and one and interpolated as in the previous 
section. The measurements for Ammonia, Glucose and Glutamate were too noisy for 
accurate interpolation and were instead recovered from the other components by mass 
balancing. Derivatives were then taken o f the interpolated profiles o f the other
d  c
components to obtain —j -  at each time point and the SVM method developed in
chapters 4 and 5 applied. There is no flow into or out o f the shake flasks so the 
resulting model has following form:
d_
dx
y^
 viable
X HI nonvianl
C, ,,tai tatc
Q/iiais.'
r 6tu fa  min
C( j lu t a m a t
r Anrihoih
C\  A m m o n ia  J
M
'  f A 4 )
S V M
A (4)
S V M
f 2 (4)
\ S V M
(6 . 1)
Where the matrix M  was determined by principle component analysis and the three 
support vector machines trained to predict the first, second, and third principle
1 K
components given by p(%) = M r .
dt
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6.1.3 Results.
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Figure 46. Fits to Murine hybridoma training data. A  shows counts for viable and non viable cells. 
B shows lactate and glucose concentrations. C shows Glutam ine and Glutamate concentrations. D 
shows Monoclonal antibody concentration in (m g /L ) as the le ft most axis, and ammonia 
concentration(mM) as the right most axis. Lines show model predictions, error bars show maximum 
and m inimum  measurements from  duplicate batches, points show mean o f  measured values.
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Figure 47. Fits to Murine hybridoma testing data. A  shows counts fo r viable and non viable cells. B 
shows lactate and glucose concentrations. C shows Glutam ine and Glutamate concentrations. D shows 
Monoclonal antibody concentration in (m g/L) as the le ft most axis, and ammonia concentration(mM) 
as the right most axis. Lines show model predictions, error bars show maximum and m inimum  
measurements from  duplicate batches, points show mean o f  measured values
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6.1.4 Discussion.
The PCA-SVM model’s fit to training data is shown in Figure 46 and the fit to unseen 
testing data in Figure 47. The x axis is culture time in hours with batches concatenated 
together to allow all data to be displayed on the same graph. Lines are model 
predictions. Points are the mean o f measured values with error bars showing the 
difference between the two replicates at each condition.
The model has clearly been able to infer most o f the system dynamics. However we 
have no real basis by which to declare a particular fit to be good or bad. The 
measurements are very noisy and the dynamics o f the experimental system do not 
seem to vary much as a function o f the initial conditions. Even i f  we were to compare 
the SVM methodology to another modelling method, because o f the difference 
between replicates, it is not clear that a fit to the measurements would be a desirable 
basis for comparison. The result should be seen as a demonstration o f the SVM 
methodology but it cannot realistically be used as a basis for judging the method or 
declaring its usefulness.
6.2. Demonstration 2: Saccharopolyspora erythraea shake 
flask cultivation33.
6.2.1 Shake flask experiments.
Polyketide producing filamentous Saccharopolyspora erythraea NRRL2338, (red 
variant w ild type), was grown in agitated 0.5 L shake flasks containing 50 mL o f 
defined medium with glucose and nitrate as sole C-and N-source, respectively. The 
organism was grown in batch culture for 120 hours ( at 28°C and 200 rpm on a rotary 
shaking incubator.
Analysis.
Throughout the cultivation samples were taken to measure dry cell weight (DCW), 
glucose and nitrate concentrations in the supernatant and the concentration o f a red 
pigment that was used as a model product. Details can be found in Ushio(2003) and 
Hodgson et al(2004).
13 Shake flask experiments and analysis were performed by M is ty  Ushio.
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6.2.2 Modelling.
The data used in this study were obtained from five experiments in which the C/N 
ratio was changed by variation o f the initial nitrate concentration in the range from 
1.76 to 8.77 gL '.
Table 6. Initial conditions of S. erythraea shake flask experiments.
In itia l red pigment was 0 g/L  in all cases.
Batch
Number
Glucose (in sol’n), 
g/L
Nitrate (in sofn),
g/L
DCW,
g/L
batch 1 Training 33.21 1.76 1.37
batch 2 Testing 35.33 2.35 1.19
batch 3 Training 32.78 2.94 1.09
batch 4 Testing 30.05 4.22 1.54
batch 5 Training 29.70 8.77 1.84
The system was chosen since there is great variation in the metabolism as the 
bacterium shifts from carbon to nitrate limited growth, depending on the initial 
conditions. In particular the production o f red pigment is growth dependent under 
carbon-limiting conditions, it is produced at the onset o f the stationary phase under 
nitrogen-limited conditions. 3 batches o f data were used for training and 2 unseen 
batches o f data used for testing the resulting model.
The training data was scaled between zero and one and interpolated as in the previous 
section. PCA analysis suggested 2 degrees o f freedom would be enough to 
characterise the system. Growth and red pigment production were chosen as the free 
rates and modelled using the SVM methodology. The yield factors for glucose and 
nitrate consumption were calculated by simple regression.
There is no flow into or out o f the shake flask so the model thus has the following 
form:
f-3 .4  -0.853^
d_ C   -17 0.58
dx 1 0
0 1
(  c
Glucose
f
r
n ir r a le
y
^  D C W
r
\  R i 'd p ig m e n / V
M Z )
SVM
fA 4 )
V SVM
(6.2)
where / 0 (£) predicts the growth rate and /  (£) predicts the red pigment production
SVM SVM
rate.
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6.2.3 Results.
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Figure 48. Fit to S . e r y th r a e a  training data. Lines show model predictions, points show measured 
concentrations (grams per litre). A  shows glucose concentration . B shows nitrate concentration . C 
shows dry cell weight (grams per litre). D shows red pigment concentration.
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Figure 49. Fit to S. e r y th r a e a  testing data. Lines show model predictions, points show measured 
concentrations (grams per litre). A  shows glucose concentration . B shows nitrate concentration . C 
shows dry cell weight (grams per litre). D shows red pigment concentration.
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6.2.4 Discussion.
The fits to training data are shown in Figure 48. and to testing data in Figure 49. It is 
immediately apparent that the SVM methodology has failed to capture some 
significant features o f the system. In particular the dry cell weight peaks in training 
batches 3 and 5, (located at 170 hrs and 270 hrs in Figure 48c respectively), have been 
ignored when interpolating the data. This results in significant underestimation o f the 
growth kinetics in general which leads to poor prediction o f the biomass concentration 
and as Figure 49 B shows the model fails to predict the complete consumption o f 
nitrate for both testing batches.
6.3. Demonstration 3: Streptomyces Clavuligerus batch 
process
6.3.1 Introduction:
Seven batches o f S. clavulingerus34 batch data produced at Delft University o f 
Technology were modelled by Hans Roubos as part o f Roubos, J. A .(2002). In this 
work a detailed metabolic network was used to determine the constraint matrix. The 
kinetics were modelled using three methods: NN; fuzzy logic and conventional 
mechanistic models.
This prior work means the S. clavulingerus system can be used as a benchmark for 
assessing the performance o f the SVM methodology. The detailed metabolic 
modelling approach w ill not be repeated here. Rather the idea is to test whether 
almost equivalent accuracy can be obtained on real data with the much faster, but 
more naive, PCA technique.
As well as the availability o f results for comparison, the system is a relevant 
benchmark since Streptomyces are an industrially important species o f filamentous 
bacteria. They produce two thirds o f known antibiotics (Butler et al(2002)). A  key 
advantage is that recombinant proteins are efficiently secreted into the extra-cellular 
medium and do not form biologically inactive inclusion bodies (Nakashima et 
al(2005)). An ability to model this system can be viewed as showing the industrial 
potential o f hybrid modelling.
14 S. C la v u l ig e r u s  produces C lavulanic acid a B-lactamase inh ib ito r used in combination w ith  B-lactam
antibiotics.
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6.3.2 Bioreactor experiments35.
A ll batch experiments were performed by in a 42-L stirred vessel bioreactor. The 
whole vessel was placed on a balance to allow the broth weight to be monitored over 
time. Temperature was regulated at 30°C, pH at 7 by the addition o f 4M H2S04 or 
4M NaOH and DOT controlled above 50% by stirrer speed and airflow with the initial 
stirrer speed and air flow being 200 rpm and 15L/min respectively.
The medium in all cases contained: M gS04.7H20  0.8g/L, FeS0 4 .7 H20  0.2 g/L, 
Basildon antifoam 0.2 g/L and trace element solution (1.6 g/L). The trace element 
solution contained H2S04 (96%) 20.4 g/L, citrate. 1H20  50 g/L, ZnS04.7H20  16.75 
g/L, CuS04.5H20  2.5 g/L, M nCL2.4H20  15 g/L 
Analysis.
O ff gas was analysed providing oxygen uptake rate (OUR) and carbon dioxide 
evolution rate (CER) online. The follow ing measurements were taken regularly from 
broth samples and measured offline: biomass; glycerol; glutamate; ammonium; 
phosphate and clavulanic acid concentrations.
6.3.3 Modelling.
The carbon, nitrogen and phosphate sources were varied between each batch 
according to Table 7.
Table 7. Initial conditions of S. clavulingerus cultivations.
Batch
Number
Glycerol
c 3o 3h 8
Cmol/L
Glutamate
NaC5H 80 4N
Cmol/L
Ammonia
(NH4)2SO
4
mol/L
Phosphate
K H 2P04
mol/L
B1 Training 0.67 0.56 0.044 0.02
B2 Testing 0.64 0.48 0.042 0.022
B3 Training 0.47 0.42 0.031 0.005
B5 Training 1 0.52 0 0.016
B6 Training 0.89 0 0.119 0.020
B7 Testing 0.65 0.55 0.042 0.007
B8 Testing 1 . 1 2 0.63 0 0.020
To be consistent with the work o f Hans Roubos, batches 1,3,5,6 were used for training 
and batches 2,7, 8 for testing36.
The data was scaled between zero and one and interpolated as described in the 
previous section. Derivatives were then taken o f the interpolated profiles to obtain
A ll bioreactor experiments were performed by Hans Roubos and Prebbn Krabben. Data was k ind ly  
released by DSM.
,6 Note Roubos refers to what have been termed ‘ testing batches’ or ‘ unseen data’ in this thesis as 
‘ validation batches’ .
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J P
—— at each time point. The model identified using the PCA-SVM methodology 
dt
remains o f the general form
^ ■  = M p ( ^ t ) - D 4 -Q (4 )  + F . (6.3)
k in e t ic s  t r a n s p o r t
With the matrix M being the eigenvectors and P being the vector o f kinetic functions 
corresponding to each principal component. As Figure 50 shows four degrees o f 
freedom are sufficient to characterise the dynamics o f the 11 measured series37.
E i g e n v a l u e s
0 .7
0-6
a>3 
(0 > c  a>O)
LD
BH hb __ _ __ __
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
Principle components
Figure 50. Eigenvalues of system.
However it should be noted that unlike the measurements for most o f the variables, 
which are concentrations, the data for CC>2,02, and H+ are cumulative and on a ‘ total 
mass’ basis rather than a ‘per unit volume’ basis. These cumulative outflows at any 
given time is therefore o f the form:
r
n ^ ) = j v r „ h . (6.4)
0
With volume o f the reactor decreasing each time samples are taken.
0.1
o
0. 5
0. 4
0. 3
0.2
*7 The fit o f  the PCA matrix to train ing data can be seen in appendix C3.
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6.3.4 Results.
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Figure 51. Hybrid SV M  model performance on S. clavuligerus training batches: 1,3,5,6. Solid 
lines show model prediction. Points show measured data with (o) ( * )  as defined in each legend. Graph 
A shows biomass(o) and Total organic carbon(*) concentrations in Cmols/L. B shows glycerol(o) and 
glutamate(*) concentrations in Cmols/L. C shows Ammonia concentration(o) in mols/L. D shows 
phosphate(o) and clavulanic acid(*) concentrations in Cmols/L. E shows total cumulative oxygen 
consumption(dashed line) and carbon dioxide production(dotted line) in moles. Time is concatenated to 
enable all 4 batches to be displayed on a single graph.
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Figure 52. Hybrid SVM model performance on S . c la v u l ig e r u s  on testing batches. 2,7,8. Solid 
lines show model prediction. Points show measured data w ith  (o) ( * )  as defined in each legend. Graph 
A  shows biomass(o) and Total organic carbonf*) concentrations in Cm ols/L. B shows glycero l(o) and 
glutamate(*) concentrations in Cm ols/L. C shows Am m onia concentration(o) in m ols/L. D  shows 
phosphate(o) and clavulanic ac id (*) concentrations in Cm ols/L. E shows total cumulative oxygen 
consumption(dashed line) and carbon d ioxide productionfdotted line) in moles. T im e is concatenated to 
enable all 3 batches to be displayed on a single graph.
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Figure 53. Fits achieved by Hans Roubos using a hybrid metabolic-neural network model.
Figure taken from  Roubos, J. A.(2002). Solid lines show model prediction. Points show measured data 
w ith  (o) (* )  as defined in each legend. Figure c shows f it  to train ing data, Figure d shows f it  to testing 
data.
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6.3.5 Discussion
The fit to training data is shown in Figure 51 and the fit to testing data in Figure 52. 
The fits achieved by Roubos using a hybrid metabolic feed forward neural network 
model are shown in Figure 53 for ease o f comparison. Fits achieved by Roubos using 
Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy logic and conventional kinetics can be found in appendix D3.
From the predicted profiles on the training data it can be seen that the O2 consumption 
predicted for batch 6 is markedly different to that measured. However, the evidence 
suggests that it is the O2 consumption data for batch 6 rather than the model 
prediction that is wrong. Firstly because it is normal in most aerobic batch 
fermentations for OUR and CER to closely follow  each other. Secondly because the 
cumulative O2 consumption data shown Roubos’s in Figure 53 is not the same as the 
data used to train the model. It is somewhat encouraging that the model has corrected 
through PCA based denoising a flaw in the training data.
A second major discrepancy between the SVM hybrid model prediction and the 
testing data is the significant under estimation o f the clavulanic acid production for 
testing batches 2 and 8. However as can be seen from Figure 53d Roubos’s hybrid 
model predicts no clavulanic acid production for batch 2 and significantly 
overestimates the clavulanic acid production for batch 8. It is therefore clear that, 
while not without flaws, the fast PCA-SVM methodology is capable o f building 
models o f the Streptomyces clavuligerus batch process with similar accuracy to that 
achieved by conventional/NN/fuzzy models based round constraint matrix determined 
by a detailed metabolic network.
Judged on visual inspection38 the naive PCA-SVM technique appears to produce 
models o f a comparable accuracy to those achieved by Hans Roubos using a detailed 
metabolic modelling. This result indicates that good interpolative models can be 
found using completely data driven models inferred using the SVM technique.
Unfortunately the predictions o f  models b u ilt by Hans Roubos were only available in the form  o f  
graphs therefore no quantitative comparison between the RMS errors o f  models was possible.
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6.4 Conclusion.
The support vector machine methodology has been demonstrated on 3 real batch 
cultivations: Murine hybridoma; Saccharopolyspora eiythraea and Streptomyces 
clavuligerus. The methodology was able to infer key system dynamics in all cases. In 
particular on the Streptomyces clavuligerus system it has been demonstrated that the 
methodology is capable o f building models o f comparable accuracy (as judged on the 
basis o f visual inspection) to published results achieved by Hans Roubos using a 
detailed metabolic network to determine constraints and three established modelling 
methods to determine reaction kinetics.
There are however two issues that should be considered:
• Firstly it is clear from the poor performance on the S. erythraea system the 
interpolation o f the state vector £ poses a problem for real systems where 
measurements are noisy and/or infrequent. This limitation motivates the 
development o f “ Bayesian hybrid modelling”  in Chapter 8.
• Secondly it is clear that one must be cautious in drawing conclusions about the 
expected general performance o f a modelling methodology from a qualitative 
judgement limited number o f experimental systems. In the next chapter the 
support vector machine methodology is compared quantitatively with two 
other methodologies on 50 different simulated systems.
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7. Comparison with existing techniques.
The addition o f yet another modelling technique does not, in itself, represent an 
advance. It is necessary to compare the new technique to existing techniques. It is 
however surprisingly d ifficu lt to compare modelling methodologies for the following 
two reasons:-
• That a particular technique ‘a ’ outperforms another technique ‘b ’ on a 
particular data set does not necessarily imply that on a new dataset generated 
by an unknown system it would be rational to use 'a ’ in preference to ‘b ’.
•  Model building is an interactive process between the user and the algorithm. 
While it would be wrong to accuse researchers o f conscious bias there may be 
an unconscious tendency to put slightly more effort into new, or preferred 
methodologies, than existing benchmark methods.
The approach employed was therefore to take the user out o f the loop by comparing 
completely automated modelling methodologies. This automation also allows the 
methods to be compared on data sets produced by multiple randomly generated 
dynamical systems. I f  there is a statistically significant difference between 
methodologies ‘a ’ and ‘b ’ on such a sample o f dynamical systems then one can 
reasonably infer that the difference in performance is general.
7.1 Techniques compared
In the first part o f this section the PCA methodology was compared with knowing the 
correct constraint matrix. In order to assess the performance o f kinetic models 
produced using principle components to infer the kinetics models o f two types were 
compared.
• Constraint matrix inferred using principle component analysis. Kinetics 
modelled by support vector machines.
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• Constraint matrix known a p r io r i Kinetics modelled by support vector 
machines.
K f ( t , v ) - D {  + u (6.6)
Ut corrct fh Sl ii 
know n
In the second part o f this section the constraint matrix K  was set to the correct 
constraint matrix and three methodologies for modelling the kinetics were compared, 
these were:-
• Kinetics modelled by: Feed forward neural networks.
= K f  ( t ; , v ) -D £  + u (6.7)
a t  FF.V.V
• Kinetics modelled by: Genetic programming.
l f  = K f ( 4 , v ) - D t  + u (6.8)
a t  o p
• Kinetics modelled by: Support vector machines.
4 i  = K  f ( Z , v ) - D 4  + u (6.9)
a t  s i'M
The support vector methodology is as described previously in section five. The feed 
forward neural network and genetic programming methodologies, including cross 
validation strategies, are detailed later in this chapter.
7.2 Basis of comparison
7.2.1 Systems used to compare the techniques.
The modelling methodologies were compared on separate data sets produced by 
simulating 50 different dynamical systems. A dynamic system consists o f a set o f 
kinetic functions and a set o f constraints. Both the constraints and kinetic functions 
were generated randomly as detailed in appendix B2:
8 measured 8x4 matrix o f  random  
series floating point numbers
- £  = K  X  f { Z , v )  - D ^  + u (6.10)
d t  rn d
4 x l vector o f functions 
in parse tree form  
generated at random
Each o f the 50 data sets consists o f 20 batches o f data created by running a particular 
generated system with random initial conditions, with ‘sampling’ every ‘hour’ o f 
model time. This frequent sampling was necessary to obtain an accurate continuous
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estimate o f the state vector since, by definition, the behaviour o f a randomly 
generated model is unknown and may include very sharp changes in the variables.
In each set three batches were designated for use as training and two for validation. 
The remaining 15 were reserved for testing, cr = 0.1 Gaussian noise was added to the 
training/validation batches.
7.2.2 Assessing the relative performance of each method.
For large numbers o f test systems visual comparison39 cannot be used to compare the 
performance o f modelling techniques as so the basis o f comparison needs to be some 
numeric measure o f 'goodness o f  f it ’ / ‘accuracy o f predictions ’ such as the commonly 
used root mean squared error (RMS).
There is no reason to suppose that it is more important in general to accurately model 
series with high variances than series w ith small variances. The data was therefore 
normalised so that the variance o f each series was between zero and one:-
The root mean squared error between the prediction o f each model and the scaled data 
was calculated for each batch as an average o f the RMS error on each o f the measured 
series:
RMS error was then averaged over the five training batches generated by each 
dynamic system and the average RMS error on the 15 testing batches generated by the 
same system to give two statistics RMS (* ) and RMS ( M  which respectively
V T r a in  '  '  V Test '  '
indicate how well a particular modelling methodology m performs on training and 
testing data generated by a particular dynamical system s.
sca led f t ) ) (6.11)
RMS. = -----------
N c (6.12)
J t T—  X  { s c a le [^ { t^ ) ) - s c a le [ ^ ( f  « )) )
Y rne as  / - 0
39 A  number o f  sample screenshots showing the difference between predicted profiles using the correct 
model and using the PCA model can be found in the appendix C l .
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The average RMS errors on each system can be used to compare the relative 
performance o f two different modelling techniques ‘ r f  and ‘ ft’ in a pair wise fashion 
on each o f the 50 systems i.e
R M S(\ )vsR M S (l)
V  T r a in  '  * '  V T r a in  '  '
R M S (s)v s R M S (l} (6.13)
V T e s r  '  ' !  V T est '  >
s -  0 —» 49
The possible outcomes this comparison are:
• Technique ‘a can be expected to have a lower RMS error on training and/or 
testing data than technique ‘ ft’
• Technique ‘ ft’ can be expected to have a lower RMS error on training/testing 
and/or data than technique ‘a ’
• There is no statistically significant difference between the performance o f the 
two techniques on training/testing and/or data.
The statistical significance (but not the practical significance) can be determined 
through the paired t-test i f  the differences between pairs
are approximately normally
\  V Train  ' 7  VTrain  '  '  ]  \  V Ten '  '  VTesi '  7  j
distributed. I f  the data cannot be assumed to be normal the Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
is a more appropriate significance test.
The Kolmogorov-Smimov (KS) test was be applied to the test for normality and thus 
select the appropriate statistic. The paired t-test was applied i f  the differences were 
normally distributed at the 60%40 significance level. In all other cases the Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test was used. Details o f these statistical tests can be found in appendix 
E2.
40 There is no consensus in the literature concerning what level o f  confidence that the data is norm ally 
distributed is required for the paired t-test to be used. A  60% level was chosen somewhat a rb itrarily  
since it implies that the distribution is more like ly  to be normal than not. In any case the point is moot 
since the results o f  the paired t-test and W ilcoxon signed-rank test agree.
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7.3 Results: Performance of the PC A methodology.
Figure 54 shows a comparison o f the RMS errors o f models built using the PCA 
methodology and models built knowing the correct constraint matrices on 50 
randomly generated systems. Each point represents the average difference in RMS 
errors o f models built using the two techniques measured on a randomly generated 
system. The x coordinate is the difference measured on training data generated by a 
randomly generated system. The y  coordinate is the difference measured on testing 
data generated by the same randomly generated system.
= A RMS{s) = RMS f ) -  RMS( , )
wT- V T r u m  '  V T r u in  v 7V T r a in
y,=ARM S(s) = RMS(;c4)-R M S (m K ) (6.14)
wT. , V7V.v/ '  ’  V7V,v '  ’VJe.st
s = 0 —> 49
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F igure  54. Scatter p lot o f  the difference between the RMS errors o f  kinetic models where the 
constraint matrix has been inferred using PCA and where the constraint matrix is known. Each point 
represents the relative performance measured on a different system.
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Figure 54 shows that in 80% o f cases RMS ( 1 < RMS I ^i[Tivl A I and on 60% o f cases
V T r u i t t  '  ' '  V T ra in  '  '
RMS RMS ( A , K ) . This means that, surprisingly, inferring the constraints
V T r \ r  '  ' '  V Test \ torTCL >
using PCA appears to result in more accurate models than those built knowing the
correct constraint matrix.
-0 001 -5 10 ’  0 5 10
Average RMS error on training data
F igure  55. Solid line shows the cumulative 
distribution o f  difference in average RMS errors 
on train ing data. Dotted line shows the cumulative 
normal d istribution.
d :
=0.028 ^ ” =0.076 significance = 1
-0 004 -0002 0 0 002
Average RMS error on testing data
F igure  56 Solid line shows the cumulative d istribution 
o f  difference in average RMS errors on tra in ing data. 
Dotted line shows the cumulative normal d istribution.
d :
0.066 =0.106 significance =0.601
As Figure 55 shows the A RMS(s) is distributed approximately normally. According
V T r a in
to the KS test this result is significant at the 99.9% confidence level. A RMS(s) is
V T r a in
also distributed approximately normally as shown in Figure 56, a result which is 
significant at the 60% confidence level. The paired t-test can therefore be applied to 
the difference on both training and testing data.
The t-test41 indicates that the difference on training data is statistically significant at 
the 99.9% confidence level. The mean difference is however very small 
A RMS = -0.0003 and is unlikely to have any practical implications.
V T ra in
The difference on testing data is statistically significant only at the 72% confidence 
level. By convention the null hypothesis must be rejected above the 95% confidence 
for a statistically significance difference between the two distributions to be claimed.
41 Approxim ate ly the same significance is given by the W ilcoxon signed-rank test.
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Therefore it can concluded that:
• Inferring the constraint matrix using PCA can be expected to marginally 
improve the fit to training data compared with using the correct constraint 
matrix.
•  No statistically significant difference can be observed on testing data.
The result is somewhat surprising since the imperfect inference o f the constraint 
matrix by PCA was expected to introduce error compared with using a matrix that is 
by definition correct.
To investigate this surprising result it is necessary to separate the effect o f the choice 
o f constraint matrix from the effect o f kinetic modeling. Figure 57 shows a plot o f the 
difference in RMS errors for the same set o f 50 systems but with the kinetics being 
modelled “ perfectly42”  by both methods. Perfect kinetics means that the kinetics are 
determined from the interpolation o f the measured state as follows.
r & t )  = K- d ? ( t )
dt
(6.15)
and:-
d £ \ t )
dt
(6.16)
42 Note that both models w ork w ith  interpolated values % and hence we cannot expect the kinetics to be 
exactly the same as the true system. A lso note that fo r the model w ith  the correct matrix K  the Penrose 
pseudo inverse M  1 = V x D  x JJT was used. This could introduce non negligible error i f  K  was is not 
o f  fu ll rank however this has near zero probability  o f  occurring.
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F igure  57 Scatter p lot o f  the differences in RMS error between models o f  50 different systems where 
the kinetics have been ‘modelled perfectly ’
As Figure 57 shows, in almost every case RMS f c  ) > ™ S “ <*
V T ra m  '  '  V  T r a in  '  '
RMS ( SPCA ) > RMS ( *orrect K ). Inferring the constraint matrix using PCA introduces, on
V T e i l  '  '  V T e s l '  '
average, an additional RMS error o f 0.006 on training data and an additional RMS 
error o f 0.008 on testing data. This result is significant at the 99% confidence level 
according to both the paired t-test and the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Therefore inferring the constraint matrix using PCA does introduce additional errors
when compared with the correct model. However these errors are only noticeable in 
the context o f models were the kinetics are perfectly modelled. When the kinetics are 
modelled by black box functions no statistically significant difference can be detected 
between models built knowing the correct constraint matrix and models built by 
inferring the constraint matrix from data using PCA.
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7.4 Theoretical basis: a description of FFNN and GP 
methodologies.
7.4.1 Methodology for building models using genetic programming43.
Genetic programming was used to produce models o f the form:
where f ( ^ ,v )  e 'JtA' is a set o f equations represented in the form o f GP trees. The
unique constant instantiated according to a predefined probability distribution, known 
in GP terminology as a ephemeral random constant (ERCs). The standard genetic 
programming algorithm is inefficient at determining real valued constants therefore a 
local search method (The modified simplex Nelder and Mead(1965)) was used to 
determine the values o f these constants.
Two strategies were employed to minimise over-fitting. Firstly a regularisation 
constant was included in the fitness function. Secondly the individual with the best 
performance on validation data was saved every generation and the final model 
selected from this set o f saved models. The overall algorithm is shown in Figure 58 
below.
dt hr
(6.17)
or
function and terminal sets were defined as;
F  = {+ ,-,% ,x ,s ig ,m m
(6.18)
1 X
where % denotes protected division, sig(x) = --------- , mm{x)    and each C is a
\ + e x x + \
A variation on this approach where the constraint m atrix is the identity matrix is published as 
Hodgson, B. J. et al(2004).
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Figure 58. Modified Genetic programming Algorithm.
1) A population o f 2000 models o f the form given in (6.17) were created at random.
2) The performance o f each model on training data was evaluated according the 
following ‘fitness function ’-, which is a weighed sum o f the RMS error on 
training data and the number o f nodes44 in the individual.
fitness (individual) = ------------------------^— ----------------------
 ^ ^ n o d e s  + C ^  £  Error [ in d iv id u a l )
r=0
3) where (6.19)
Error ( )  = £  *  ( £ ( , » ) -
4) 50 iterations o f the simplex method were used to locally optimise the values o f the 
constants in each model so as to maximise the fitness o f each individual (Nelder, 
J. A. et al( 1965)).
44 The number o f  nodes in each ind iv idua l ‘ N ntitJef ’ is a measure o f  the com plexity o f  each model. The
regularisation weight C, which determines the trade o f f  between fit and complexity, was set to the 
value corresponding to the best o f  va lidation performance o f  10 runs.
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5) The RMS error on validation data was calculated for each individual and a copy o f 
the individual with the lowest error on validation data added to a set o f  saved 
models.
6) The 10% o f the population with the lowest fitness were removed and replaced by 
the offspring o f the fittest individuals: Reproduction was determined by 
'tournament selection ’ as follows:
a) A group o f seven individuals is chosen at random from the population.
b) The individual with the highest fitness o f that group ‘wins’ and ‘ reproduces’ . 
New individuals were created by either; crossover between the winners or 
successive tournaments or cloning and mutation o f the winner o f a single 
tournament.
c) A ll the individuals are then returned to the population and can be reselected.
Steps 2-6 were repeated for 100 generations after 100 generations the model with the 
best fit to validation data was selected from the set o f saved models. The selected 
model was then used for testing.
7.4.2 Methodology for building models using feed forward neural 
network.
Neural network models used in this section consist o f a separate feed forward neural 
network for each o f the fu ll set o f N r equations defining the hybrid model
f  = K f ( ^ , v ) - D ^  + u (6.20)
dt FFNN
where /  (£ ,v )e9T v’ is a set o f feed forward neural networks as discussed in
FFSS
chapter two with tanh as the activation function. The number o f hidden layers and 
neurons in each layer was determined by building every possible network with 
between one and two hidden layers and between five and ten neurons per layer and 
then choosing the network structure with the lowest error on validation data for each 
kinetic function.
The output for a network with two hidden layers is given by:
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\
\
where (6 .21)
\
/
I f  the network structure only has one hidden layer the network output is given by:
Each network was trained to predict the reaction rate r ( r ) a s  a function o f the 
interpolated state vector £ ( r ) . The objective function for training is thus:-
Where r*is the reaction rate obtained from training data. The validation error was
The networks were trained by the 'back propagation algorithm ’ (Rumelhart, D. E. et 
al( 1986)) detailed in chapter three. An ‘early stopping method’ (Prechelt(1998)) was 
employed to prevent over-fitting due to the selection o f large weight values by 
stopping the back propagation process when the validation data increased consistently 
for 6 successive epochs. Back propagation can become stuck in local optima 
therefore training process was repeated five times with different initial weights.
The systematic search45 for a network topology is similar to the approach o f van Can 
et al( 1996) who varied the number o f nodes o f a one layer neural network from 1 to 
25 in determining a grey box model o f a dynamic process. It is also similar to the 
approach o f Wames, M. R. et al( 1998) who investigated topologies ranging from a
4S The architecture o f each neural network was determined separately so as to m inim ise the error 
between the network prediction and the actual reaction rate o f  the reaction it represents. It wou ld  have 
been prohibitive to determine the architecture o f  the complete model since this would require
considering ((,nax< v > m,nl v~ * ) ) * ( ( « » * ( ) - min(AL.«,) ) + • ) *  )v which is cIearly impractical.
- ( 5 * 6 * 5 ) j
- 506.250,000 combinations
Even the approach used here was hugely time consuming since it requires 900 different neural 
networks to be trained using back propagation to produce one model.
/ V  - 1
V /
(6.22)
min (6.23)
determined separately for each kinetic function by simply evaluating the objective 
function given by equation (6.23) but with r  determined from validation data.
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single hidden layer with up to 12 nodes to two hidden layers with up to Five nodes in 
each layer. Homik(1991) claims that solutions to most practical problems can be 
obtained with one hidden layer containing less than 10 neurons . Models ranging in 
complexity from 5 to 20 neurons should therefore have sufficient46 capacity to model 
the data.
Pseudocode for the process can be found below. The shown algorithm returns the 
trained network with the lowest error on validation data o f all those tried:
M ain  I'unclionO
f o r { S ,   ^  I *  2 )
i f { S u  =  I)
-  5 --> 10)
t r a in  _ n e tw o rk  ( I , A ^  , 0 )
= = 2 )
T»-(.V L „„„  = 5 —> 10)
fo r ( , \ ’l  =  5 —> 10)
tra in _ netw ork ( 2.  . .V„,
turn  best network
tra m  ne tw ork  ( .  .V1 )
fo r l r  - ! - - > ? )
create network with >(K> and random weights
fo r(tfe ra tu> n  -  1 -> 2000)
do hackpropogalion.step 
calculate validation error
invalidation error is getting consistently worse)
\return best network 
if(validation error<best so far)
I best so far=validation error best_network=this network 
t'turn  best netw ork
Figure 59 Pseudocode for identification of the ‘best’ neural network structure for each kinetic 
function.
7.5 Results: Comparison of three kinetic modelling 
methodologies.
Figure 60 shows the difference between the average RMS errors o f models built using 
the SVM methodology and the FFNN methodology. The x coordinate is the difference 
measured on training data. The y  coordinate is the difference measured on testing 
data.
x, = &  RMS (s) = RMS( ‘FFm ) -  RMS ( ' vM)
. V m / m  v 7 vT ra in  x 7
V 1 ra in
y, = A RM S(s) = RMS('ffxf) -R M S ( ‘svm )
, vTest  v 7 vTest v 7
(6.24)
V T es t
5 = 0 —> 49
46 The functions w ith in  the each random ly created system typ ica lly  range from  6 to 15 nodes in length 
so regardless o f  whether a particular network structure is applicable to practical problems range o f  
available topologies is suffic ient fo r this a rtific ia l problem.
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Figure 60. Difference between performance of FFNN and SVM models on 50 different dynamical 
systems.
Since the points are concentrated in the top right hand quadrant o f the graph, it is 
immediately clear, that on almost every data set generated, that the SVM 
methodology outperforms the neural network methodology. On 48 data sets models 
built using support vector machines to model the kinetics had a lower average RMS 
error on training data than models build using feed forward neural networks to model 
the kinetics. On 47 data sets models built using support vector machines to model the 
kinetics had a lower average RMS error on testing data than models built using feed 
forward neural networks to model the kinetics.
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Figure 61 Solid line shows the cumulative distribution 
o f  difference in average RMS errors on training data. 
Dotted line shows the cumulative normal d istribution.
D '* =0.093 Dn =0.165 significance = 0.117
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F igure 62 Solid line shows the cumulative distribution 
o f  difference in average RMS errors on testing data. 
Dotted line shows the cumulative normal distribution.
D * =0.038 Dn =0.107 significance = 0.597
As Figure 61 and Figure 62 show the variables cannot be assumed to be normal 
distributed since the hypothesis that the variables are normally distributed is 
significant only at the 11.7% level for training data and 59.7% level for testing data. 
Since the variables are not normally distributed the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test 
rather than the t-test should be applied. According to this test the difference between 
the SVM and FFNN techniques on both training and testing data is statistically 
significant at the 99.9% confidence level.
The mean differences A RMS = -0.03 and A RMS = -0.04 is non negligible and
V  T r a in  V T e s l
depending on the context the difference in accuracy may be o f practical significance. 
Therefore
• Models built using the SVM methodology to infer the kinetics can be expected 
to have a lower RMS error on both training and testing data compared with 
models built using the feed forward neural network methodology.
Figure 63 shows the difference between the average RMS errors o f models built using 
the GP methodology and the FFNN methodology. The x coordinate is the difference 
measured on training data. The y  coordinate is the difference measured on testing 
data.
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.v, = A RMS ( .V) = RMS ( )  ■- RMS ( )
. _  V T r a in  v '  V T r a in  x 'V / r a in
v\ = A RMS ( .v) = RMS ( ;., vv) -  RMS ( (';p) (6.25)
V7Vw '  / V7V.v/ '  'V /<».%/
s = 0 ->  49
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Figure 63. Difference between performance of FFNN and GP models on 50 different dynamical 
systems.
On almost every data set the GP methodology outperforms the feed forward neural 
network methodology. On 44 data sets models built by using genetic programming to 
model the kinetics had a lower average RMS error on training data than models built 
using feed forward neural networks to model the kinetics. On 45 data sets models 
build by using genetic programming to model the kinetics had a lower average RMS 
error on testing data than models built using feed forward neural networks to model 
the kinetics.
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Figure 64 Solid line shows the cumulative 
distribution o f  difference in average RMS errors 
on training data. Dotted line shows the cumulative 
normal distribution.
D*n =0.058 Dn =0.147 significance = 0.214
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F igure  65 Solid line shows the cumulative 
distribution o f  difference in average RMS errors on 
testing data. Dotted line shows the cumulative 
normal distribution.
D +n =0.036 Dn =0.116 significance = 0.483
As shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65 the variables are not normally distributed at the 
60% significance level therefore the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test should be applied. 
According to this test the difference between the SVM and FFNN techniques on both 
training and testing data is statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level. The 
mean differences ARMS -  -0.03 and ARMS -  -0.04 are both non negligible.
VTrain VTest
Therefore
• Models built using the GP methodology to infer the kinetics can be expected 
to have a lower RMS error on both training and testing data compared with 
using the feed forward neural network methodology.
Figure 66 shows the difference between the average RMS errors o f models built using 
the SVM methodology and the GP methodology. The jc coordinate is the difference 
measured on training data. The y  coordinate is the difference measured on testing 
data.
* ,= A  RMS(s) = RMS(-sru) - R M
. VTram v 7 VTram v 7VTram
y, = ARMS(s) = RMS(’sm) - R M S ( ‘op)(6.26)
w«r VTest v 7 VTest '  7VTest
5 = 0 —> 49
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Figure 66. Difference between performance of SVM and GP models on 50 different dynamical 
systems.
The comparison o f SVM and GP models gives a less clear result than previous 
comparisons. On training data, models built by using support vector machines to 
model the kinetics had a lower average RMS error on 47 data sets than models built 
by using genetic programming to model the kinetics. On testing data Models build by 
using support vector machines to model the kinetics had a lower average RMS error 
than models build using genetic programming on 24 data sets.
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Figure 67 Solid line shows the cumulative 
distribution o f  difference in average RMS errors 
on training data. Dotted line shows the cumulative 
normal distribution.
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Figure 68 Solid line shows the cumulative 
distribution o f  difference in average RMS errors on 
testing data. Dotted line shows the cumulative 
normal distribution.
D * =0 Dn =0.255 significance = 0
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As Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the KS test gives a 0% significance level for the 
hypothesis that the variables are normally distributed. The variables cannot be 
assumed to be normal distributed therefore the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test should be 
applied. According to this test the difference between the SVM and GP techniques on 
training data is statistically significant at the 98% confidence level and the difference 
on testing data is significant at the and testing 99% confidence level. The mean 
differences ARMS =-0.001 and A RMS = 0.003 very small and while statistically
V Train VTest
significant they are unlikely to have any practical implications.
• Models built using the SVM methodology to infer the kinetics can be expected 
to have a slightly lower RMS error on training data compared with using the 
genetic programming methodology.
• Models built using the GP methodology to infer the kinetics can be expected 
to have a slightly lower RMS error on testing data compared with using the 
SVM methodology.
7.6 Conclusion.
In the first part o f this chapter the accuracy o f 50 models built using PCA based 
method for inferring the constraint matrix were compared with 50 models built 
knowing the correct constraint matrix. Surprisingly it was found that inferring the
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constraint matrix using the PCA methodology did not result in a statistically 
significant increase in RMS error.
In the second part o f this chapter three automatic methods, including cross validation 
strategies, for building hybrid models were compared on 50 data sets obtained from a 
simulated hybridoma cell culture system and on 50 randomly generated systems.
• The SVM methodology can be expected in general to have a lower RMS error 
on both training and testing data than FFNN methodology.
• The GP methodology can be expected in general to have a lower RMS error 
on both training and testing data than FFNN methodology.
• The SVM methodology an be expected in general to have a slightly lower 
RMS error than the GP methodology on training data but a larger error on 
testing data.
A natural question to ask is whether the differences between each modelling 
methodology are significant in the context o f bioprocess modelling. The question o f 
whether a particular level RMS error is important cannot be answered in the general 
case since it depends on the expected loss associated with inaccurate prediction and 
therefore requires specific information relating to the process o f interest. The strategy 
o f using multiple randomly generated problems as a basis by which to compare 
automated methodologies, is in itself o f note. It provides a principled method for 
comparing modelling methodologies and thus drawing general conclusions rather than 
conclusions restricted to a single test system. It does however open up a d ifficu lt 
question47 with practical and philosophical implications: What distribution should the 
dynamical systems usedfor comparing modelling methodologies be drawn from ?
47Ideally, o f  course, the d istribution would  reflect our p rio r beliefs about the normal behaviour o f  the 
class o f  systems o f  interest. But form alis ing this, let alone drawing from such a distribution, presents a 
serious challenge and is beyond the scope o f  this thesis .An alternative and related question would be: 
What relationship is there between the perform ance o f  d ifferent methodologies on each test system and  
the characteristics o f  that dynam ical system.
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8. A Bayesian approach to hybrid modelling.
In this chapter a Bayesian approach to hybrid modelling is described. This is a 
principled framework for making use o f prior beliefs and accounting for uncertainty.
Firstly, the maximum a posteriori method for identifying model parameters is 
described. This approach is then extended to produce model predictions based not on 
a single set o f parameter values but rather ‘marginalised’ over the model’s uncertain 
parameters, so as to make predictions in the form o f a probability density function. 
The model structures can be any mixture o f mechanistic equations and neural 
networks.
It is then shown, on simulated systems, that the Bayesian approach can infer useful 
models from data with missing measurements, where the hybrid modelling method 
described in previous sections would fail.
Finally, an attempt is made to provide a framework for selecting the ‘best’ model 
structure from a set o f candidate equations and for marginalising over the set o f 
possible model structures to take into account uncertainty.
8 .11ntroduction.
8.1.1 Motivation.
The methodology for kinetic modelling outlined in section 3 has been shown to be 
capable o f building accurate models o f real and simulated systems. However, it is also 
clear that it suffers from three important deficiencies:-
(1) The method requires continuous signal £ * ( / ) « £ ( / )  for the fu ll state vector. 
Firstly, the use o f g (r) , estimated from an interpolant or state observer rather than
directly using the measured data, may introduce systematic bias into the model. 
Secondly, where species are unmeasured, or samples are infrequent, data cannot be 
used to build models.
(2) It provides no systematic method for incorporating prior knowledge. Knowledge 
can be incorporated into models in various ad hoc forms such as:
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r ( £ v )  =  / ( £ v )  (8.1)
i
r(£,v) = / ( £ v ) x  / ( £ )  + / (£ ,  v) (8.2)
I 51 ,1 / 2
r ( ^ v )  = / ( ^ v )  +  f / ( ^ v ) - / ( ^ , v ) >|x / ( £ )  (8.3)
2 V I  2 J S V M
where / ( £ ,  v ) , /(£ , v) are fu lly  specified functions with no unknowns.
I 2
However, i f  less certain information in the form o f a prior belief is available for 
example a statement such as; “ the rate is determined by either inhibited Michaelis 
Menton kinetics or is f i rs t  order with respect to the substrate”  or “ the maximum 
specific growth rate is between 1 .3k1 and 0.8 / f ;” , there is no systematic way o f 
making use o f this information.
(3) When the model is used to predict the process behaviour under new conditions, no 
information is given as to the expected accuracy o f the prediction.
8.1.2 Further motivation.
Engineering can be viewed as the science and art o f rational decision-making. A 
rational decision, such as a choice o f operating conditions, is the one that can be 
‘expected’ to produce the best outcome given all the information available at the time 
the decision is made. Formally the best decision ‘a’ is the one that maximises the 
‘expected’ utility (Berger(1980))>
max |  U (x,a )  x .P(x|tf) dx (8.4)
u t i l i t y  o f  o u tc o m e  p r o b a b i l i t \ m o f  o u tc o m e  
g iv e n  so m e  c h o ic e  a  
h a s  b e e n  m a d e
where the variable x  represents the possible outcomes o f decision a and the
utility function U(x, a) reflects the payoff received i f  the world is in state x. This 
function may well be very complex. For example, i f  the goal was to optimise the 
profitability o f a process then U (x,a )  would have to take into account; material costs; 
utility costs; penalties for crossing validated process conditions manpower 
requirements; as well as process yields.
Ideally, i f  not practically, expression (8.4) could be used to make any sequence o f 
decisions such as designing optimum experiments and making decisions on the basis
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o f the results: -An overview o f Bayesian experimental design can be found in 
Clyde(2001).
I f  the utility function accurately reflects the goals o f the decision maker and the 
conditional probability48 P(x\a) ascribed to each outcome is correct then expression
(8.4) is provably the best decision making strategy49. What is therefore required for 
optimum decision making is a method for rationally assigning conditional 
probabilities to outcomes, based on all available information about system behaviour, 
rather than simply making point predictions.
8.2 Test system.
Throughout this section the follow ing test system, consisting o f two reactions 
involving four species and no transport effects, is used for demonstrating the methods 
as they are developed.
A ^ B  + C 
A + B -X d
dC A
dt
dCD
dt
dCr
= -r, -  r.
(8.5)
dt
dCr
dt
= r.
r. and r2 are two ‘reactions’ chosen from the follow ing two sets o f kinetic functions.
r. e W 0 C A ’ W 0 C A + W 0 C A
wqCa
W\ + CA
W0CA W 0  C A
w.
(  C ^ 
1 + ^  
w2 J
+ C A w, + c A
(8.6)
4I< There are two meanings o f  probability . The f r e q u e n t ia l i s t  position is that probabilities describe the 
frequencies o f  outcomes in random experiments. The B a y e s ia n  position is that probabilities describe 
degrees o f  be lie f regarding an unknown outcome. This section takes a firm ly  Bayesian position but 
readers should note that the disagreement is a continuing philosophical battle. A  ‘correct’ p robability  
is therefore a justified  belief, the b e lie f need not be true on ly rational given all current inform ation. For 
a detailed course in Bayesian statistics and inference see “ Probability Theory: The Logic o f  Science”  
Jaynes E.T.(2003) and “ Inform ation Theory, Inference, and Learning A lgorithm s” MacK.ay(2004).
4g See “ Universal A rtif ic ia l Intelligence: Sequential Decisions based on A lgorithm ic P robability”  
Marcus Hutter(2004) for p roo f that an agent based on Bayesian m ixture prediction and decision theory 
w ill outperform all other agents in general.
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( M| + C  , )( VV, +  t H ) M',C , + W2C B + C  t C B
M -C .C w nC , C . (8.7)
Since the test systems are for use as demonstrative examples and not intended to be 
representative o f any specific real world process the values o f the constants 
( w0, w,, w2) chosen from a uniform distribution over the interval [0,5] denoted
t/(0 ,5 ) . Unless otherwise stated training data consists o f three batches o f data
generated by simulating the system from / = 0to / = 2.5 with a step length o f 0.01. 
Initial conditions for each batch are concentrations drawn from a uniform distribution 
U ( 0,10). 11 samples were taken at regular intervals and a  = 0.1 Gaussian noise was 
added to each sample.
8.3. Posterior likelihood methods.
8.3.1 Identification of parameters.
A common problem in classical modelling is determining the parameters o f a model 
where the model structure is known. The model structure is denoted / / ; and the 
unknown parameters o f this model asw. A  central problem o f parameter 
identification is that for complex models there may not be a unique combination o f 
parameter values that fit the data. In this case the problem is termed ‘i l lposed ’, which 
means it can only be solved for a unique solution i f  additional information is 
available.
The Bayesian approach to parameter estimation makes use o f prior information about 
the possible values each parameter can take in the form o f a probability density 
function / >(vv|///) o f  dimension equal to the number o f parameters in the model
N w = rows ( w ) .
Assuming the proposed model structure H i is true, then the probability o f the 
parameters being a particular set o f values w is given by Bayes theorem as:-
L ik e lih o o d  P rio r
P(n\D,H,)
P osterio r
P ( D \w ,H , )P ( ^ H l )
P(D \H ,) (8.8)
Evidence
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The most likely set o f values for w are those that maximise the posterior. The 
problem o f parameter identification becomes one o f optimisation.
The likelihood P(D\ w ,/ / )  is the likelihood o f the parameters given the data. It is
calculated by determining the probability50, predicted by the model, o f obtaining the 
measured training data with the chosen model parameters.
The evidence term P (D \H j ) is constant for a given model and therefore can be 
ignored for the purposes o f parameter estimation.
The prior P (w j//( ) reflects any knowledge we have about the distribution o f the
parameters. The prior probability o f a given set o f parameter values can then be 
obtained simply by calculating the probability o f each parameter value according to 
its prior distribution. From each elementary probability the prior probability o f the 
whole parameter vector can be obtained
•V, 1
=  (8.9)
7=0
For example, an engineer might know from experience that the maximum specific 
growth rate must lie within a certain range and thus choose a uniform distribution 
between these bounds51. Alternatively they may have obtained a value from literature 
and consider this value likely, in which case a distribution having a maximum 
probability at this point might be an appropriate prior. The problem o f specifying 
priors and particularly ‘non informative priors’ representing ignorance is an area o f 
ongoing research in statistics and beyond the scope o f this thesis.
8.3.2 Calculating the likelihood.
Consider the simple problem o f maximum likelihood regression with one output 
variable y i e 9?, where measurement error is Gaussian and the standard deviation is
50 Technically the likelihood is not a probability density function but an ‘ inverse probability’ . Since the 
data D is fixed it makes no sense to say “ like lihood  o f  the data” rather one says “ like lihood o f  the 
parameters given the data” .
51 The specification o f priors is beyond the scope o f this thesis. However, it is worth highlighting the 
difficulty o f specifying non-informative priors. It is not possible to be equally ignorant o f the values of 
parameters and the predictive distribution o f some non-linear function of these parameters e.g. a 
uniform distribution over parameter values may imply a non-uniform distribution over the model 
output.
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the same for all points. The likelihood o f the parameters for the model v( = H (x n w) 
given data v = [ v (), v1... vA"'"" 1J y e 9?, x = ^ r 0,^ 1 . . . . y v""" 1J x ' e  9 fV; is as follows:-
(y ' -  H ( x \  w))
F(D|H-,W) = n - p = e x p  
,-o yJ2/rcr 2 a 2
2 A
(8.10)
Notice that since Nnwin and cr are constants maximising the likelihood is equivalent to 
the classical least squares fit:-
(  .V- I
arg mm (8.11)
v 1 = 0
For large amounts o f data the likelihood P (D \w ,H ) can become very small and lead
to computational issues and so it is normal to work with the log o f the likelihood. For 
multiple outputs series, assuming a constant Gaussian noise model for each output, 
the log likelihood is:-
ln (P (D |w ,//) )  = - ^ y ^ l n 2 ^ r - ^ l n | r | - l 7 r [ r ’ ,A /(w )] (8.12)
Where; N. is the number o f independent variables, N meas the number o f 
measurements, V is the measurement error covariance matrix. Tr denotes the trace o f 
this matrix, \v\ its determinant and M ( w )  is the moment matrix o f residuals:-
\ m<w -i
M (w)  = ^  residual((w)residualj (w)T
/=0
where (8.13)
residual^w) -  Y' —H(x ' ,  w), Y' e  91v , H { x ‘,w) e 9?^’
For one variable equation (8.12) reduces to least squares regression and for multiple 
measured variables, i f  there is no covariance, equation (8.12) reduces to weighed least 
squares regression, e.g. for a 2 variable system N, = 2
m in -V ’I ' (^  -  4,) + I ' ( ~ t ) (8-14)
m ( CT0 i-0 I i-0 J
The general hybrid-modelling problem involves fitting to multiple series where the 
standard deviation o f the measurement error for each series (c r,) is unknown.
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Knightes C.D and Peters C.A(2000)52 tackle a relevant problem o f maximum
likelihood estimation o f the parameters o f Monod Biodegradation models where both 
biomass and substrate are measured. They estimate the error covariance alongside the 
model as follows:-
In view o f this application and since negligible covariance cannot be assumed this 
seems like a directly applicable approach. However, since (8.15) suggests the error 
covariance structure depends on / / ,  and number o f parameters k this could introduce 
bias when comparing models and hence this method should only be used for 
parameter identification.
8.3.3 Maximum a posteriori parameter values.
The posterior P(w \D ,H j ) can be maximised by choosing those values o f w which
maximise P(D \w ,H  t)P{w \H  . This can be calculated in terms o f the log un-
v„ -1
normalised posterior by adding the log prior lnP (w  \H , )=  £ ln /> (w J  H () to the log
7 = 0
likelihood. The MAP parameter values are therefore those which solve the following 
optimisation problem:-
Simple example.
Consider the toy problem o f fitting the parameters o f a model o f a competitively 
inhibited enzyme model.
(8.15)
w m a p  = ar§ max ( In P(£>| w, / / )  + In P( w| H j )) (8.16)
r
V ESmax__
f  i  \
(8.17)
52 Note the log likelihood equation printed in their paper carries a typographic mistake - a missing 
minus sign.
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Leaving any attempt at biological plausibility to one side, values o f the constants 
Vmax =0.6, K m =0.5, K, =0.025 were chosen arbitrarily and data generated at 25
random points over the range [0,10] for E,S and 1. Training data consists o f
‘measurements’ o f the enzyme rates with Gaussian noise(cr = 0.025) at these 25
conditions. Testing data consists o f noise free ‘measurements’ at 1000 conditions 
within this same range.
Finding MAP parameter values.
ssuming a uniform prior U(0.001,2) for all parameters the most likely parameter 
values wMAP were then found by maximising the log posterior as given by equation
(8.16). The MAP estimates obtained were:-
V M1, = 0.654, K  W1„ = 0.804, K  = 0.037
max m /
The estimates for Fmax and K t appear to be reasonably close to the true values 
however, the estimate for K m is not as good. As the plots below show the poor 
estimate o f K m does not translate into inaccurate predictions on unseen data.
, , r 
Measured value of r ♦" ooo “
MAP Prediction of r
+ ■+■Perfect Prediction of r
i 
I 
♦
*•w
Measured value o f  r
Figure 69. Fit of M AP model to 25 training 
data points.
0.6
MAP prediction of r 
Perfect prediction of ro
-o 02
CL
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Perfect prediction of r
Figure 70. Prediction of MAP model on 1000 
noise free validation points.
Figure 69 shows the fit to the training data. The x axis is the measured rate at each 
data point. The y axis position o f the circles shows the rate predicted by the model at 
the conditions corresponding to each data point. The crosses show the true rate at the 
conditions corresponding to each data point without noise.
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Figure 70 shows the performance o f the fitted model on a large validation data set.
The x axis and y position o f the dots are noise free rates. The circles are the
predictions o f the fitted model.
Calculating credible intervals for parameter values.
The parameter covariance matrix Vw can be found by evaluating a Hessian round the 
MAP parameter values.
F = / f 1 = (VV  In P(w\ D, H t )| ) '  (8.18)
' V 1 ' "  w r  /
The elements o f the matrices being:-
d2 In/>(w|£>,# )!„. d2 In/>(w|£>,//,)[. V
ov cr.tr.. dw. dw.dw
n / d2 In / 5(w |D ,/ / , ) |^  d2\n P (M \D ,H t)\w
(8.19)
where a n is the standard deviation with respect to parameter n.
Following Knightes C.D et al(2000) the Hessian was evaluated by fitting, in a linear 
least squares sense, a second order polynomial to the likelihood function in the region 
around the maximum likelihood parameters and differentiating the polynomial 
analytically. It is d ifficu lt to illustrate this for three parameters so for illustration 
purposes K, is held constant at K jKW, . Figure 71 shows the sample points used to fit
the second order polynomial. Figure 72. shows the true log likelihood (z axis) and 
polynomial approximation (surface).
m ax
0.66 0.64
_ l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L _
\ n P ( w \ D , H i )
•  ■
\# ♦ *  * a:
0.78
0.79
0.8
0.81
1-0.82
Figure 71. Sample points used to construct the 
Hessian.
•  »
m a x
Figure 72. Posterior likelihood surface in the 
neighbourhood of the MAP estimate.
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The Hessian summarises the curvature o f the log likelihood function in the 
neighbourhood o f the best-fit parameter values. The curvature measures how rapidly 
the likelihood changes as the parameter value changes, thus the greater the curvature 
the tighter the bounds on the wMAP estimate. The parameter covariance matrix ( F ) can 
be obtained by taking the inverse o f the negative Hessian. For this toy problem this is:
"2.164x10 4 1.058x10 5 -6.621x10 n
VH. *  1.058x10 5 2.973x10 4 1.918x10 6
-6.621 x 10 7 1.918x 10 6 3.749x 10 5
Having obtained Vw, a Gaussian w ith dimension equal to the number o f parameters 
can then be fitted to the likelihood surface simply by specifying the location o f the 
mean as the MAP parameter estimate wMAP and the covariance as the parameter
covariance.
p(w) =
1
ll><
exp ( w ~ w m a p ) T K ~ ' { w - w m p ) (8.20)
Since this is a normalised distribution the posterior probability p (w ) is a proper 
probability density function and so contours corresponding to different ‘confidence 
levels’ can be drawn. Figure 73 below shows pair-wise iso-probability contours for 
the toy problem.
K >K  K ,
*  0
) K ,,,  ^m;i\
n m  a  b
Figure 73. Iso-probability contours for the toy problem.
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8.4 Marginalised predictions.
8.4.1 Theory of Marginalisation.
Parameter confidence intervals, such as calculated for the previous toy problem are 
useful where the parameters have a relevant physical meaning. However from a 
practical engineering standpoint quantifying the uncertainty with respect to the model 
predictions is more likely to be o f interest. It is these model predictions rather than 
parameter estimates, which w ill be used to assist decision-making in the context o f 
either optimisation or control.
In most cases the two most useful things to calculate are the expected value and the 
variance. The expected value is calculated by enumerating every possible outcome 
and weighing it by its likelihood, given everything known about the system.
Thus for a correct model H  w ith uncertain parameters the expected value given some 
input is:
£ { / / ( * ) }  = 0  = J H (x ,w )  x P (w \D ,H ) dw (8.21)
m odel p re d ic tio n  p o s te rio r l ik e lih o o d  
g iven  param eter o f  param eter set w 
set u and inpu ts  r
Note that this is the expected value o f a predicted quantity taking into account 
parameter uncertainty and not the same as predicting using the wMAP parameter
values.
The variance is given by:-
o-2 = J P (w jD , / / ) ( / / ( jc ,w ) -© )2 dw (8.22)
Equations (8.21) and (8.22) are complex multi-dimensional integrals over all the 
parameters in the model and so instead o f attempting an analytical or quadrature 
solution a Monte Carlo method is proposed.
Monte Carlo method.
Monte Carlo methods compute the integral (8.21) by drawing N  samples from
P(w \D ,H )  and then estimating the expected value from these samples as follows:-
1 v,-i
£ { / / ( * ) }  = 0  = —  £ / / ( * ,
.v -'=()
where (8.23)
wv ~ P ( \a\ D ,H )
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Samples cannot be directly drawn from the desired distribution, not least because the 
normalising constant P (D \H j ) from equation (8.8) is unknown. So, samples are
drawn using the Metropolis-Hastings method (Hastings(1970); Metropolis et 
al( 1953)). This is a Monte Carlo sampling method typically used for high dimensional 
distributions. It must be emphasised that it is not a method for estimating the 
normalising constant o f the distribution.
The method works by constructing a Markov chain the state space o f which is the 
parameters o f system with an equilibrium distribution that is the distribution o f 
interest. This can be accomplished by ensuring the Markov chain satisfies a detailed 
balance:
T (w a,wh)P (w h\D ,H )  = T (w h ,wa)P (w a\D ,H )  (8.24)
Equation (8.24) states that the probability o f drawing53 state wh from the target 
density / >(vv|D ,//)and then making a transition r (w ',w )  to state w°is exactly the
same as the probability o f selecting state wa and then making a transition to state wh.
The Metropolis-Hastings method produces a Markov chain with the required 
properties by including a rejection step which compares the probability o f the current 
state w, and a proposed new state w ' .
metropolis ( p ( w ) , N t , w )
0w -  w  
5  =  0
d o , 
w ' = d r a \ \ {  Q (  w  1 w '))
_ P ( w ’)  Q fw jw * )
^ ( w 5) Q (w s|,w')
i f  ( ( a  > 1) v  ( r n d (  1) < a ) )
accept
w '*1 = w '
S + +
e ls e
| reject
w h ile ( s  <  N s )
r e tu r n  w
51 By magic. C learly we cannot d irec tly  draw from  the d istribution otherwise M C M C  would not be 
required.
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The above pseudo code generates a Markov chain consisting o f N s dependant samples
from the distribution . For any positive Q(w ->w) the probability distribution 
o f ^  tends to ^  ^  as s —> oo.
Neither the proposal or the target distribution needs to be normalised since z (the 
normalising constant z = P (D \H () = ^P (D \w ,H )P (w \H )dw )  cancels out in the ratio.
As an illustration, Figure 74 shows 100 steps o f the Metropolis algorithm starting at 
point (0,0) and beginning to converge to a 2D Gaussian distribution. This period 
during which the Markov chain is converging to the distribution o f interest is known 
as a 'burn in' period. It is only once convergence has been achieved that samples can 
be drawn from the distribution o f interest therefore the first ns samples are discarded. 
A lower bound on the number o f iterations required for convergence can be calculated 
as:
where L is the length scale o f the distribution and s the length scale o f the proposal 
distribution. Equation (8.25) gives a rough estimate o f the number o f steps required 
for the random walk to traverse the distribution o f interest.
Figure 74. Example of samples generated by metropolis algorithm. Contours are for d istribution o f  
interest, points are 100 steps o f  the m etropolis algorithm .
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8.4.2 Demonstration: Marginalised prediction of a mechanistic model 
with uncertain parameters.
Training54 data is generated from the test system introduced at the start o f this chapter 
withcr = 0.1 noise added to the samples. The sub-models and initial conditions used 
to generate the data are set out in Table 8.
Table 8. Demonstration system 1.
0.311C,
e r\ ~ / r  >_o 2.049 1+ * +  c  Aw« V 4.847 A
0 6
N r2 = 2.05C4Cg +0.699Ca2Cb +0.115C4Cb2
c
w«
IX
Species Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3
ei c a 4.639 2.761 0.438
JC
‘c
*5 Q 1.018 1.894 1.253u
H c 3.834 3.136 4.413
Q 0.133 0.395 3.266
Species Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3
C 2.248 3.202 4.203ei> ac c h 2.08 1.95 3.983
<u
Cc 3.11 0.452 3.148
C J 4.964 1.886 2.762
54 Since nothing is actually trained on the data it is perhaps a misnomer to refer to the data ava ilab le  f o r  
inference as ‘tra in in g ' data. However, since it f il ls  a role s im ilar to that o f  ‘tra in ing  d a ta ' in previous 
sections we shall refer to it as such. S im ila rly  plots o f  the marginalized model predictions vs data w ill 
be referred to as fits  even though they are no such th ing but rather ‘p ro b a b ility  distributions  
conditioned on the data
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The model structure was assumed to be correctly known but the parameter values 
unknown.
f - \  -n
at
w h e r e
1 -1 
1 0
0 1 .
r\(w,4) =
r,(w \£)
M w’ £)
\ + ^ -
vv.
r2(w,4)2 = h o4£i + wi4 2^ i +
4 = [ca,c h, c , c d]T
(8.26)
Uniform priors f/(0 ,5)w ere placed over the parameters. These priors are by 
definition correct since this is the distribution the parameters o f the target system were 
drawn from. Marginalised predictions were made by sampling using Markov chain 
Monte Carlo with the proposal distribution tuned by hand in order to obtain 
approximately 50% rejections.
The marginalisation process produces a fu ll probability distribution conditioned on 
the data and priors P(<^ r\D ,H ,^ 0,t)  at every time point. For clarity the probability
distribution is summarised by a line representing the expected value and ‘error bars’ 
representing the standard variance. The ‘ f i t ’ to training data is shown in Figure 75 and 
to testing data in Figure 76.
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Figure 75. Demonstration system 1: Plots of Expected values and variance against training
data. Points show  tra in in g  data. L in e  shows expected va lue  o f  Bayesian m odel. E rro r bars show
variance.
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Figure 76. Demonstration system 1: Plots of Expected values and variance against testing data.
Points show testing data. L ine shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. Error bars show variance.
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8.5 Marginalised Neural network predictions.
8.5.1 Theoretical basis
In many cases the correct model structure w ill not be known. In these situations it is 
perfectly possible to replace ‘mechanistic’ kinetic sub models with some parametric 
function capable o f universal approximation, such as a neural network, and then 
marginalize over the parameters o f that function in the same way as before.
Recall the definition o f a feed forward neural network from section 7. For a single 
hidden layer network w ith one output, the network output can be written as:-
/( jc ,w )  = 6>m + £  w / V  3 <0)+ £  ^ , / 0)jc
(8.27)
w = [w (0\ w <^ ^ r \6 > " ,]
( 0 ^  N  x VThe parameter vector is split into 4 parts: w g91 " is a matrix o f weights 
connecting nodes in the input to nodes hidden layer; w (1) g  9TVmi""'” is a vector o f 
weights connecting nodes in the hidden layer to the output node; 0{O) e9Tv',™"”“ and 
#(I)g9? are bias terms applied to the nodes o f the hidden and output layer 
respectively.
To formulate the problem in Bayesian terms prior distributions need to be defined for 
the network weights. However, unlike mechanistic equations the weights have no 
specific meaning. One option followed by Neal(1992) is to design the priors to reduce 
over fitting by penalising large weights;-
N „
P(w) -  {2xs2) ^  e (8.28)
Where v„ is the length o f the parameter vector and s is the expected scale o f the 
weights. Over fitting is prevented, both by the use o f the regularising prior and by the 
act o f marginalisation.
8.5.2 Simple example: fitting a two dimensional function.
Training data consisting o f (  = 100 points at random input values 
'-10 ,10^
Jt g W  ~ U were generated from an unknown function y -  f ( x )  with
-10,10,
N {p  = 0 ,a  = 0.\) added noise. A  neural network with 10 nodes in the hidden layer
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was then marginalised using Markov chain Monte Carlo method drawing from the 
posterior likelihood.
The unnormalised posterior probability o f the parameters can be obtained by 
combining equation (8.10) for the likelihood and equation (8.28) for the prior:-
P(m\ D )  = UV2 exp7 T (7
a w __________
2 a 2
-2 .T{Iks1) 2 e (8.29)
J )
likelihood o f  parameters given the data P( D\w.H)
Prior probability o f parameters P(w)
The parameter length scale was set to 2 and the Metropolis proposal distribution was a 
symmetric 41 dimensional Gaussian (cr = 0.025). The method was run until the chain 
o f accepted states was 5000 states long. The first 2000 accepted states were discarded, 
since there is no guarantee that the Markov chain is sampling from the distribution o f 
interest during the initial bum in period. The remaining 3000 samples used for 
estimating the expected value and variance.
Results on simple problem.
Figure  78. Prediction o f Bayesian neural 
ne tw ork  The filled  surface shows the neural 
network prediction. The grid shows the true 
function at 1000 validation points w ith  no added 
error.
Figure 77. F it o f Bayesian neura l n e tw o rk  to 
simple problem . Points55 are the train ing data. 
Filled surface is the expected value o f  the neural 
network prediction. The un filled  grid  shows the 
standard variance o f  the prediction.
The neural network is clearly capable o f fitting the data, as can be seen from Figure 
77, which shows the fit to the training data and Figure 78, which shows fit to a surface 
generated from 1000 validation points.
55 Note that some points are obscured by the fille d  surface.
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The ability o f the expected values o f the marginalised neural network to fit the 
function without over fitting to the training data can be more clearly seen in the 
contour plots o f the same validation data shown in Figure 79 and Figure 80 below. It 
is clear from these that the shape, i f  not the exact values predicted by the true function 
and the NN approximation are identical.
Figure 80. Contour plot of 
marginalised NN.
l------------- 1—0 r  10
Contour plot of true Figure 81. Contour plot of 
variance of NN estimate.
Figure 79. 
system.
The variance o f the estimate is shown in Figure 81. The variance o f the estimate is 
due to both sensitivity o f the model to parameter variance and the ability o f 
information to restrict the parameter variance. The plot is lightest where the variance 
is highest, that is where the prediction is least certain. In this case these regions 
correspond to input conditions where the function value changes most rapidly.
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8.5.3 Demonstration on simulated system.
The previous example o f conditioning on data generated by demonstration system 
1 .was repeated but in the hybrid model the known equation for the ^  was replaced 
with a neural network.
f - \  - 1 N 
1 -1 
1 0dt
0 1
where
>+ ^
w.
r ,(w ,£ ) = f ( 4 , w )
.v.v
i  = \Ca,Ch,Cr ,Cd\
(8.30)
Uniform priors were assigned to the parameters o f r, as before and regularising priors
to the neural network parameters. The number o f neurons in the hidden layer was set 
to 5. The 34 dimensional integration was accomplished by MCMC in this case 
requiring over 30,000 function evaluations, in order to produce 5000 samples. Since 
each function evaluation requires simulation o f the model on all training batches the 
marginalisation process is computationally very expensive.
The ‘ f i t ’ to training and testing data is summarised in Figure 82 and Figure 83 The 
‘ f i t ’ to training data is close to that achieved by the fu lly mechanistic model, the ‘ f i t ’ 
to testing data is however markedly worse. Note that in both cases the variance is 
greater than that o f the mechanistic model, reflecting the less certain nature o f the 
predictions.
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Figure 82. Demonstration system 1. T ra in in g  data, expected values and variance.
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Figure 83. Demonstration system 1.Testing data, expected values and variance.
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8.6 Coping with missing data.
8.6.1 Problem statement.
Consider the problem o f building a hybrid model from four batches o f data where 
measurements for one series (including its in itia l state) are completely missing from 
each batch o f data.
Table 9. Available data series by batch.
Series Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4
Ca Missing Measured Measured Measured
Cb Measured Missing Measured Measured
Cc Measured Measured Missing Measured
c d Measured Measured Measured Missing
Because o f the completely missing series it is impossible to obtain a continuous signal 
for the fu ll state from this data. Hybrid models o f the form outlined in section 5 
cannot be trained on this data.
The situation is even more problematic because the initial conditions gf=Q are
incomplete: The model prediction given some parameter value H (x ,w ) cannot be
evaluated when jc is unknown. Therefore the posterior probability P(m^ D ,H )  o f the
parameters cannot be found since the model prediction H (x ,w ) must be known to
evaluate the likelihood P(D\ w , x , H )  . This not only means that the methods described
so far fail but that any method, based on the principle o f running the model from 
defined initial conditions and comparing the fit  to data, would also fail.
8.6.2 Approach.
Within the Bayesian philosophy any uncertain variable can be treated as a random 
variable described in terms o f its probability density function. Moreover such random 
variables can be integrated out. The missing data problem can therefore be solved 
simply by marginalising w ith respect to the uncertainty in the initial conditions:
E { //( jc )}  = 0  = JH (x ,x . ,w )x P (w ,x , \D ,H )d w  dx, (8.31)
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The probability density function for the jo in t likelihood o f the parameters w and 
uncertain initial conditions jr. is given by the posterior likelihood as defined below, 
where P(x . ) is the prior distribution in this case £/(0,5) over the uncertain variables:-
. P {D \w ,x , ,H )P (w \H )P {x . )
P(w, j cJD ,  H )  = 1 I V 7 (8 .32 )
1 P(D \H ,)
The integral given by equation (8.31) can be evaluated by extending the state space o f 
the Monte Carlo method to include the unknown initia l conditions.
E ! H (x ) }  = ©  =  T -  X  , w )
v - ( )
where (8.33)
( w* , jr.'  ^~ P(w, x ,| D, H )
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8.6.3 Demonstration.
Table 10 Demonstration system 2.
2.107C,
e '' 4.18 + CA
CB
cc
3.114CaCb
c
u
" (0.735 + Cg )(1 .789 + CA)
csCJ 
0'
Species Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4
OD C a 3.917 2.599 4.38 4.779
C
Q 2.67 2.31 4.311 3.898
h- Cc 4.984 3.057 1.331 4.201
c j 1.879 3.386 0.044 1.379
Species Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3
c a 3.428 3.714 2.571
e
Q 3.286 0.571 1.428
H
c 2.857 0.023 1.256
C j 1.861 0.857 2.714
Both mechanistic and neural network models were ‘ trained’ on data produced by the 
system defined in Table 10. Measurements for one series were removed from the data 
as outlined in Table 9. Fits to training data for both models are presented in Figure 84 
and Figure 86. The fits to the true noise free missing series are also presented in the 
lightly shaded graphs. The accuracy o f predictions on unseen testing batches are 
displayed in Figure 85 and Figure 87.
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Figure 84. D em onstration system 2: P erfo rm a n ce  o f m echanistic m odel on tra in in g  data w ith  m issing m easurem ents. Points 
show' training data. Line shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. Error bars show variance. Grey graphs are for m issing series.
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Figure 85. Demonstration system 2: Performance of mechanistic model on testing data. Points 
show testing data. Line shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. Error bars show variance.
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Figure 86. Demonstration system 2: Performance of neural network model on training data with missing measurements. Points 
show training data. Line shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. E rror bars show variance. Grey graphs are for missing series.
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Figure 87. Demonstration system 2: Performance of neural network model on testing data.
Points show testing data. L ine shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. Error bars show variance.
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8.6.4 Demonstration 3.
Table 11. Demonstration system 3.
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^ 1.908 )
+ c A
3.737C4Cs
CnJ
c_o
' 2 (1.53 + Cb )(2.174 + C ,)
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Species Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4
C a 1.3 0.321 1.722 4.499
Tr
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ng
Q
C.
4.995
0.577
2.559
0.023
3.09
1.871
4.703
2.792
2.932
0.51
3.335
2.845
Species Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3
C a 2.141 1.623 1.627
Q 3.276 4.32 4.495
CsDc c c 2.549 3.57 1.874
<750)
H c j 4.194 3.454 3.036
Both mechanistic and neural network models were ‘ trained’ on data produced by the 
system defined in Table 11 w ith a different series missing from each batch as outlined 
in Table 8. Fits to training data fo r both models are presented in Figure 88 and Figure 
90. The fits to the true noise free missing series are also presented in the lightly 
shaded graphs. The predictions on unseen testing batches are displayed in Figure 89 
and Figure 91 respectively.
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Figure 88. Demonstration system 3: Performance of mechanistic model on training data with missing measurements. Points 
show train ing data. L ine shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. E rror bars show variance. Grey graphs are fo r missing series.
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F ig u re  89. D em on stratio n  system 3: P e r fo rm a n c e  o f m echanistic m odel on testing d a ta . Points show 
testing data. Line shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. E rror bars show variance.
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Figure 90. D em onstration system 2: P erfo rm a n ce  o f  n eu ra l n e tw o rk  m odel on tra in in g  data w ith  m issing m easurem ents.
Points show train ing data. L ine shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. Error bars show variance. Grey graphs are fo r missing
s e r ie s .
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Figure 91. Demonstration system 2: Performance of neural network model on testing data. Points 
show testing data. L ine shows expected value o f  Bayesian model. E rror bars show variance.
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8.6.5 Discussion
On both o f the demonstration systems w ith missing series a similar picture emerges: 
The system with known kinetic equations manages to fit the measured series o f the 
training data. It is also clear that the system has been correctly inferred from the 
available data since the model closely fits the testing data.
What makes this result significant is that in some, but not all cases, the missing initial 
conditions are recovered. This means that the Bayesian approach has managed to 
extract enough information from the data to recover the system despite continued 
uncertainty about the in itia l conditions.
The performance o f the neural network model is markedly worse than that o f the 
mechanistic model, particularly in fitting  Batch one o f the training data in both 
demonstration systems two and three. The greater uncertainty o f the model compared 
with the mechanistic model is reflected in the variance o f the estimate.
However, the point is not that the fits are good but rather that reasonable fits have 
been achieved by inferring a model from training data that would otherwise have been 
unusable.
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8.7 Conclusion.
A Bayesian approach to hybrid modelling has been outlined and demonstrated on a 
number o f simulated systems. It has been shown that the system allows for the 
incorporation o f a priori knowledge and the construction o f models containing a 
mixture o f mechanistic and neural network models. The system makes probabilistic 
predictions rather than point predictions and is capable o f making useful inferences 
from incomplete data sets. Moreover, i f  combined with decision theory the Bayesian 
approach can be seen as a step towards ‘automatic engineering’ since it provides a 
rational method for evaluating the expected u tility  o f decisions.
The posterior distributions o f Bayesian hybrid models, which include neural 
networks, are likely to be very complex and multimodal and thus d ifficu lt to sample 
from. As noted in the previous sections, neural network based models have many 
local optima, resulting in the poor performance o f back propagation. Simple Markov 
chain methods, as used here, may become trapped in local modes and not sample from 
the fu ll distribution. This may explain the slightly disappointing performance o f the 
NN models. Thermodynamic integration techniques, such as annealed importance 
sampling introduced in the next section can sample from multi-modal distributions 
but are not without considerable computational cost.
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9. Bayesian model selection.
In chapter eight a Bayesian approach modelling was outlined. The method required 
the model structure to be fixed although this structure could be any mixture o f 
mechanistic equations and parametric functions such as neural networks. However, 
the Bayesian approach also provides a rational method for selecting the most probable 
model from a set o f possible structures.
The computational challenges involved preclude fu lly  implementing such a system 
with the resources available so, this section takes the form o f a review w ith simple 
demonstrations.
Firstly, the issues involved in model selection are reviewed. Then, the problem o f 
evaluating the ‘evidence’ for a particular model is considered. The ability o f the 
annealed importance sampling method to evaluate the evidence for a mechanistic sub­
model is then demonstrated on the simulated system introduced earlier.
9.1 Problem statement.
Consider the problem o f selecting the best model from a set o f competing model 
structures. One evaluates how probable each model is given the data. The model that 
has the greatest probability is then chosen, (equation (9.1)). Alternatively one can 
marginalise with respect to structural uncertainty56 (equation (9.2)).
Where H t(y \x ,D )  is the marginal distribution o f a single structure evaluated in the 
previous section and P (H t\ D )  is the posterior probability o f the i'h model given by 
Bayes theorem as:
argmax P (H I\D ) (9.1)
(9.2)
56 This section w ill concentrate on evaluating the evidence fo r a model. See appendix E5 fo r a method 
for m arginaliz ing over structural uncertainty w ithou t evaluating the evidence.
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for model iEvidence Prior probability  of model i
Posterior
P(D \H ,)  P(H,)  
P(D)
P (H , \D ) (9.3)
P ro b a b ility  o f  data
The P{D)  is simply a normalising constant so that the posterior
probabilities o f the alternative models sum to 1. For the purposes o f model selection 
this can be ignored since only the relative probabilities o f the different models need to 
be compared.
The prior over the models P (H t) can be used to express beliefs about how plausible
the competing models are before seeing the data. For now assume that equal priors are 
assigned to the different models.
This leaves the evidence P (D \H j ) . The evidence is the likelihood o f the model given
the data, not at a specific set o f parameter values but rather averaged over the prior 
distribution o f parameter values. It can be viewed as the probability that the model 
w ill generate the given data set using parameter values drawn from the prior.
As MacKay, D. J. C.(2004) notes the evidence automatically embodies ‘Occam’s 
Razor’ . Figure 92 shows this for a one-dimensional case o f three models o f the same 
form H t {w0) - w 0 but w ith different prior distributions. The data D obtained is
shown as a horizontal dotted line. The value o f w0 for each model corresponding to
this measured data is shown as a vertical dotted line. The prior distributions for the 
parameter values o f each model are shown as solid lines. Posterior distributions for 
the parameter values as dotted lines.
(9.4)
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Figure 92. Illustration of Bayesian Occams Razor Taken from ‘ Information theory, Inference 
and learning algorithms’ M acKay, D. J. C.(2004).
The prior distribution for the right most model H i  is tightly defined. However 
predictions using parameters drawn from this prior are unlikely to be close to the 
observed data. The model makes specific predictions but those predictions do not 
match the observations. It is impossible for a value drawn from the prior / >(w |/ / l )to  
fit the data and consequently there is no evidence for this model.
The prior distribution o f  the left most model //? is vague. The model can be made to 
fit the data but because the prior is uninformative the chance o f drawing a parameter 
from the P (n ^ H 3} prior, which fits the data, is low. The model can be made to fit the 
observations but the evidence is relatively low since it makes unspecific predictions57.
Model H j  makes relatively specific predictions, and parameter values with high prior 
P { m\ H 2) probabilities correspond to parameter values with high likelihood
P(D \w, H 2).
L )
D
w w w
s7 The philosophically inclined reader may wish to consider how this links not only with Occums Razor 
but also Karl Poppers falsificationism.
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Similarly, the more parameters a model has, the larger the volume o f the prior 
parameter space. Hence, the less likely it is that a sample drawn from the prior w ill 
be at an area o f high posterior probability.
9.2 Evaluating the evidence.
The Bayesian evidence provides a systematic and powerful method for model 
discrimination but unfortunately for most problems the integral given by (9.4) is 
analytically intractable and must be approximated in some way.
The normalising constant needs to be calculated, this is a more d ifficu lt problem than 
marginalising with respect to parameter uncertainty. It is not enough to simply draw 
samples from the distribution or indeed the prior. Possible methods for calculating the 
evidence are reviewed in the fo llow ing section.
9.2.1 Laplace approximation.
I f  the posterior is unimodal; that is there is a strong peak in the posterior likelihood at 
wX{AP, the evidence can be approximated by the volume o f this peak. This approach is
known variously as the ‘Laplace Approximation’ , the ‘Saddle-Point Approximation’ 
and the ‘Evidence Approximation’ .
The essential idea o f the Laplace Approximation is to f it  a multidimensional 
Gaussian to the maximum posterior peak, w ith covariance given by the ‘error bars’ 
for parameters using the procedure outlined previously for identification o f the MAP 
parameter values. The volume can then be calculated analytically as the normalising 
constant o f this Gaussian.
The above equation consists o f two components; the best f it likelihood and an ‘Occam 
factor’ , MacKay, D. J. C.(2004)). The ‘Occam factor’ is calculated from the Hessian 
and the prior probability o f the parameters. It can be visualised as the ratio o f the 
posterior accessible volume o f the models parameter space to the prior accessible 
volume o f the parameter space. Thus it penalises general models with many 
parameters, which require specific tuning. The ‘Occam factor’ has the following
M A P  ’
e v id e n c e  B e s t f i t  l i k e l i h o o d  '-----------------------v----------
O c c a m  f a c t o r (9.5)
where A~' = ( V V In P (w| D, H i )| ) ’\ 'WMAP 1V  }
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properties which favour models w ith  desirable characteristics with respect to the local 
best fit.
•  It penalises pow erfu l models w ith  larger numbers o f  parameters since P ( w W/lp| / / ( )  w ill 
be lower the more free parameters.
•  It favours models w ith  in fo rm a tive  priors, since P(wmap\H  j )  w il l be higher fo r such a
model than a corresponding m odel w ith  non-in fo rm ative  priors or where the priors turned 
out to be incorrect.
•  It favours models, w h ich  are robust w ith  respect to parameter uncertainty through the 
Hessian m atrix.
Simple example.
The problem is to calculate the evidence using the Laplace approximation for 
r, - w0CA, where the true system is r, - 3.856Ca,r2 -
0.618 CACB
(2.555 + C*)(3.824 + CB)
A number o f samples were taken in the neighbourhood o f wMAP and a polynomial
fitted to the log likelihood at these points. This is shown in Figure 93 w ith circles 
being the log posterior and the line being the polynomial approximation
In P{w| D, H 0) = -162.61 + 5.479w0 -  0.727 ( w0 )2.
1 5 2 .2 9
1 5 2 .2 9 5
“ 1 5 2 .3
3 .7 5
P a r a m e te r  v a lu e  W ()
3 .8 53 .7
F igure  93 . F ittin g  a po lyn o m ia l a p p ro x im a tio n  to  the P osterio r like liho od  surface in  
neighbourhood o f M A P  p a ra m e te r  estim ate.
The second derivatives can be found analytically from the coefficients o f the 
polynomial -V V  In P (w \D ,H 0) = 1.454 and hence the normalising constant obtained.
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Figure 94 shows the true posterior (solid line) against the Laplace approximation 
(dotted line). The Laplace approximation assumes unbounded variables and so 
because the curvature is slight and w XfAP not too far from the boundary the evidence is 
over estimated. The true log evidence in this case being -151.736.
0
1050
P a ra m e te r  v a lu e
Figure 94. Laplace approximation (dotted line) against true posterior probability(solid line).
The Laplace approximation can only be applied i f  the Hessian A~°'s can be calculated. 
This requires A  to be non-singular and positive definite. The reason for this is a 
meaningful parameter variance matrix can only exist i f  there is negative curvature in 
all directions indicating a strict maximum has been found.
In practice this may not to be the case for one o f the following reasons:
• The mode is at a plateau or the model is collinear with respect to some 
parameters. ( I f  there is zero curvature we have no information in which case 
the matrix is singular and the variance is not defined since 1/0 is not 
defined)
• The mode is at a constraint boundary.
• The posterior surface in the neighbourhood o f the mode is a ridge or saddle 
point.
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9.2.2 The Bayesian information criteria.
A simple approximation for the evidence can be derived from the Laplace 
approximation. The Laplace approximation in terms o f logs is as follows;
In P(D\ H , ) = ln P (D \w >IF,H , )+ \n P (w ul,\H,)
i ' \  i th 'fH  e  p o s te r io r  l i k e l i h o o d  a t  M A P
j  * v ' /
+ - l n  2 / r -  —In det [ l { D  :w MP,H ,))
For large amounts o f data the last term can be written follow ing Schwarz(1978)as:-
- 1  In det ( / ( D : wMP ,//,.)) = - 1  In A  - 1  det ( NEX[ ^  [ I (*, : wMP,/ / , ) ] )  (9.8)
hence:
\n P (D \H t ) = In />( D\ w „ , H, ) + £  In P(t„ \ wup,H, )■■■
eruh-ncc ” = ' (9_9)
+ -^Tn 2^- + -^-In A - ^ - ln d e t ( £ [ / ( D  :
As the number o f data points N  —» oo the terms containing A  become dominant leading 
to the classical and easy to evaluate Bayesian information criteria(BIC):-
BIC  = In P(D\ wMP, / / , ) - In(N )  (9.10)
The BIC, unlike other simple methods such as the Akaike Information Criterion, 
(Akaike(1973)), does not favour more complex models as more data N  is collected. 
The BIC depends solely on the number o f parameters k and maximum likelihood. It 
assumes equal priors on each model and vague priors on the parameters. More over 
the sensitivity o f the likelihood to parameter values is not included.
Remark on the Bayesian information criteria.
As a matter o f principle the evidence for a model should be independent o f the 
language used to describe it. It is therefore o f concern that we are able to arbitrarily 
change the evidence o f a model by w riting it differently or introducing redundant 
parameters. This “ language independence’’ principle may seem counter intuitive 
since we typically view complexity as related to the number o f parameters or 
variables. But i f  two models written in different ways give identical predictions on al] 
possible data sets then it should not be possible to distinguish them since they are 
identical. See Solomonoff( 1997) for a related discussion.
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It is also clear that for the assumptions behind the BIC to be valid the Laplace 
approximation must also be valid. Therefore, from the point o f view o f  accurately 
approximating the evidence there is no reason to favour the BIC over the Laplace 
approximation. However, its computational simplicity is very attractive for practical 
usage.
9.2.3 Importance sampling.
Theory of importance sampling.
Consider the evaluation o f the marginal likelihood by the integral
P (D \H i ) =  JP(D |w,//,)P(vv|//,)</vv. (9.11)
Monte Carlo draws from the prior P(w \H ,) create an estimator, which converges to 
the evidence as N s —» oo
1 v- 1
P(D| //,.) = £ = —  Y  P(D\ ws, H ,)
1 1 . (9.12)
where wv ~ P( wj H t)
However i f  the prior distribution does not match areas where P(D\w, H t) is large,
then the estimator w ill have large variance and w ill be very slow to converge. 
Moreover, it may be d ifficu lt to sample directly from the prior distribution.
The idea behind importance sampling is to draw samples from some fu lly  known 
‘importance sampling distribution’, w ith probability density function is denoted 
q(w) , and then correct the estimate to take into account the fact samples were drawn 
from the wrong distribution.
f . P (w \H )  
z =  f  P (D \w ,H ') ----------— q(w)dw (9.13)
I f  a sample w 'is  drawn from q(w) at a point where q(ws) > P{ws\H t) then those 
samples w ill to be over-represented in the estimator. Conversely, samples where 
4 (wv)< P (w v| / / , ) w i l l  be under-represented in the estimator. Importance sampling
adjusts the weight given to each sample point in the estimator by the ratio o f the two 
distributions.
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(9.14)
where w' ~ q{w)
I f  q (w )> 0  whenever P (wjH I ) > 0 then (9.14) converges to the true evidence as 
N v —> go . I f  this condition is not satisfied some areas o f the distribution w ill never be 
sampled however many samples are taken.
A key problem with the importance sampling estimator is that it can become 
dominated by infrequent draws from points where q {w " )» P (w " |//(.) since the
importance weight at these points is huge. Particularly in large dimensions this can 
result in the estimator having high variance. The variance o f the estimator is given by
Rasmussen and Ghahramani(2003) state that by calculus o f variations it can be shown 
that the optimal importance sampling distribution q * (w) is
The optimal importance sampling distribution is the normalised version o f the 
distribution we are trying to normalise! Clearly using such an optimal distribution is 
impossible, but it does provide a rationale for the choice o f importance distribution.
I f  the Laplace approximation were correct then a multivariate normal, centred over 
the MAP mode and w ith variance given by the inverse o f the negative Hessian matrix, 
would be exactly the true distribution and therefore would be the optimal importance 
sampling distribution.
For distributions w ith a single mode, but where the Laplace approximation fails, 
samples around wMAP can still be used to construct an importance distribution close to
optimal as defined in equation (9.16).
(9.15)
^ , ( l ) (9.16)
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This importance sampling distribution w ill be in the form o f a multivariate normal 
and therefore not only is its normalising constant known but samples can easily be 
drawn from it by the follow ing procedure:
Drawing from a multivariate normal .
Kaiser and Dickman(1962) give the fo llow ing method for generating a vector o f 
correlated variates w'v = ( w0, . . wv ) w ith entries drawn from a multivariate
Gaussian distribution w ith mean fj. e 9? v“ and covariance matrix Vw e .
Method.
First calculate the Cholesky factorisation o f the covariance matrix VW- R TR.  Then
/  \ T  co
draw N w variates z = I z(), ..., zN j from the standard normal distribution 
yv(// = 0,cr = l ) .  A  draw wv from the desired distribution can then be obtained by
ws - f u w + RTzs. (9.17)
This means that w ithin each sample the nth variate is given by the following 
expression:-
w o = M \ +
W| “I” 1^,2^ 1 R2,2Z2
™ n=V„+ K n h  + R2n,2Z2 " '  + Rn,nZn
The covariance matrix o f  the samples has elements
(9.18)
c .„ =
E ^ a J I Z V / J -  <919>
/  A
Y . RkjRu co v(z*z/)
V k J
Which since cov(zA z/) =1 means that the samples have the desired covariance 
structure since:
58 This can be easily accomplished by the B ox-M u lle r transform Knuth(1981).
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C,, = 2 X A , = ( K , ) i ( . (9.20)
k.l
Notice that draws are only possible i f  Vw is symmetric positive definite in which case
the Laplace approximation would not have failed. In this situation importance acts 
simply as a correction for parameter boundaries.
In order to apply the ‘optimal importance sampling’ method to cases where the
Laplace approximation fails the requirement that Vw = A ] = | w i n JP (w )D ,//; )|^ j
needs to be relaxed. Instead o f the true variance a pseudo variance matrix, which is as 
close as possible to the inverse o f the negative Hessian A ] but is guaranteed to be 
positive definite, is used.
There are two techniques, which can be used to calculate such a pseudo variance 
matrix.
• The Moore-Penrose generalised inverse A** can be found even when the 
inverse A~x does not exist.
• f Hcan be forced to be positive definite using a generalised Cholesky 
decomposition.
In doing this we are taking a similar approach to Gill.J. and King.G.(2004), however 
they use rejection sampling to estimate the mean and variance o f the distribution o f 
interest rather than importance sampling to estimate the normalising constant o f the 
distribution o f interest.
Cholesky decompositions compute the matrix square root R where Vw -  RTR, i f  F is 
not positive definite then this cannot be calculated. Generalised Cholesky 
decompositions find a non-negative diagonal matrix E  such that Vw + E is positive
definite and the diagonal values o f E  are as small as possible.
The Schnabel and Eskow(1990) Cholesky factorisation was to calculate the matrix 
square root used since this algorithm usually produces a matrix E  w ith smaller 
diagonal values than the alternative G ill et al( 1981) algorithm. Source code for both 
methods can be found in G ill and K ing (2004) as well as appendix E2 and E3.
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A 1 dimensional example.
Recall the one dimensional example used to demonstrate the Laplace approximation. 
Importance sampling can be used as a boundary correction o f the evidence calculated 
in the previous section.
The importance distribution was defined by the Laplace approximation calculated 
previously. 200 draws from this distribution are displayed in histogram form in Figure 
97 and the corresponding importance weights in Figure 96. It can be seen from Figure 
95 that the importance sampling corrects the over estimate o f the evidence by the 
Laplace approximation. The evidence calculated by importance sampling is -151.725 
which is very close to the true value o f -151.736 and a significant improvement on the 
Laplace and BIC estimates.
Lap lace  estim ate
T ru e  ev id e n ce  -  -
Im portance  sam pling  
estim ate
P ( « ' / / , )
B IC  estim ate
15050 100 2000
Number o f  samples N s 
Figure 95. Comparison of 3 approximations to the true evidence.
“ 66
no
0
642
3 . 20
Param eter va lue  VP 
Figure 96. Importance weights.
2 4
Parameter value vP*
In 14 discrete b ins
Figure 97. 200 draws from the importance 
distribution as a 14 ‘bin’ histogram.
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A 2 dimensional example.
Consider evaluating the evidence for a Michaelis Menten model with parameter priors 
U (0,2) where the true system is first order w ith respect to the substrate.
Figure 98 shows a contour plot o f the true likelihood surface. The mode for this model 
lies on the boundary . The Hessian matrix therefore cannot be positive definite and so 
the Laplace approximation fails. Figure 99 shows contours for importance sampling 
distributions. Lines show the importance sampling distribution defined by the pseudo 
variance matrix calculated by the Schnabel-Eskow generalised Cholesky 
decomposition o f the Hessian. F illed contours show the importance sampling 
distribution defined by the pseudo variance matrix calculated by the Gill-Murray 
generalised Cholesky decomposition o f  the Hessian.
2 -i
15- 15-
W, 1-
0 . 5 -0 5 -
0.5
F igure 98. C on tours  o f tru e  p o s te rio r su rface . F igu re  99. Contours o f  importance sampling 
distributions. F illed contours are fo r G ill-M urray 
based distribution. U n filled  contours are for 
Schnabel-Eskow based distribution.
Figure 100 shows the estimate o f the evidence calculated by importance sampling. 
The grey dotted line shows the true evidence59 it is clear that both importance- 
sampling methods decay to this value. It is also clear that the choice o f importance 
distribution has a great effect on the convergence properties o f the estimator, with the 
importance distribution converging w ithin Gill-Murray 700 samples and the 
Schnabel-Eskow distribution taking 2000 samples. It is also clear that despite the 
importance distributions being good approximations to the true distribution, a large
59 Calculated using a quadrature method, w h ich  is on ly  possible because the distribution is only two- 
dimensional.
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number o f samples were required to estimate the evidence for a simple 2 dimensional 
distribution. This would suggest that it would not be possible to practically apply this 
method to 40-100 dimensional distributions unless they are well approximated by a 
single peak. Therefore simple importance sampling is unlikely to be applicable to 
realistic bioprocessing problems.
“ 56
P (D \H „ )  ^
True evidence 
BIC  estimate -----
“ 59 
“ 60 
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F igure  100. H ow  the es tim ate  o f  the evidence ob tained  by im portance sam pling varies w ith  
nu m b er o f samples.
9.2.4 Annealed importance sampling techniques.
Theory.
The family o f thermodynamic integration techniques includes: Bridge sampling, 
(Meng and Wong(1996)); Path sampling, (Gelman and Meng(1998)); Tempered 
transitions (Neal( 1996b)) and Annealed importance sampling, Neal(2001).
Annealed importance sampling is the only one o f these methods that directly 
evaluates the normalising constant. However, it should be noted that all o f  these 
techniques stem from the same central idea. This is to divide a d ifficu lt and perhaps 
multi-modal distribution into a series o f easier ones parameterised by inverse 
‘temperature’ .
Consider a d ifficu lt integral such as the posterior distribution
j>(£>| w, H i )P( w| H i )dw . (9.21)
Define f o as the distribution o f interest P(D\ w , / / ( ) />(w,| / / ( ) and f n as some simple 
distribution from which it is possible to directly draw samples. For example, the prior 
density P(w \H j) would be a natural choice since its support is the support o f the
posterior. The idea is to construct a sequence o f n distributions:-
Schnabel-Eskow Estimate
G ill-M u rray  Estimate
1 W  , P ( w ' \ H )
—  V  P(D\ w' ,H, ) ------- - ----
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(9.22)
where i  ^p0 > px ... > pn x > pn = o 
so that as /^  approaches zero the distribution becomes flatter, more like P(w\H j ) and
therefore easier for a Markov chain to move around.
Code for AIS.
The follow ing pseudo code is fo r a single annealing run generating a single sample 
from the distribution o f interest and its corresponding importance weight. Updates o f 
(3 can be by any method. Following Neal, R. M.( 1996b) an arithmetic series was
chosen where P<0.01 and a geometric series thereafter.
p = o
7 = 0
K h ,,e (P - " , / ( / ?  = 0 )w = d n ,w (// i ( M))
e ls e  w .=  metropolis (J  ( w ) ^  f  ( n /  ^  J , w) . j  n  n
p } - p
j + +
P  = update(/?)
e n d  w h i le  
s a m p le  = w
l e n g t h ( P
g im portancc w e ig h t =  X  In
/ = 0
Pj 1 -P./„(» .) Jj j n  ,) ^
f  /> ) ' /?7” 1
sam ple
A 2 dimensional demonstration.
To illustrate the ability o f AIS to draw samples from highly multi modal distributions 
consider using AIS to sample from a distribution consisting o f  a mixture o f two- 
dimensional Gaussians.
/o(w) = L {w ) fn{w)
£ (> ) = £ -
1
2k 0.05 0
0 0.05
o T e x P
1 f 0.05 0 1 f  in'
\
---- w — w —
2
V
{  m) 0 0.05 {  m) J
where
m e {-2 ,-1 .0 ,1 ,2 }
L M  =
_ L _ L  i f  ( -5  < w < 5) A  (-5  < w, < 5) 
1010
otherwise
(9.23)
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The distribution is characterised by 5 separated peaks and thus would be hard to draw 
samples from by any simple M CM C method. However as Figure 101 shows 200 
samples drawn using annealed importance sampling characterise all 5 peaks.
The complexity would also make it very d ifficu lt to find a good importance sampling 
distribution and thus calculating the normalising constant would be very difficult, yet 
as Figure 100 shows, AIS manages to calculate the normalising constant correctly 
within 200 samples.
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Figure 101. Estim ate o f in te g ra l as a fu n c tio n  o f 
num ber o f samples.
True integral is shown as dotted line.
W.> o -
F igure  102. Samples d raw n  using A IS .
Points show 200 Samples drawn by AIS . Circles are 
contour lines showing position o f  the peaks o f  f a .
The AIS method is clearly capable o f handling complex multi-modal distributions. 
Neal, R. M.(2001) also notes that computational time scales linearly with the 
dimension o f the problem. As such it would, in theory, be able to handle the 
distributions involved in hybrid modelling and allow both Bayesian model selection 
and marginalisation by sampling from the whole distribution.
Unfortunately the use o f intermediate distributions means that there is a large constant 
increase in computation time. In the above simple example at least 2000 function 
evaluations were required to generate a single sample. Applying the technique to large 
hybrid models incorporating neural networks is beyond the computational capabilities 
o f my personal laptop however since samples are independent it would be relatively 
easy to implement AIS in parallel on multiple networked computers.
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9.3 A demonstration o f Bayesian Model selection.
9.3.1 Problem definition.
Recall the two reaction system introduced at the start o f chapter eight. Six test 
systems were defined where the kinetic models for each reaction are as defined in 
Table 12. The kinetic sub-model for r2 is known and three batches o f data generated 
from the system are available. The problem is to select the best model from the set o f 
candidate models for r, .
Table 12. Candidate kinetic functions.
System
Number
6 r2
1
2.501 CA 1 .8 5 C .C ,
3 .0 0 5 +  C , (1 .0 9 6  +  C ,) (2 .4 4 6  +  CB)
2
2 -11C A 0 .1 28  CACB
(0 .9 4 3  +  C ^ X l .331 +  CB)
3 3.93C A 2.115CaCb +2.998Ca2Cb +  1.878C AC B2
2 .3 3 6 | 1 +  C( ] +  C .  
{  3 .3 7 9  J
4 3.071 CA 0.151 CACB
0 .2 64  f  1 +  C r  l +  C .  
V 3 .4 8 8  J A
(0 5 9 2  +  C ,) (1 .7 0 1  +  CB)
5
2.339Ca +2 .5 7 5 C / 1.922CACB
6 3.77 CA 3-144 CACB
\ . \95C a +\.331Cb + CaCb
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9.4.2 Results and Discussion.
Table 13. Log evidence In .P(.D| / / , ) for each candidate 
model.
System 
Number » 1 2 3 4 5 6
 ^
Ca
nd
id
at
e 
m
od
el
s
k ,C t
k,CA+ k :C /
k , C ,
-158 -154 -155 -195 -198 -153
-165 -159 -162 -203 -156 -155
-156 -206 -159 -162 -619 -161k2 + C ,
kC,
-160 -414 -154 -158 -355 -164*’l ' - £ ]*<••
k,C,
-157 -503 -154 -160 -520 -182M ' b K
Table 14. Posterior probability P ( H D )  for each 
candidate model.
System 
Num ber» 1 2 3 4 5 6
>, 
Ca
nd
id
at
e 
m
od
el
s
k\CA + k 2C /
A\ + C, 
k,C,
k,C,
M 'b b -
16% 99% 12% 0% 0% 92%
0% 1% 0% 0% 100% 8%
53% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0%
2% 0% 35% 86% 0% 0%
29% 0% 52% 12% 0% 0%
Table 13 shows the Log o f the evidence for each model in the candidate set estimated 
from 400 samples drawn using the annealed importance sampling algorithm. Table 
14 shows the normalised posterior probability o f each model in the candidate set. The 
correct model for each test system is shown in bold.
In a ll cases AIS gives the highest probability to the correct model and thus the validity 
o f the Bayesian approach to model discrimination has been confirmed on the 
simulated system.
However, there is a serious problem with this approach. In the above example, while 
it was possible to evaluate the marginal likelihood o f the candidate models for r , , the
correct kinetic sub-model was used for r2. In reality we would be ignorant o f this. The
dimensionality o f the problem would be that o f the whole hybrid model containing 
several reactions, rather than just one reaction as in the simple 3 dimensional problem 
demonstrated. Furthermore, to perform model selection every possible combination o f 
sub-models would have to be considered. This is likely to be prohibitive for real 
problems w ith large numbers o f reactions.
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9.4.4 Conclusion.
It has been shown that not only does the Bayesian framework provide a principled 
framework for hybrid modelling but that it also provides a framework for model 
selection. The ‘evidence’ criterion for model selection was introduced and several 
methods for approximating the evidence outlined. The ability o f evidence 
approximation to select the correct model from a complete candidate set was then 
demonstrated on 6 dynamical systems, although there are serious computational 
challenges which would need to be solved i f  this approach were to be used in 
industry.
Evaluating the evidence for a model is very slow using the outlined Monte Carlo 
methods. W hile the time is reasonable i f  the best model is to be selected from a small 
number o f competing models it is not reasonable to use this technique for large 
multiple reaction systems since the evidence for every combination o f sub models 
needs to be evaluated. Therefore while the Bayesian hybrid modelling approach in 
chapter eight looks promising. The Bayesian approach to model selection would 
appear to have lim ited applicability in a practical bioprocessing context.
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10. Conclusion.
10.1 Thesis summary.
Model based strategies have the potential to speed up process development by 
reducing the number o f real experiments required for process optimisation. The 
greatest benefit is realised during the later stages o f bioprocess development when 
experiments are performed to optimise time varying control profiles in pilot scale 
bioreactors. Therefore a useful model should be capable o f performing ‘virtual 
experiments ’ which predict the dynamic response o f the system to initial conditions 
and control actions. A model w ith this capacity may be used operationally as the basis 
o f model predictive control strategies or formulated as a ‘state observer’ using the 
extended/unscented Kalman filte r formulation.
The use o f such model-based strategies is hampered by the time consuming nature o f 
bioprocess modelling. Build ing mechanistic models is extremely d ifficu lt due to the 
complexity and heterogeneous nature o f biological systems and the consequent effort 
involved in determining the underlying mechanisms.
The approach employed in this thesis was thus characterised as providing 
methodologies for building models o f  bioprocesses from data within a frame work 
which allows a priori knowledge to be incorporated i f  available. This ‘serial hybrid’ 
approach can be characterised as building models in the following form (detailed in 
section l . 3.1).
^ j-=  K x r ( Z , v ) - D t - g ( 4 )  + FZ„  (9.24)
dt v— v— ' '------------v-----------'c o n s tra in ts  .k in e tics  tra n s p o rt
A mass balance over the reactor, defined by the transport term, explicitly handles the 
effect o f known actions such as feeding, sampling, aeration and product removal. 
Constraints are then imposed on the system behaviour. These can be: determined from 
biological knowledge; inferred from data by using regression to find the coefficients 
o f a proposed reaction network or inferred from data using principle component 
analysis without any prior knowledge o f the system. The kinetics o f the free reactions 
can be modelled using standard equations i f  the mechanisms are known. However the 
focus o f this thesis was on inferring the kinetics from data.
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A summary of the SVM method.
Building data driven models can also be time consuming since black box structures 
such as neural networks need to be carefully designed in order to avoid problems o f 
overfitting and local minima. In response to these issues a method was introduced 
based round the use o f support vector machines for ‘black box’ modelling o f reaction 
kinetics. The support vector machine training process is a considerably simpler 
process than neural network training.
• SVMs do not suffer from local optimum. They can be solved quickly using 
simple training methods. This is in contrast to traditional approaches to neural 
network training, which require neural networks to be trained multiple times 
with random in itia l weights.
•  The complexity o f  the SVM  is determined from data so a to minimise the 
generalisation error. Only two hyper parameters need to be determined on the 
basis o f cross validation performance. D ifficu lt decisions about the number o f 
neurons or basis functions are therefore avoided.
The method was demonstrated on both real and simulated systems. On a S. 
clavulingerus system the SVM method produced a model o f comparable60 accuracy to 
published work.
The SVM methodology was then compared w ith existing neural network and genetic 
programming based techniques on a large sample o f randomly created simulated 
systems. This approach allows conclusions to be drawn about the general performance 
o f an automated modeling methodology on a particular class o f problems. The 
approach itse lf may therefore be a useful tool which could be used in future for 
evaluating which methodologies are most appropriate for modeling a particular class 
o f system. On these test systems the SVM methodology consistently outperformed a 
FFNN methodology but no statistically significant difference could be observed 
between the SVM and GP methodologies. This result validates the belief that the 
SVM hybrid modeling methodology is competitive w ith existing methods.
60 O n ly  v isua l com parison  w as po ss ib le .
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A summary of the SVM method.
Building data driven models can also be time consuming since black box structures 
such as neural networks need to be carefully designed in order to avoid problems o f 
overfitting and local minima. In response to these issues a method was introduced 
based round the use o f  support vector machines for ‘black box’ modelling o f reaction 
kinetics. The support vector machine training process is a considerably simpler 
process than neural network training.
•  SVMs do not suffer from local optimum. They can be solved quickly using 
simple training methods. This is in contrast to traditional approaches to neural 
network training, which require neural networks to be trained multiple times 
with random in itia l weights.
• The complexity o f  the SVM  is determined from data so a to minimise the 
generalisation error. Only two hyper parameters need to be determined on the 
basis o f cross validation performance. D ifficu lt decisions about the number o f 
neurons or basis functions are therefore avoided.
The method was demonstrated on both real and simulated systems. On a S. 
clavulingerus system the SVM method produced a model o f  comparable60 accuracy to 
published work.
The SVM methodology was then compared w ith existing neural network and genetic 
programming based techniques on a large sample o f randomly created simulated 
systems. This approach allows conclusions to be drawn about the general performance 
o f an automated modeling methodology on a particular class o f problems. The 
approach itse lf may therefore be a useful tool which could be used in future for 
evaluating which methodologies are most appropriate for modeling a particular class 
o f system. On these test systems the SVM  methodology consistently outperformed a 
FFNN methodology but no statistically significant difference could be observed 
between the SVM  and GP methodologies. This result validates the belief that the 
SVM hybrid modeling methodology is competitive w ith existing methods.
60 O n ly  v isu a l co m p a riso n  w as po ss ib le .
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Summary of the Bayesian framework for hybrid modeling.
The A ch ille ’s heal of the support vector machine method is that it requires a 
continuous signal for the reaction rates and state variables. In practice this is achieved 
by interpolating the data and then taking the derivative. Where the data is noisy and 
sparsely sampled, or where key variables are simply unmeasured, the SVM 
methodology and other sim ilar approaches cannot be used.
The hybrid-modelling problem was thus recast in terms o f Bayesian inference, 
directly using non interpolated data. The Bayesian approach is able to use data even i f  
some series are completely missing. This allows the Bayesian approach to use 
experimental data, which would otherwise not be appropriate for model building. This 
feature is important since the effort involved in model building cannot be simply 
quantified in terms o f experiments performed and time required to train the model but 
rather must take into account the manpower required to perform sampling and 
analysis.
The Bayesian approach provides a principled framework in which both mechanistic 
and black box components can be embedded and a p r io r i beliefs about parameter 
values incorporated. An additional advantage is that the predictions o f Bayesian 
models are in the form o f probability distributions and therefore uncertainty is 
explicitly handled. F inally it was shown that the Bayesian approach was capable o f 
performing model selection. Unfortunately the computational cost associated w ith 
Monte Carlo integration lim its the practical application o f this approach at present.
10.2 Suggestions for future research.
The SVM methodology.
Clearly the support vector methodology can be refined further. For example: minor 
improvements could be realised by trying different kernel functions and greater 
improvements could be realised by improving the interpolation method. More 
intriguingly there are steps in A I research towards the unification o f support vector 
machines and Gaussian processes (Kwok(2000); Seeger(2003)). It therefore may be 
possible, in future, to use support vector machines as part o f the Bayesian 
methodology, although it is not possible at present.
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Bayesian methodology.
Practical usage o f the Bayesian methodology is likely to be limited by the need to 
evaluate high dimensional integrals using Monte Carlo methods. There are a number 
of issues that would need to be addressed for the Bayesian approach to become widely 
used:
Firstly we note that the design o f Markov chain sampling techniques is something o f 
an art and it is unlikely that engineers in industry w ill be w illing  to spend time 
becoming Monte Carlo experts. Therefore a method for automatically tuning the step 
size and proposal distribution should be developed.
The most problematic issue is the time required to perform Monte Carlo integration. 
The issue is particularly acute as each step is computationally expensive since the 
hybrid model needs to be numerically integrated and compared w ith training data in 
order to evaluate the posterior likelihood. A  practical approach might be to simply to 
use parallel processing. Rasmussen(2003) suggests modelling the posterior 
distribution using Gaussian processes (see appendix E l) . Then using the Gaussian 
process approximation (which is less computationally demanding to evaluate than the 
true posterior) to simulate the Hamiltonian dynamics (see appendix E4) o f the 
distribution, the final acceptance/rejection step being from the true distribution. 
Unfortunately Gaussian processes require a O3 matrix inversion step and this lim its 
the approach to problems o f  a maximum dimension o f 15. Using another method 
which does not require a matrix inversion such as SVMs instead o f Gaussian 
processes it might be possible to extend this approach to higher dimensional 
problems.
For model discrimination all possible combinations o f models need to be considered. 
This w ill clearly be d ifficu lt i f  there are a large number o f candidate structures. 
Instead o f selecting the most probable model, as was the focus o f chapter nine, it is 
possible to marginalise over the competing model structures without directly 
evaluating the evidence for each model using reversible jum p Markov chain Monte 
Carlo (Green(1995)).
Perhaps the most interesting and important area for future work would be to consider 
efficient algorithms for optimisation under uncertainty. Traditional optimisation
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algorithms such as the simplex method work by comparing the value o f some 
objective function at various tr ia l points. W ithin a decision theoretic framework the 
algorithm should optimise the expected value o f the objective function. However the 
accuracy o f the estimate o f  the expected value and variance obtained from a Bayesian 
model depends on the number o f  samples. Accurately evaluating the expected value 
and variance o f the objective function at all trial points is unlikely to be 
computationally feasible in a practical situation. However the degree o f accuracy 
required at a particular tria l point w ill depend on the position o f that point. For 
example: High accuracy may be required close to the optimum or areas where the 
objective function is relatively flat. Areas where the gradient o f the objective function 
is steep or which are far from the optimum do not need to be evaluated accurately. An 
example o f  such an algorithm is ‘ stochastic annealing’ (Painton and Diwekar(1995)).
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Appendix A1: A brief note on process vaiidation issues.
The pharmaceutical and biologies industries are highly regulated. Falling under the 
remit o f the Huropean Agency for the Evaluation o f Medicinal Products, (EMEA), 
within the European Union and, in the United States the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). As such the process needs to be validated according to defined 
guidelines to prove a safe product can be consistently produced.
The process is defined as including control systems therefore, the use o f models for 
optimal control or inferential sensors as part o f  process operation, requires validation.
Guidelines for software validation.
To comply w ith both FDA and EM EA criteria control processes should fo llow  ‘ Good 
Automated Manufacturing Practice’ (G A M P 61). The main requirement is that each 
software module should have known and consistent behaviour. Sample GAMP 
documentation for software developed as part o f this thesis can be found at start o f the 
appendix F I. The documentation is not complete but indicates that every method in 
the software should be understood and tested.
One could however argue that such documentation is not necessary. Since, where 
software does not form  part o f  a control system it cannot be said to directly affect the 
process. The tools used for bioprocess development or building models therefore need 
not be validated62. Rather only those software models which form part o f a control 
system would need validation.
An explic itly  readable model can easily be produced by training genetic 
programming trees to reproduce the output o f  the NN or SVM. The process model 
then consists o f a small number o f  defined readable equations, which can be slotted 
into an existing validated control system. The validation o f such a process model 
would be trivial.
M The G A M P  Forum h ttp ://w w w .ispe .o rg /gam p/
62 It w ou ld  be con trad ic to ry to require a h yb rid  model used in process development to be validated 
w h ile  a llo w in g  the use o f  unvalidated software such as Excel fo r data processing as part o f  
development.
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Process Analytical technology.
The FDA s PAT initiative is an interesting i f  unclear development. As such this 
review like all other current interpretations o f PAT is like ly to be speculative.
The FDA6' define PAT as:-
"a system fo r  designing, analysing, and controlling manufacturing 
through timely measurements (i.e., during processing) o f  critica l 
quality and performance attributes o f  raw and in-process materials 
and processes with the goal o f  ensuring f in a l product qua lity ” .
More interestingly they also state:-
‘7/ is important to note that the term ‘ana lytica l’ in PAT is viewed 
broadly to include chemical, physical, microbiological, mathematical, 
and risk analysis conducted in an integrated manner. ”
PAT represents a shift in ethos from ‘ testing quality into products’ towards improved 
understanding and control o f processes. The PAT initiative is a doctrine o f 
continuous improvement which can be seen as similar to ‘ six sigma’ in other 
manufacturing industries.
PAT is already a driver for increased online/at line monitoring o f processes. It is 
expected that technologies such as Near infrared spectroscopy, at line HPLC, 
Biosensors and gas sensor arrays(electronic noses) w ill become increasingly used. 
Therefore far more information w ill be available as part o f the process development 
phase than is currently the case. This w ill make it more feasible to use hybrid 
modelling as part o f the development strategy.
Another part o f PAT seems to be a major shift towards modelling and statistical tools. 
There is even the suggestion that correlations between process variables and final 
product quality could form the basis o f  product release.
"product release could be based on relationships established during product- 
process development and confirmed by both validation and routine review o f  
product-process data fo r  commercial lo ts ” . -Balboni(2003)
f’3 Process Analytical Technologies Subcommittee http://www.fda.gov/cder/OPS/PAT.htm
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It remains to be seen how far this philosophy w ill go in practice. However many 
techniques already in use, such as NIR, involve statistical elements called 
‘chemometrics so as to relate absorption spectra to chemically relevant information. 
Kven i f  it does not go much further the PAT initiative should create a culture which is 
more receptive to statistical modelling than is currently the case in bioprocess 
manufacturing.
Appendix A2: A brief note on business issues.
Potential commercial exploitation.
The hybrid modelling techniques developed have the potential to boost process 
profitab ility  and save development time. I f  when used as part o f a process 
development program they save just one day o f a new biologic’s period o f exclusivity 
then this represents a saving o f SI m illion. Unfortunately, until it is proven, in a 
business setting, that savings can be made companies w ill be reluctant to invest time 
and money in tria ling new techniques.
The most like ly  route for commercial exploitation is therefore some kind o f jo in t 
research agreement between bioprocess companies and either Academia or a broader 
technological consultancy firm .
Intellectual property.
The situation regarding IP is somewhat complex. A t the start o f the EngD program a 
standard IP agreement was drawn up between myself, UCL and the then sponsoring 
company ‘Adaptive Biosystems’ . The agreement essentially stated that any software 
was the property o f the sponsoring company, any non-software IP the property o f 
UCL in consideration o f a 10% stake going to the researcher.
The core architecture for the hybrid modelling software used in this thesis, was 
written by m yself in collaboration w ith David Sweeny and Chris Taylor who were at 
that time employees o f Adaptive Biosystems. However Adaptive Biosystems ceased 
trading in 2003 and hence stopped sponsoring this research program. The adaptive 
code is now public domain. Since that time I have added substantially to the program 
and made use o f 3 public class libraries:
‘N ew M A T ’ , a matrix algebra class library. 
(http://www.robertnz.net/)
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‘ Mersenne Tw ister’ , a pseudo random number generator,
(http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~m-mat/MT/emt.htmr 
Matsumoto and Nishimura( 1998)).
‘ L ib S V M ’ , a library for training support vector machines. 
( ‘ http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/ ‘ Chang, C. C. et al(2001))
A ll parties have given permission for the non commercial use o f code. However any 
release o f the software as commercial package would require the agreement o f the 
various parties. I f  no permission was given, code could be rewritten to exclude any or 
all proprietary components, but this would require the investment o f a several man 
months o f programming effort.
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Appendix B1: The Runge Kutta numerical integration method.
Since the hybrid model representation is simply one o f a system o f ordinary 
differential equations in matrix form standard numerical integration schemes can used 
without modification. For conceptual sim plicity, and to avoid focusing too much on 
numerical integration schemes, a standard 4lh order Runge Kutta method without 
adaptive step sizes as shown in Figure 103.was chosen.
A  general function
>n +
Figure 103 Operation of the fourth order Runge Kutta method: For every step, the deriva tive  is 
calculated four times -  once at the n lh step (Aj), tw ice  at the m idpoints (k2 &  k3) and once at a tria l 
endpoint (k 4). •  = a function  po in t; o = tr ia l po in t (F lannery, B. P. et al( 1999))
l  £
For a function —  = Kr{%, v) 
dt
k , _ = M x K r (4,__, + ^ - , V a, )
2 > . * y
k
k ,= A tx K r(4 ,_ , + ^ - , v  Al)
2 '"+~2
k4 = A t x K r { ^ ,  +k^ ,v  )
( 12.1)
Hence giving rise to the fourth order Runge Kutta formula:
"F 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
+ 0 (A (5) (12.2)
The 0 (A t5) tenn refers to the 5 -1  = 4 " ’ order error induced in the actual answer by 
virtue o f using an approximate algorithm. The series o f k expressions in brackets 
refers to the weighted average o f the values that forms the final term added to the 
current (step n) value o f the function to evaluate the (n + l) th position.
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Appendix B2: Randomly generating dynamic systems for 
testing purposes.
Clearly any number o f published models can be found in literature that could be used 
to simulate experimental data and thus to evaluate the feasibility o f different 
modelling approaches. These systems, and indeed experimental test systems, are 
useful as illustrative examples and indicative o f likely performance on similar 
problems but it is questionable what conclusions this allows us to draw about the 
performance o f modelling methodologies in general.
It is therefore proposed that the relative performance o f different modelling 
methodologies is compared on a (reasonably) large number o f randomly generated 
systems.
The proposed procedure is as follows.
1. Create a K  e constraint matrix and vector o f functions 
r(4 , v)  = (ri(4 ,v) , r2( £ v ' ) , r v_ ( £ v) )T e <R‘V' .
2. Obtain the ‘concentration’ time profiles by integrating the system given some 
in itia l conditions and control actions.
3. Simulate experimental data by sampling from this continuous profile and 
adding noise.
4. Produce a model o f  the system from the simulated experimental data using all 
the methodologies to be compared.
5. Record the performance o f  the methodologies according to some measure.
It is immediately clear that the pseudo stoichiometric matrix can be produced simply64 
by drawing v * v random numbers from some predefined distribution. What is less
clear is how functions can be created at random. This is achieved as follows.
The two sets are defined.
64 The com prehensively studied Mersenne T w is te r method, Matsumoto, M . et al( 1998), was used fo r 
generating pseudorandom numbers.
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The first consists o f terminals. Terminals -  ^ vjv k jw  These are the state variables,
the environmental variables and parameter values consisting o f randomly created 
floating point numbers vc e S.H .
The second set consists o f  basic operators. Operators = {+ ,- ,* ,% , mm,sig} where %
x 1denotes protected division, mm(x) = ------- , sig(x) =
x + \  \ + e x
The set o f basic operators can take as arguments either a terminal or the result o f 
another operator. In this way equations can be represented as hierarchical tree 
structure where the nodes are elements from either o f the above sets.
( b ~ a )  > / <3a + i  /  \  /  \
‘  a 3 /  Vc ,
/ A  -
b a 
Figure 104 Parse tree.
A random equation can be generated by the fo llow ing pseudocode:- 
Create_random _tree()
Root node ~ € ( Operators) 
G e n e ra te su bn o d e s(ro o tn od e )
}
Generate_subnodes(parent_node)
1
fo r ( i= l ; to  parent_node->num ber_of_argum ents; i++ )
{
new node= <— g ( Operators k j Terminals ) 
parent node.argum ent(i)=new_node
if(new _node is an operator) Generate subnodes(new node)
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Appendix B3: The model o f Jang, J. D. et al(2000).
Introduction.
This appendix gives the details o f  the published unstructured model o f a fed-batch 
murine hybridoma cell culture, one o f the toy systems used to evaluate the various 
modelling approaches developed in this thesis. The model is presented as a series o f 
differential equations for cell concentration and dry cell weight, glucose and 
glutamine (both substrates), ammonia and lactate (both by-products), 
macromolecules; DN A, RNA, polysaccharides, lipids and proteins and also product 
formation o f monoclonal antibodies.
A key feature o f the true system is that hybridoma cells in the culture must pass 
through as series o f phases in order to divide the gap 1 phase (G1-phase), the D N A 
synthesising phase (S-phase), the gap 2 phase (G2-phase) or the mitotic phase (M - 
phase). Therefore, in the model, cells are grouped into three categories; viable cycling 
cells, viable arrested cells, and dead cells (Figure 105).
( G 1 S G2 M) New Viable 
cycling cells
GO
Dead
cells
^  Lysed cells
iable cyc lin g  
cells j
Figure 105 Cell cycling in Jang, J. D. et al(2000).
This is not exp lic itly  modelled by Jang and Barford as a stratified population with 
cells moving between pools but rather the proportions in each phase are estimated by 
a linear function and this ratio enters into subsequent rate equations.
The presented model.
Hybridoma growth.
The growth o f hybridoma cells, describing the change o f viable cell mass, X v, with 
respect to time, can be described by the fo llow ing equation:
^  = (12.3)
dt V
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With the equivalent equation for dead cell mass being given as:
— L = -  K h- x j -  —  X ,dt ■' J V d
(12.4)
Where p is the maximal specific growth rate given as a function o f substrate and 
inhibitor concentrations by equation (12.5), and /  that fraction o f cells that have
arrested growth and remain in the GO phase estimated as a linear function o f pd by 
equation (12.7).
In equation (12.7) ‘a’ , ‘b ’ are the death rate constants taken from literature, pd is the 
maximal specific death rate which increases w ith ammonia concentration (12.6), Fo is 
the volumetric flow  rate out o f the reactor due to sampling or harvesting and V  is the 
culture volume. K|ys is a cell lysis specific rate constant.
1 0 - / * . )1 G / f ]
[ G i n ] K , umm
K vi, ’ [C' /  l *[G/n] K , umm + [ .4m m ] K , *[Lac\
( A  m m  ]
n > 1
fc o  =
LI d ~ a
(12.5)
( 12.6) 
(12.7)
Kinetics of antibody production.
Jang and Barford noted that the specific antibody production rate was higher for cells 
in the G1 phase than other phases. Assuming Glutamine to be the lim iting substrate 
upon which antibody production was dependent they expressed the differential 
equations for antibody production over time as:
d[A b \
dt = Qu
[G in]
[G ln] + K gi”
X  - — [Ab] 
V
(12.8)
with Qab is given by:
a * = & . ( i - / * . ) + 0 * , / * ,  (i2 -9 )
Where Qc is the specific antibody production rate for cycling cells and Qgo is the 
specific antibody production rate for cells arrested in the GO phase.
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DNA production.
In the unstructured model, it was assumed that only glucose and glutamine were 
major lim iting substrates o f  the system and other nutrients were assumed not to lim it 
cell growth, D NA synthesis or product formation.
d[D N A\
f t
= v K dm\D N A ] <X. X- K Mm\D N A ] - ^ [D N A \ ( 12. 10)
where Kdna is a conversion factor for the specific DNA production rate and Kddna is a 
DNA degradation rate constant X t .
RNA production.
RNA molecules are synthesised only by translation o f DNA, the rate o f which is 
dictated by the amount o f D N A  available as a template and the concentration o f 
ribonucleotides available. The model is assumed to be o f the same form as for DNA 
synthesis. In addition, Jang and Barford assumed that for the mammalian cells in 
question, the majority o f the R N A was present as stable ribosomal or transfer RNA -  
hence the term Qmma refers to the specific m RNA production rate, with K degi and Kdeg2 
being degradation rate constants:
d[RNA]
dt
= Q ^ A J , A D N A ]
v - V /
for lim itation and inhibition
f m is the fraction o f messenger RNA in the total RNA pool, such that:
f l [5,1
A
° n d  f i n k  = Y [
( KI.
X I  j +[/,■]
( 12.11)
respectively.
(12.12)
Where S and I refer to the concentration o f  the ith lim iting substrate and inhibitor 
respectively. f \m and f nh represent functions o f nutrient limitation and by-product 
inhibition respectively. The KSt &  K It values are constants.
Protein production.
Protein synthesis is directly linked to the available quantity o f RNA for peptide chain 
elongation. For amino acids, the model presented glutamine as the only factor that 
limited the rate o f protein synthesis, i.e. all other amino acids were assumed to be in 
excess.
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d [P R T ]
dt = a , . ,  ~ fC^lPRT] -  ^ t PRT]. (12.13)\  X .  )  V
Qmprt represents the specific protein production rate, while Kdprt is the protein 
degradation rate constant.
Lipid synthesis.
Lipids are synthesised by some proteins (enzymes) using palmitate and glycerol as 
precursors. Hence, letting Qmipd represent the specific cellular lip id production rate 
and kdipj the degradation rate constant o f cellular lipid:
Polysaccharide synthesis.
Polysaccharides, such as glycogen, are biosynthesised by proteins, (in the form o f 
enzymes), using glucose as the starting substrate. Polysaccharide degradation may 
occur depending upon the conditions in the cell, using different enzymes from those 
seen in the synthesis pathway. Letting Qmpsd represent the specific polysaccharide 
production rate inside the cell and Kdpsd represent the polysaccharide degradation rate 
constant, the fo llow ing equation is presented:
Substrate metabolism.
Consumption o f glucose and glutamine is described as a function o f specific growth 
rate and substrate concentration. In the case o f glucose, Jang and Barford also state a 
dependency in the relationship on the maintenance energy. Hence the equations for 
glucose and glutamine may be presented as:
d [LP D ]
dt
= Q , , U M j a P R T ] \ ^ r \ - l ( J,rA L P D ]- ^ - [L P D ] .  (12.14) 
X-. Vy
d[PSD]
dt
= Q , „ J P R T ]  \ ^ - \ - K JnsJ[P S D }-^ - [P S D }  (12.15)
Vy
(12.16)
d [G ln ]
dt (12.17)
where Q
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Where Qgic and Qgin represent specific consumption rates o f glucose and glutamine 
respectively. Y x.g|C and Y x.g|n are cell yields from glucose and glutamine. mgic is the 
maintenance energy for glucose and Kjgin is the rate o f spontaneous glutamine 
degradation. Glucose consumption is dependent on the enzyme hexokinase at low 
glucose concentrations and the enzyme glucokinase at reasonably high glucose 
concentrations, (for example, 20 mM).
To this end Qexgic represents the specific glucose consumption rate by glucokinase and 
keXgic is the Monod constant for glucokinase.
Lactate and ammonia production.
Jang and Barford state that, for the animal cell culture under discussion, the rate o f 
lactate production is related to the consumption o f glucose. Hence, the follow ing 
equations were formulated:
Where Qiac is the specific lactate production rate and Y]ac,gic represents the yield o f 
lactate from glucose.
For the purposes o f  the current model, ammonia production was related to glutamine 
consumption (Ozturk and Palsson, 1991). Qamm stands for the specific ammonia 
production rate, Kdgln is the rate o f  spontaneous glutamine degradation and Y amm.gin is 
the yield o f  ammonia from glutamine:
d [Lac ]
(12.18)
where Qlm = Ylac glcQgU
d [ A m m ]
where Qomm = Ya
= Q„mmX r +
m in i  ^ w n m  , v \ r \ Q  u \ n
(12.19)
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The values o f coefficients are:
Table 15. Summary of constants used in Jang, J. D. et al(2000).
Constant Value Constant Value
t l V3XH 0 065 h " 1 J'lK.Elc 2.0 mol m o l" '
I1 dnm 0 075 b " 1 I  ainni.’ ln 0.7 mol m o l" '
A'dc 0 "5 m M ■Ldca 0.9 dimensionless
0 075 rnM Qmma 0 .8 mg c e ll"1 h " 1
V I lac 90 rnM Qsipn 0.5 mg ce ll"1 h " 1
Vlaiaru 15 rnM C^ cilpd 0 .012mg c e ll" ' h'
A-iAmm 4 5 rnM 0.4 mg ce ll"1 h " 1
Qc 0 ~'0 pg c e ll" ' h-1 Vdcna l.O x 1 0 "1* h " 1
Qoo 1 00 pg c e ll" - h " 1 A'tjeoj 0.03 h " 1
1 x.eIc 2 .37 x 10s cells m o l" ' Vdfi»2 0.0001 h " 1
2 Ox 1 0 " '*  mm ol c e ll"1 h - i Vapn 0.02 h " !
J x.Eln 8 .0x  103 cells m o l" 1 •Vdipd 0.005 h " 1
Q exeIc 2 .0 x  1 0 " :0 mmol c e ll" 1 h " 1 Vdpsd O .lS h "1
•^ecEl: 10 m M
Writing in matrix form.
The model for the media components, biomass and product can be written in state 
space form as:
d_
dt
1 -1
x v 0 1
x * 0 0
[Ab] 0
[G lc] = 0
[G in] n , * 0
[Lac] k ,,.
[Amm] Y
0
> .Kin
0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 -1
0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1
0 0 1 0
0
0
0
[G ic l
[G ln \
0
0
x v
[ Ab] 
[G lc] 
[G in] 
[Lac] 
[Amm]
where,
r, = f i , r2 = n a h = K hsX j  >r4 = Qa
[G in]
[G ln] + K Kin
[Glc]
[G lc] + k .
X..
x g lc  J
= K d ln[G ln ] , r7 = rnKU.X v W ith the various sub terms as defined earlier.
In Jang and Barford’s model each rate o f production/degradation o f intracellular 
macromolecules is independent o f  any other rate. The kinetics o f each reaction have
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the sub-unit f hJ m
v * , y
in common, but this is just a sim ilarity o f kinetic functions,
they are not linked by any mass balance or enthalpy conservation constraints in the 
model. This is apparent from w riting  the model for intracellular macromolecules in 
matrix form where no column element appears in more than one row.
( [DNA] ' f  1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 '
[RNA] 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
[PROT] = 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
[ LPD) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0
I  [PSD] ) vO 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - b
'X
rw 
r\ 
ri
n
n 
r\
\ r \7  J
+  U
where,
r ^ ^ J D N A ] ^ 9  = Q m r n a f \ m f i n h l D N A \
J
, r lo = Q mpr, fu mf i „ d R N A ]
r x '
v ^ y
'i. = Qm,Pj f \ u J „ A PRT}
r x . '
^ \ 2 = Q m p s j f \ l m f i n h[PRT]
X..
'■m =  ( * * * . / ,  +  ^ c g2(1 -  L ) ) [ ^ ] ^15 =  K + r . lP R T ] , =  K Jlpci[L P D ]
r „ = K + J P SD]
Further note that while the macromolecule kinetics depend on metabolite 
concentrations the metabolite kinetics, (as stated in the above model), in no way 
depend on the macromolecules.
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Appendix C1: Example profiles obtained for kinetic models 
built usmg the PC A method. ______
T ab le  16. Screen shots o f  the  pe rfo rm ance  o f P C A models w ith  perfect k ine tic  m ode lling .
Batch time (dimensionless)
Note these profiles are screen shots and 
intended only to give a qualitative example 
o f the fit achieved to each series o f a single 
training batch from a randomly generated 
system not to systematically compare 
techniques.
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T a b le  17. Screen shots o f  the p e rfo rm an ce  o f K ine tic  models bu ilt using P C A  m ethod and know ing  
the co nstra in t m a tr ix .
■ (lST"
I — 1  L-r!
•J
L^ J "  J
Batch time (dimensionless)
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Appendix C2: Transforming principal components back into 
phase space.
While the system is restricted to the manifold defined by the principal components, in 
theory any valid coordinate system can be used to represent the evolution o f the 
system on this manifold. For example, i f  it is known that the rate o f the key reactions 
is the measured rate o f change o f a single species we may wish to specify our 
constraints in terms o f these components. In general form given some partition o f the
state space and PCA matrix
: nT=[n!.-nl] 
m t
>1 = -  '7„) + 7
the model can be rewritten as:
(13.1)T] =  M M u ]T]u -  M M u''r/u -  i f  
r j  =  M M i i ]r iu
In more detail.
Any point which lies on the manifold defined by the PCA vectors can be specified by 
adding principal components together and adding back the mean. For a system w ith 3 
measured variables and two degrees o f freedom any point can be specified by the 
values o f A and B (the rates in principle component space).
(13.2)'  X ' PCA* ' ' PCA * "
Y = A x PCA,' + B x PCA' + F
PCA' P C A ' J ,
Thus our objective is to transform the equation from being in terms o f A , B, to being 
in terms o f two independent chosen coordinates, e.g. X ,Y . Figure 106. illustrates the 
process graphically. A  point specified in terms o f the chosen coordinates can be found 
in terms o f the principal components then projected into fu ll state space
PCA1
Project onto jh igher dimentions
and read off in PCA coordinates
Figure 106 transforming from PCA space to phase space.
First equation (13.2) is partitioned so that it is terms o f the chosen coordinates only
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\
(  PCAiX ) ( PCA X ) {r= A x + Bx i +
y t PCA,‘ J { p CA, ' j J  2
(13.3)
Since the reduced PCA matrix is by definition square and non singular it is invertible 
and so (13.3) can be easily solved for A,B.
P C A * PCA2 
PCA,y PCA 2
x - x
Y - Y
\  (
B
(13.4)
Substituting this into (13.2) we obtain:-
( X \
Y
v ^ y
PCA,
PCA\
p c a :
PCA
PCA
PCA*
x  \  
2 
y 
2 
Z
P C A *  PCA2
p c a !  p c a 2 y
V 1 ' X - X '
' X '
+ Y
Y - Yv y
X
(13.5)
Finally the means cancel
( x ) r p c a ! PCA* '
Y = p c a ) PCAI
v * , Kp CA,z PCA f2 y
P C A * P C A / )
PCA, PCA2
X
v ^ y
(13.6)
The above process transforms a vector specified in terms o f principal components 
back into the space o f  measured rates o f  change. This may be useful in understanding 
the constraints imposed by the PCA process. However, there may well be other useful 
coordinate transforms. For example, independent component analysis takes principal 
components as an input and separates the signals to obtain vectors where the mutual 
information between signals is minimised. This may prove to be an interesting 
approach to m inim ising the redundancy o f kinetic models but is not pursued in this 
thesis.
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Appendix C3: Principal components fits to Streptomyces 
clavulingerus batch cultivation data.
F ig u re  107. N o rm a lis e d  reactio n  rates  im p lie d  fro m  free rates by constra in t m a trix  
in fe rre d  using p r in c ip a l co m p o n en t an a lys is (line ) vs. norm alised  reaction rates  
ob ta ined  by d iffe re n tia t in g  the in te rp o la te d  m easurem ents (points).
Clavulanic acid
Concatenated time(h)
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Appendix D1: A brief tutorial on Lagrange multipliers.
Lagrange multipliers are a tool for constrained optimisation. The objective is to find 
the extreme points, that is maxima, minima or saddle points, given a differentiable 
function and some constraints. Consider maximising a function:-
/ ( * )  = 1 — jc02 -2 x ,2 x e R 2 (14.1)
subject to the equality constraint:-
g (x ) = x02+ x ,2- l  = 0 (14.2)
Figure 108 shows a surface plot o f the function to be optimised. The thin ellipses are
iso-contour lines corresponding to points which have the same value o f / .  The thick
line represents all those points where the constraint is satisfied and are thus allowed 
solutions.
Figure 110. Arrows indicate 
direction in which function 
increases (normal vectors). 
Adapted from Klein(2005).
Figure 109. Intersections between 
constraint and contour lines.
Figure 108. Function to optimise 
subject to constraint shown as 
dark circle.
Ignore the fact that this simple example can easily be solved by substitution and 
consider the fo llow ing geometric intuition. The constrained maximum can be found 
by starting w ith a very small ellipse at the unconstrained maximum (0,0) and slowly 
expanding it until it touches the constraint boundary. A t this point pi (Figure 109.) the 
constraint and the (iso-contour) ellipse are tangential to each other. This means there 
is no direction along the constraint that w ill increase the value o f / .  The normal 
vectors are parallel to each other, formally written as:-
V f(p )  = A V g (p ). (14.3)
The new variable A is a scaling factor called a Lagrange multiplier and simply 
accounts for differences in the magnitude o f the gradients at this point. The problem 
can then be written as a Lagranian in the general form for multiple constrains.
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L (x ,A ) = / ( x ) - £ A g , ( x ) (14.4)
For the example problem the Lagranian is:
L(x, A) = 1 -  x()2 -  2x,2 -  A(x02 + x,2 -1 ) (14.5)
The extreme points are those points where the partial derivatives are zero w ith respect 
to all variables. VL(x, A) = 0
This has the fo llow ing solutions:
A = -1  in which case (x0 -  ± l,x , = 0)a minimum.
A = -2  in which case (x0 = 0,x, = ± l ) a  maximum.
The arrows in Figure 110 show the direction and magnitude o f the gradient V /(/? ). 
Notice that the arrows are pointing towards the centre. I f  the constraint was not an 
equality but instead the inequality g (x ) = x02+x, 2- l <  Othey would be pointing into
the allowed region. The solution must be a point w ithin this region where V / (p )  = 0
which can be enforced by setting A = 0 and letting g (x ) *  0 . But moves in the 
opposite direction are not allowed. The boundary may be an extreme point i f  the 
normal vectors point in opposite directions, i.e. Either A = 0 or g(x ) = 0 , but not both 
and i f  A is not zero it is negative.
In general multiple inequalities g ,(x ) < Ocan be enforced by the follow ing conditions, 
known as the first order Karsh Kuhn Tucker conditions.
&L 'f ~ n SL SL 2 ,
-7— = - 2 x o -  2 ^ x o = 0 » =  _4*i -  2A  = °  >—  = ~ x o + * r  -1 = 0OX() OX] OA
V/ A, < 0
X  W  = ° ’ E l + Si C^))56 0
(14.6)
(14.7)
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Appendix D2: Hyper parameter selection by cross validation.
This appendix gives further details o f the cross validation approach that was used to 
select the values o f the hyper-parameters C and crk, which determine the 
regularisation and Gaussian kernel width respectively.
The concept of cross validation.
The error o f a model on a representative sample o f unseen data is likely to be a good 
predictor o f the error on unseen data in general. Cross validation works by splitting 
the available data into two sets:
Training data. -  Used to determine the model.
Validation data. — Used to predict the like ly error o f the model on unseen data.
For hybrid modelling, batches provide a natural basis for dividing data into these sets 
since decisions w ill ultimately be taken on the basis o f predicted batch profiles. For 
support vector machines the complexity o f the model is determined by the 
hyperparameters C and a k . I f  these are set so as to minimize the error on validation
data then, assuming the validation batches are representative, this should correspond 
to minimum error on testing batches.
Demonstration.
Support vector machine models o f the hybridoma system were trained using different 
hyper-parameter values form ing an equally spaced grid in log space C and a k . The 
average error o f the resulting models, on 5 training batches, 2 validation data and 5 
testing batches was then plotted as contour plots (Figure 111). This was repeated for 4 
different noise levels.
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ffF igu re  111 M odel e rro r  as a function  o f hyperparam eter values.
Model errors vary from 0.032(white) to 0.007(black).
5%  measurement e rro r 10% measurement e rro r 15% measurement e rro rNo measurement e rro r
-----------------------
I
lnK ) ° W
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Discussion.
F igure 111 shows a set o f contour plots o f error o f models built using the support 
vector machine methodology. Each column represents a set o f training, validation and 
testing data generated by running the hybridoma model with a specific level o f 
measurement noise. The first row shows the error on training data. The second row 
shows the error measured on training data. The third row shows the error on testing 
data.
From Figure 111. it can be seen that the performance on validation data is a good 
predictor o f performance on the unseen data. Since at each noise level the contour 
plots for the error on validation data are very similar to contour plots for the error on 
testing data. Performance on training data, by contrast, is not a good predictor o f error 
on testing data.
It is also noteworthy that on high levels o f noise high values o f C do not improve the 
fit to that same training data. This is because the model is trained on the reaction rates 
calculated from the interpolation rather than to the data values themselves. The 
contour plots also show that the surface is relatively uncomplicated without serious 
local optima and so most optimisation algorithms are likely to be effective.
Simplex method.
Searching for the set o f  hyperparameters which minimise the validation error by a 
grid search is inefficient therefore the Nelder and Mead simplex method Flannery, B. 
P. et al( 1999),was used to adjust the hyper-parameters so as to minimise the error on 
validation batches.
The simplex method works by constructing a geometrical figure consisting in N 
dimensions o f N + l vertices, w ith all o f the corresponding interconnecting lines and 
faces present, so as to enclose a finite inner N-dimensional volume that represents the 
localised search space.
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►High
New point to test
Figure 113. Simplex geometry and 
reflection/expansion moves.
Figure 112. Simplex reflections.
The simplex algorithm navigates through the N-dimensional topography, by moving 
the point o f the simplex, where the fitness is lowest, through the opposite face o f the 
simplex to a higher point. These steps are called reflections, and are so constructed as 
to conserve the volume o f the simplex and thus maintain its non-degeneracy. The 
method can expand the simplex when the search space is easy in one or more 
directions to take larger steps. When it reaches a ridge the method contracts itse lf in
the transverse direction and tries to fo llow  the ridge. The algorithm is as follows,
Flannery, B. P. et al(1999):
1. Create a n-dim ensional sim plex where each o f  the (n+1) points is a vector 
ho ld ing  the values o f  the 2 hyper parameters fo r each o f  the SVM s in the 
model.
2. For each po in t on the s im plex, tra in the model using the values o f  the hyper 
parameters at this po in t and return the average RM S error that the resulting 
model has on the va lida tion batches.
3. Reflect the po in t w ith  the highest error through the centroid o f  the sim plex 
and evaluate the error at this new point.
4. I f  the new po in t is the lowest in the sim plex expand the sim plex in this 
d irection
I f  the new po in t is the highest in the simplex contract the sim plex towards 
the centroid
else reflect.
Data reuse.
Having determined the optimum values o f parameters C and a k using the simplex
method. The whole data set, including cross validation(CV) can be used to train the 
model. The validation strategy can be viewed as setting the capacity o f the model to
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be trained rather than the settings o f a trained model. As Table 18. confinns that when 
this extra training data is used the fit to unseen data improves.
Table 18. Comparison of SVM  models where validation data is discarded after capacity is set and 
w here validation data is reused as training data.
noise level 0% 5% 10% 15%
Average error on testing batches
Trained on training only 0.010 0.016 0.007 0.012
Trained on training and validation 0.008 0.015 0.007 0.012
Appendix D3: Hybrid modelling o f a Streptomyces 
clavulingerus batch cultivation - the results obtained by Hans 
Roubos.
The method o f hybrid modelling by Hans Roubos and the results obtained by him for 
the Streptomyces clavulingerus batch cultivation are reproduced here to facilitate 
comparison with the SVM  methodology.
Methodology used by Hans Roubos.
The general hybrid modelling formulism was applied:
? f  = Kr(4 , t ) -D 4-Q {Z)  + F  (14.8)
dt ' v— « «--------- *--------- -
k in e tics  tra n s p o rt
The matrix K  was determined from a detailed metabolic model consisting o f 85 
reactions. An additional level o f detail was that reactions were added and removed 
from the metabolic model on the basis o f extra cellular metabolite concentrations in 
order to approximate the different regulation o f enzymes in different metabolic 
phases.
This left 5 independent kinetic functions; Glycerol uptake, Glutamate uptake, CA 
production, CA degradation and cell lysis.
These kinetic functions were modelled using 3 techniques:
Conventional equations.
Feed forward Neural network models.
Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy logic models.
Appendix D
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Figure 4.5. Simulation using the training data -  batch experiments B 1, B 3, 
Bb and B(j (left column) and the validation data -  batch experiments B 2, B 7 
and B 8 (right column). Note that the individual batches are appended after 
each other.
Figure 114. Results of hybrid modelling by Hans Roubos using 3 techniques. (Taken from 
Roubos, J. A.(2002)
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Appendix E1: Gaussian processes.
A Gaussian process (MacKay, D. J. C.(2004); Rasmussen, C. E.(2003)) defines a jo in t 
distribution over a data set.
inputs X s. , = J
outputs t v , = j
in the form o f a multidimensional Gaussian:-
P ( t |C , {X } )  = l e x p f y  ( t - / v ) r C ' ( t - p )
(15.1)
(15.2)
where the elements o f  C are calculated from a covariance function Ci}  = C f { x ' , x J  ^
such as:-
C f [ x a,x h j  = Qx exp
2 h  r.
2 'N
6,, 02 and r  e are
+ 02 (15.3)
hyper-parameters.
The probability o f a new point output value y  given inputs can then be found 
from Bayes theorem as:-
p (v \D (15.4)
(15.5)
Here t v and X n are the data set vector defined in (15.1) with the new jc v) and y 
values appended, i.e:
By substituting (15.2) into (15.4) the conditional probability is obtained as:- 
p ( \ N \ D , x m ) =  ? f X e x v [ - U \ \  C j  Q '- ,  t.v-
N  V ^
The expectation o f a Gaussian is its mean and so this is given by:
y ~ ~ kNcN_, x, (15.7)
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where k TN = C f [x ° ,x s } . . .C f { x N , ,x yv) .  i.e. the covariance between the new point and 
the existing data points. The variance o f the Gaussian is given by:-
cr; = K - k TNCN\ k N (15.8)
where k ts = C f  (jcv , x v ) .
An example o f a 2 dimensional Gaussian process regression is shown in Figure 115. 
below. Expected value is shown as dark surface, training data as dots and variance o f 
the estimate as light surfaces.
Appendix E2: Statistical tests.
Paired T-test
The paired t-test can be used to test whether two distributions consisting o f matched 
pairs d iffer from each other in a significant way by giving the probability o f
the data given the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the two 
distributions. The t statistic is calculated as:
F igure  115. F it t in g  a Gaussian process to  2 d im ensiona l data.
Dots are tra in ing data, dark surface is expected value, ligh t surfaces are ‘ error bars’ .
( 15.9)
where
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The probability o f that the data would have been obtained had null hypothesis held 
can be calculated from the student’s t distribution with degrees o f freedom equal 
tov  = ,/V -1  or found in statistical tables. For the paired T test to be a valid test o f 
statistical significance the fo llow ing assumptions must hold:
1. The differences between the pairs must be approximately normally distributed.
2. The scale o f the measurement o f (A"(,T )m ust have properties o f an equal 
interval scale
3. The differences between the paired values have been randomly drawn from the 
source population;
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
The W ilcoxon Signed-Rank Test is a non parametric test for paired data which can be 
applied when assumptions 1 and 2 do not hold and the paired T-test cannot be used. 
The test is as follows:
1. The difference is calculated between each pair and i f  the difference is zero the 
pair is removed from the data set.
For N<10 the probability o f the null hypothesis can be calculated by enumeration o f
combinations depending on whether each pair is positive or negative. The right most
(15.10)
2. Each pair is then ranked by the absolute value o f the difference rank (|^,|)
3. The sum is then calculated o f  the signed ranks.
V - l
(15.11)
; = <)
4. The z statistic is calculated as:
W +  c
z =
cr,
where c (15.12)
and crH =
N (A f + l)(27V + l)
6
all the possibilities. For example as shown in for N=3 there are 23=8 possible
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column shows the probability o f obtaining a value o f w greater than or equal to the w 
o f that row value by pure chance.
Table 19 W values for a sample size of three
R a n k
1 2 3 W P ( D > W )
+ + + +6
1/8
- + + +4 Va
+ - + +2 3/ 8
+ + - 0 1
- - + 0
- + - -2 3/s
+ - - -4 Va
- - - -6
18
For N>10 the z statistic is distributed according to the standard normal distribution so 
the significance level for the null hypothesis can then be calculated from this or from 
statistical tables.
The assumptions o f the W ilcoxon signed rank test are very weak:
• The differences between the paired values have been randomly drawn from the 
source population;
• That the variables (A r(,} ')c a n  in principle be measured on a continuous scale 
so that the differences can be meaningfully ordered.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test measures the maximum absolute difference between 
two cumulative distributions. To test for normality the cumulative empirical 
distribution o f the data ( Yj ) as estimated from equation (15.13) below:
,  , \ __LvI1
M,M ,vpc otherwise
(15.13)
Is compared with the cumulative normal distribution where mean ( / / )  and standard 
deviation ( <j  ) o f the normal distribution are equal to the sample mean and standard 
deviation o f the data (Yt ):
( * ) = £ x /2
exp
( a - M)2 'N
K G 2 g
da ( 15.14)
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The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test measures the maximum difference between the two 
distributions. The two one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics are given by
D + = m a x ( F ( x ) - c  ( jc))
V m'" "V } { (15.15)
D„ =m a x(c„„,.m( * ) -F ( .x ) )
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic has an asymptotic null distribution given by 
equation (15.16) where n is the number o f data points. An algorithm for calculating 
the significance(of the null hypothesis that the distributions are the same) can be 
found in Flannery, B. P. et a l(1999).
lim  P
n —> *.
where
= L (D )
(15.16)
L(£ >)  =  l - 2 £ ( - l f  e - 2  r D ~
A large value o f D, and therefore a small value o f L(D), indicates that the null 
hypothesis is unlikely to be true, whereas small D  values support the null hypothesis.
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Appendix E2: MathCAD code for Schnabel, R. B. et al(1990) 
Generalised Cholsky decomposition.
io k |  A >
idemits ( n I identity
delta 4 mait mat heps norm 
Pprod < idenltis « n ) 
dehaprcv 4 0
ldiagV(subinatri\i A A  + I . n — I . k ♦ I . n - I ))>T stj(submatnx(A.k.k.k ♦ l,n  - I ) ) ) i gainm % tmrt eigens als (submatnxf A . k + l.n  -  l.k  + I.
kindddiagVl submairixf A . k. n - l.k .n  - I) ) )
k ♦ dmax. k* dmax 
‘ 4 identity fn>
p k.'  ^ p'k*dmax-l
Jk^dm ax-l' _P 4 Pump
P 4 (P)T 
A 4 P A P  
I. < P L P 
Pprod < P Pprod 
g 4 /eros[n - ( k -  h i )  
lor i h k n - I
sum I < 0 if  i s ()
( t|v u h m a in x (A .i,i,k ,i '  l ) | )  )o .t
t\2 < I) if 
n2 4 sutiicCH |
(k- 1 I  ^
ginax< maxinddg) 
if  gmax / k
Px identity (n)
P 4 (P)T 
Piemp < P ^
p(C  ^ p<k*dmax-l) 
-'k+d m ax- I
I submatnxf A . 
sum I -  sum]
(P>‘
A < P A P  
L 4 P L P  
Pprod 4 P Pprod
nonnj 4 sums ( {subrnatnxl A . k ♦ l,n  -  l .k .k ) [ )
della 4 ma^0.doliapre> • y *  ina^nonnj.iau gainm)}
if della * U
| \  k* '\  kldll,a 
[dellaprev 4 della
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l * \  V
lor i ♦ k ♦ I n 1
l_ , • machcps
temp * suhituirW A, 1. 1A  * I . il I.  ^ (suhmatnxtLA < l . i .L A i)  
index*. 0 cols(temp) I 
i. index* k« 1 '  ,CrnP0 index
n-2 n 1 n I n 2
eig 1 eigenvalM submatnx( A . n 2,n l.n  Z.n I I )
dlist < augment O.dcltaprcx , --minfcig) ■» tau-mai   ina.^cig) -  minfcig).gainm
L I L <1 -  u u M  JJ
delta < (>) 11 dlist(f o > j o
delta < dlistj otherwise
delta < dlist, () il delta • dhst,
it delta > 0
I  '  ■* ■* 4 '^n n ■* "* ^ c*la
+ delta
L ,
V i , - :
I * J A n - l .n - l  ( Ln - I n -:)  
{ An - I.n -1  
( PprodT lJ  PprodT )
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Appendix E3: MathCAD code for Gill, P. E. et al(1981) Generalised 
Cholsky decomposition.
gill A) n < ro*s< A \
R < id cntity (n ) 
h < R R
norm A < maJsumc! [A  | 
gamm < m a j dia
della < m ax machcps norm A .  machcps) 
lor j i  0 n I 
Ihcla j < 0  
lor i ( O n I
sum < 0
lor k c 0.. I I il i > 0
sum *- sum + R^  ^R^
|A .  sum)
ihclaj * )a  ^ sum) if )A. . - sum) > ihetaj
R « - 0  i f  i > j '•I
sum < 0
for k e 0.. j - I if j > 0
sum < sum + j  ) “
phi j < A . - sum 
K J.J
xij< ma)l( |suhmatrix( A. j + I. n - I. j. j)|)) il (j-r l)<n-l
x i j < -  A
n - 1 .1
otherwise
i i x i _ j ]
bcta_j < (m ax gam m , .machcps
E  ^ . < - della -  phi j  i f  della > maJ | phi j| . — L L 2
I, beta j  “ j
J J  
otherwise
E . |phi j |  p h i j  i f  | p h i j |  > max  .delta
JJ
^ b c la_ j‘
ihela j~ ihela _j~ ' i . i .
E <-------------—------p h i j  i f  ----------------- ? m aXdclta. | p h i j | ) otherwise
beta j “ V bela j" J
R < I A - sum -r E . 
JJ  V M  J.J
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Appendix E4: MathCAD code for Hamiltonian Monte Carlo 
(Duane et al(1987)).
H am iltonian! x . p. 1.. n n a x t )  : = M  < x 
k < 0
i! < g rad E (x  )
[ < find  EX x ) 
for i c I . 2 . .  L
p <- m o rm (ro w s (x  J .0 .  1)
H < (pT
2 + E
xn ew  « - x 
gncw <- g 
t < -  tc i l (m d ( tm a x ) )  
fo r lau  e 1 .2  . t
gncw
p < -  p -  t ----- —
xnew  < - xnew  +  £ p 
gncw  < g rad E (x n e w )  
gncw
p < -  p -  £ ------—
E ncw  < fin d E (xn cw )
( pt p )H n c w  <----------------------
2 +  E ncw
d H  <- H n c w  -  H
accept 1 i f  (d H  <  0)
o therw ise
1 accept < -  1 i f  ( m d ( l )  < c x p ( -d H ) )  
| accept « -  0  otherw ise  
i f  accept =  1 
g < gnew  
x < - xnew  
E E ncw  
k <- k + 1
M  < -  x_
M
fmdE(x) := fo(x) should return the 
Hessian o f the distribution o f 
interest at point x
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Appendix E5: Reversibie jum p Markov chain Monte Carlo.
This method uses a Markov chain to sample from an extended ‘supermodel’ , where 
model structure becomes part o f the state space o f the Markov chain and thus 
marginalise with respect to model structure. A  Markov chain is constructed which can 
‘jum p ’ between models w ith parameter spaces o f different dimension in a flexible 
way while retaining detailed balance, which ensures the correct lim iting distribution 
provided the chain is irreducible and a-periodic. However the computational burdens 
and design issues involved are considerably greater than those o f simple Monte Carlo 
w ith a fixed model structure.
Pseudocode for M JM CM C is as follows:-
1. Propose moving to a new model A: 'by drawing an integer from some arbitrary 
distribution j ( k ' , k )
2. i f ( k ' - k )  do a standard metropolis step 
otherwise
a. Generate a random vector u o f  length m ax(0,dim (w*) -  d im (w*)) 
from an arbitrary distribution qk(u)
b. Generate a new state y /' = { k \w k ) from some invertible deterministic 
function o f the current state and the random numbers
= where g k._k = g ^ .  and
dim (wA ) + dim(wA ) = dim(w'*) + dim(w*)
c. Accept the new state w ith probability m in(l, A) where A  is given by 
the follow ing.
A = P(v')Ak.¥')9A«’) id e U i
P ( v )  qk(u)
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Comments on the algorithm.
P (y /')
The first term — -— -  o f  the expression for A is the ratio o f the probability according
p w )
to the distribution o f interest o f the proposed point to the current point. In the current 
context that would be the un normalised posterior P{D \w k,
The second term  ^ is the probability ratio o f the chosen move from model
j ( k W )  
k —» k ' to the reverse move.
The third term is the ratio o f proposal distributions. Note here that i f
dim(w* ) > dim (w*) no random variables w need to be generated and hence the reverse
move is deterministic and so qk\u ')  = 1.
The final term is the absolute value o f the determinant o f the Jacobian matrix o f the
mapping function. J  -  an(j  js reqUirecj due [0 the change in variables due
3(w ,w)
to the mapping function.65 That is since a change in variable o f an n dimensional 
integral is given by
, etc det —  
du
d nu
f  dw,r dw k’ d w k dw k
dw k d w kn dut d U n
d w k' dw kn d w / dw/"
dw k d w k dux f a n
d(wk, u) du} dw, dw,
3vv, dwnk dw, f a n
f a n d U n f a n f a n
l  3w, dwtk dw, d U n
65 "Change o f Variables in Integrals." Kaplan(1984)
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